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ABSTRACT
We obtain results which describe the electromagnetic (EM) field 
and some aspects of the fluid flow induced in a liquid metal by a 
linear induction motor. The need for a theoretical description of 
the motor and its influence arises from recent developments in the 
production of flat glass. The EM equations are simplified by init­
ially assuming the liquid metal (which we refer to as 'the conductor') 
moves as a solid. In this way we include some magnetohydrodynamic 
effects in the partially coupled hydrodynamic and EM differential 
equations.
In chapter one we describe the float glass process, provide 
a physical description of a linear motor, discuss the appropriate 
EM and hydrodynamic equations and give a survey of the relevant 
literature. In chapter two we describe an experiment in which 
liquid mercury is induced to move under the action of a linear 
motor. In chapter three we derive expressions for a simplified 
model of a linear motor and obtain velocity profiles for a given 
Hartmann number. This work is extended in chapter four to include 
the effect of a superimposed shear flow. In chapters five and six 
we describe the EM boundary layer region of the conductor. Two- 
dimensional numerical results are obtained in chapters seven and 
nine for the EM field induced in the conductor. In chapter eight 
we examine the flow induced by a rectangular body force, of 
constant magnitude at a fixed depth, decaying exponentially into 
the conductor. Chapter eleven extends the magnetic dipole 
analysis of chapter ten and gives three-dimensional numerical 
results for'the EM field induced in the conductor by a linear 
motor. Some aspects of the results of chapters two (the 
experiment) ten and eleven are discussed in chapter twelve using 
magnetic field line theory.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1,1 The Pilkington Float Glass Process.
For more than 250 years the principal method of plate glass production 
was that of the cast type. Essentially, an amount of glass is melted in 
a cast, rolled flat, then ground and polished. The process developed by 
Pilkington in the period 1920 to 1950 extended the ideas of this 
traditional method. In the final form of this process a continuous ribbon 
of glass was rolled from the melting tank and passed through an annealing 
kiln. The ribbon was then ground on both surfaces at the same time with 
enormous grinding wheels fed with progressively finer sand. The twin 
grinder was driven by 1.5 Mii and this power was expended in grinding the 
ribbon. However, this power output and the 20 per cent glass wastage 
never made the process a good economic proposition (PILKINGTON, 1969,1977)
In 1957, after five years of development, the float glass process 
came into production. In this process a continuous ribbon of glass moves 
out of a melting furnace and floats along the surface of an enclosed bath 
of molten tin (figure 1.1).
The ribbon is held in a chemically controlled atmosphere long enough 
for the irregularities to melt out and for the surfaces to become flat and 
parallel . The ribbon is lifted from the tin at the entrance to the kiln 
and is eventually cut into plates at the exit. To enable the lifting to
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take place the glass ribbon must be brought to a plastic state before the 
kiln entrance, and so a temperature gradient is enforced along the bath. 
Because the surface of the molten tin is level, the glass becomes flat and 
a ribbon is produced with uniform thickness, also the surfaces do not 
require grinding or polishing. The thickness of the ribbon (from 1.5 mm 
to 50 mm, but typically 6 mm) is altered by, amongst other things, 
increasing its withdrawal speed. During the initial production of float 
glass it was found that the large heat loss through the refractory side 
walls of the bath caused an increase in the viscosity of the molten glass 
there, which in turn produced irregularities in the ribbon. In order to 
eliminate this effect it was found necessary to eliminate the temperature 
gradient transverse to the bath, and a method of circulating the (hot) 
liquid tin from the centre to the (cooler)edges of the bath was required. 
The constraint of minimum effect on the surface and flatness of the 
ribbon had to be observed. In 1961 some linear induction motors were 
built at Pilkington's in St. Helens, and later introduced into the float 
bath suspended above the glass ribbon. Thè linear motors produce axial 
travelling magnetic fields which interact with the electrically conducting 
tin causing it to flow beneath the ribbon. When aligned transverse to the 
bath, the motors circulate the liquid tin (and thus the heat) from the 
centre to the edges of the bath. The glass ribbon is of extremely low 
electrical conductivity and is unaffected by the magnetic field. The 
overall movement of the liquid tin is governed by the imposed shear flow 
(from the movement of the glass ribbon) together with the induced 
velocity profiles from the linear motor's electromagnetic field. Linear 
motors are also used to move the molten tin past heat sources.
At present the float process supplies 40 per cent of the Western 
world's flat glass demand. Recent innovations include a bronze solar 
control glass and the pulsed electrofloat. The solar glass is made using 
an electrochemical system which drives metallic ions into the advancing
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glass ribbon, at a controlled depth and intensity. The pulsed electro­
float allows a range of patterns and colours to be put inside the glass, 
leaving the surfaces free from the uneven textures of traditional patterned 
glass.
In all of these processes a linear motor can be used to advantage 
and a study of the electromagnetic field and velocity profiles induced 
in the liquid tin is both relevant and necessary. Because of the hostile 
environment inside the bath, no measurements of any kind are possible 
using today's technology. Neither has there been a study of the magnetic 
field produced by a plant linear induction motor.
The aim of this thesis is to describe the electromagnetic field 
produced by a linear induction motor and to describe the velocity profiles 
it induces in molten tin. Because of the industrial nature of the thesis 
and for ease of future research, a literature survey is also included.
1.2 Electromagnetic Induction and Magnetohydrodynamics.
Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is the study of the motion of an 
electrically conducting fluid in the presence of a magnetic field. The 
subject is also sometimes called 'magnetofluid dynamics' or 'hydromagnetics'. 
The motion of a conducting material across magnetic field lines induces 
an electric field in the system which causes electric currents to flow 
in the conductor. This is an extension of the results discovered 
independently by Henry and Faraday in 1831 for a closed circuit in a 
magnetic field. Faraday named this phenomenon electromagnetic (EM) 
induction. Lenz gave the direction of the induced currents. The direction 
is such that the magnetic field produced by the currents opposes the charge 
in the magnetic field which created them. In addition, the flow of an 
electric current across a magnetic field produces a body force, the Lorentz 
force, which modifies the motion of the conductor. It is this inter-depend- 
ance between hydrodynamics and electromagnetism which renders many MHD
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problems both theoretically and practically difficult.
1.3 The Analysis of a Linear Induction Motor.
A flat linear induction motor (FLIM) is an ’unwound' version of its 
rotary counterpart (LAITHWAITE, 1975), and the methods of analysis for the 
rotational motor may be carried over to the FLIM - with suitable changes 
to account for the finite length of the motor.
Electrical engineers are mainly concerned with the electrical 
characteristics of induction motors, and have long used the equivalent 
circuit concept and circuit theory (eg.KESAVAMURTHY and'BEDFORD 1958) and 
solutions to Laplace's equation (e.g. PIGGOT, 1962) in their analysis. 
Recently CULL IN and BARTON 19 5 8’constructed a theory of the induction motor 
based on transmission line theory. We are mainly interested in the spatial 
variation of the EM field and here Maxwell's equations yield the best 
results - -especially when combined with the travelling wave theory 
(BARLOW, 1965) of induction motors. Further approaches to the study of 
induction motors may be found in the comprehensive review of NASAR (1964).
1.4 Equations
1.4.1 Notation. The right hand Cartesian coordinate system is used
throughout; the vectors £,, e,, ea denote unit vectors along the
x, y and z axis respectively. Subscripts 1, 2 and 3 denote the components
of a vector quantity, e.g. _$ = , B,] * 8, t, * 8* i* «■ 83
Alphabetical superscripts and subscripts will often be used to denote
parameters of significance or for clarification purposes, e.g.Jf* K, .
The superscript A denotes quantities in Fourier transformation space.
Script letters *(/. , <J , & denote scales of length, speed, time and
magnetic field respectively. Unless otherwise stated, rationalised MKS
units are used throughout. Finally we define the gradient and
Laplacian operators to be 7* f A * « > t*. 1 Vx* 2. + '%>* >* >2V
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1.4.2 Electrodynamic Equations. If we neglect displacement currents and 
Hall currents, then Maxwell's equations are
V. f? - 0 (!)
V. £  a (2)
Va £ = - | f -  (3)
V/v ^ C4)
where (8 is the magnetic induction in webers nf2 (=volt sec nT1 );ê is the 
electric field in volts m”' ; ^  is the electric current density in amps nf2 
(coulomb m^s*1 )} is the charge density; e the dielectric constant and 
jjl is the magnetic permeability in henry m"1 (=newton amp-2). The magnetic 
induction is related to the magnetic field M" (sometimes called the 
magnetising force, its units are amp-turns m"*), by
& = yU ¿ t (5)
We shall assume, unless otherwise stated, that , the permeability
of free space, where jUk, -  4-Tt*lo~* henry m_/ . SHERCLIFF (1965) gives a 
detailed derivation of (l) to (5) and fully discusses the implication 
behind the assumptions made above, in the MHD context. From (4) we have 
the additional result for charge continuity
7. .= O (6)
If ê* is the total electric field and <x is the electric conductivity in 
mho m -' , (mho=ohm“1 , ohm=volt amp"'), then Ohm's law gives
JL - <r£' (7)
If the conductor is moving with a velocity V in a magnetic induction & , 
the total electric field g  experienced by a moving fluid element is 
¿ t  (y/\ 6) • where ê is the electric field in fixed axes. Thus Ohm's law 
(7) becomes
jf 3 c r ( ^ +  (8)
If we take the divergence of (8), using (6) and (2) we obtain
V é  * ~ V. ( ÿ a @) (9)
In general the right of (9) is non-zero in a fluid conductor and we conclude
-6-
that there is a volume charge density inside a moving fluid; deviations 
from this induced charge are dissipated extremely rapidly by displacement 
currents (SCHWARTZ et al. 1964-). From the MHD viewpoint, setting 
V.£=o over-describes the electric field and the solutions will be 
inconsistent. Taking the curl of (4) , using (8) and (3) we obtain the 
result
f Va (Va B) - Va U a B) - || (10)
or, using (1) and the operator relation, curl curl = grad div — V  >
+ V a (Xa£ )  - (11)
where <£ = ( is the magnetic diffusivity, or magnetic viscoscity, 
in m2s*' • The relative importance of the terms on the left of (11) can
be determined using dimensional analysis. We have
I Va (Xa .6) I U&U UoC _ (12)
¡ 1 7 ^ 1  ’iB U 1 l
The parameter is called the magnetic Reynolds number. If Vt* is small 
compared with unity (11) may be reduced to the diffusion equation
i * ' * ’ *4 <»>
Equation (13) shows that the magnetic field leaks or diffuses through the 
(now stationary) electrical conductor. We conclude that for small the 
magnetic field is not greatly affected by the motion of the conductor.
The time scale T for the penetration of the magnetic field into the 
conductor of depth is of order • If we denote the time scale for
the magnetic field variation by J  then using (13) we can identify a depth 
of penetration, S , of the magnetic field into the conductor given by 
s -  (n S T 4 . When $ « T  the magnetic field is concentrated close to 
the surface of the conductor and the regions at distances greater than S 
below the conductor have little effect on the induced EM field. The 
parameter $ is referred to as the 'skin depth'. If the magnetic Reynolds 
number is large compared with unity the first term on the left of (11) may 
be neglected and we have
7a I t  a § )  = if. (it)
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This equation is identical to that satisfied by the vorticity »j in an 
ideal fluid, namely
Va (* a (d) * ^  (15)
Equations (1*0 and (15) describe the convection of the magnetic field and 
vorticity through the fluid. The interpretation of (15) is that vortex lines 
move with the fluid* so we interpret (1*0 to mean that the magnetic field 
lines are 'frozen into' and move with the conductor. This result was 
first stated by ALFVEN (19*4-2). In the laboratory R* is seldom large and 
the frozen-in effect is barely noticeatlc. If R* is neither large nor 
small both terms on the left of (11) must be considered. In this case 
both diffusion and convection of the magnetic field lines occur. The field 
lines are 'dragged' through the conductor as they diffuse into it.
The force exerted by an EM field on a conductor is given by
2. s l  ( £  + ¥ * & )  * ^ £  -t & (15)
However from (3) we see that | ** 3, and (2) gives \%\~ £ \HL\it~' whilst
(*0 gives IJ-I ~ |^|//*^ t so that the ratio of the first and second terms 
on the right of (16) is
where e/cremand C is the velocity of light. Thus in a moving liquid 
the volume charge does not appreciably contribute to the body force and we 
may take the force as
i  = f  A ^  (17)
The forced is a true body force, like gravity, and is usually called the 
Lorentz body force. It is possible to show COWLING (1957) that the Lorentz 
force may be interpreted as a tension $*//« along the magnetic field lines 
together with a hydrostatic pressure
l.*4.3 Hydrodynamic Equations. The equation of momentum is
f 4t  = - V P  + 2 '-* - -b ' '7 (7 .y)+v  (is)d C 3
where ^ is the density of the fluid in kg m ; T  the (scalar) internal
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fluid pressure; £  the body force and V  the viscosity of the fluid in 
Pascal(=kg m-1 s‘‘). For a conducting fluid moving in a magnetic and 
gravitational field we have, using (16)
where ^  is the gravitational acceleration. The mobile operator is
defined by
(19)
d_ = 1.
db
y.v ( 20 )
The last two terms of (18) are the viscous forces. To the above we now 
add the equation of continuity
|  +  y. (%y ) =?o  (21>
which is a mathematical representation of the conservation of mass. In 
this thesis we shall assume that all liquids are incompressible so that 
Ç is a constant, and the thermodynamic equations required for compressible 
flow are not necessary. Thus (21) reduces to
V. V » o ( 22)
It is apparent that p in (19) may be included in the pressure term of 
(18) so we choose to ignore the gravitational force throughout this 
thesis. From (18) to (22) we obtain the Navier-Stokes hydromagnetic 
equation
ç j ' l l  +(ï.V)y} - - V P - ^ a 8 + vVy (23)
We can investigate the relative importance of the terms in (23) using 
dimensional analysis. The ratio of the inertia term to the viscous term 
is
| p(v.V)y I ^  ^
/V7**| *  Y U M * '  y (24)
where is the Reynolds number for the flow. When is large the 
inertia term dominates the viscous term and (23) remains non-linear in y . 
When is small (the 'slow flow' approximation) we can neglect the 
inertia term and (23) becomes linear in ^  . If the Reynolds number is
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large, the effect of viscosity ■ is only important in regions close to the 
boundaries (the boundary layers) or in regions of large velocity gradients.
Using (8) we see that the ratio of the Lorentz term to the viscous 
term is
IJ a SI
I v 7l* I
e-& 4L
v u /* e i
= &CX($) -  Hi (25)
where = S 'the Hartmann number. This dimensionless
parameter was first used by Hartmann in 1937. It gives a direct estimate 
of the relative importance of the Lorentz and viscous forces. When H*i 
is large the viscous term can only compete with the magnetic term in regions 
of large velocity gradients. These regions occur close to the boundaries, 
and we can associate a boundary layer of width £ - gr ( p ) * (the Hartmann 
boundary layer) with these regions.
The ratio of the Lorentz term to the inertia term in (23) is
) ^  cr&x(il _  3 o t/cr\ _ Ww? (26)
IpCy.Wvf ^  p ^ V -  " u
The ratio H* / &  is sometimes denoted by , the magnetic pressure 
number. In large Reynolds number flow we require Hm >  for the
Lorentz force to compete with the inertia term. If the Hartmann number is 
not large enough the magnetic field lines are partially excluded from 
the moving liquid and concentrate in the boundary layers.
1.4.4- Time Variation. Throughout we shall be considering EM sources 
which oscillate with an angular frequency w  . In our analysis all solutions 
of Maxwell’s equations will also oscillate with this angular frequency.
We shall write, (il*-l ),
§.(£*)= B(c,i).-gli)eiU  ea,t) = E(t)etu  <27)
where only the real parts of ^  , $  and £  have physical meaning. Using (16) 
we see that the Lorentz body force is
2  = £ ( £ )  a £ ( & ) (28)
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where IK denotes ’real part of*. It can be seen that may be written 
as the sum of two parts, one dependent on time (having an angular 
frequency 2w ), 2 , and the other, F , independent of time. Thus
2 =  f  + F <29)
If we average 2  over a period of oscillation ) it is easily shown 
that the time averaged Lorentz force 2  is equal to £  and we have
(30)
where yt denotes the complex conjugate. In component form (30) becomes
F - i  «  f - Jse ;, 1, 2: -7X  , 7X  - t * r  ]
1.4.5 ¡.The Fourier Transformation. In much of this thesis we are 
concerned with the three dimensional behaviour of the EM field and velocity 
profiles. One extremely important tool in analyses of this type is the 
double exponential Fourier transformation. Sufficiency conditions for the 
transform to exist may be found in TITCHMARSH (1937) or CHAMPENEY (1973), 
but for our purposes the sufficient condition is that the function to-be 
transformed has a finite number of discontinuities.
We shall define the n-dimensional Fourier transformation, although 
we only use the cases n=l and n=2. Writing r * [x,,x, , ... . x h ] ,
i '«f ....<  1 > s - c .-,?*] , i ' * ft]
we define the Fourier transformation of the (n+l)-dimensional function
A
M s . * )  with respect to r as M a , * ;  where
M(5,2) = \  = J ... j 02)
— 0t> ~JO
The corresponding inverse transformation is defined to be
© • C O
- £  { ft (S,t)} - J- [ ...[ M(s.i) c ' l i S «LS (33)
&  ~  e o
We also have the following convolution results for the functions MCi.*) 
and N ( t ,?) i
W  9 0r
% {  M(i.i) N(t,z)J * .... M (s',a) N(s-s'.z) dsr
—«o — «©
(  w I?»
M i .. M(l',i) Nfi-r.i) dr
(34)
(35)
—90 -°0
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We shall also require Parseval's formula (see Champeney):
oo 09I" f A/(r,?)N*(r,i;dj- j IV(i,*)4$ (36)
0» “•o
1.4.6 Electromagnetic boundary conditions.
Fig. 1.2 Defining Boundary Conditions.
A boundary between two media is shown in figure 1.2. , For the field 
vectors £  , H  and & we have
(a) The tangential component of £  is continuous across 
the boundary thus
J2 a ( £ ,  - & )  = -2 (37)
(b) The tangential component of is discontinuous across the 
boundary by an amount which measures the surface current 
density. We note that the current density is to be interpreted 
as i^6 = km ($ £■) where S is the depth of penetration of into 
C*1 and Cz] • Using (5) we have
tlA (Ml  _  § i )  = U  (38)- ^ ) —
where JjL, and JJX are the magnetic permeabilities of C>J and ClJ 
respectively. When the regions are of finite conductivity 
■fC s o . When the conductivity of f*] becomes infinite the 
EM field is excluded from £*] and a surface current exists.
(c) The normal component of magnetic induction is continuous across 
the boundary, thus
£..(($• - & )  = O (39)
The boundary conditions above still apply when the two media are 
in relative motion (see ROBERTS, 1967). To the above conditions 
we add the requirement that the EM field decays at infinity.
-12-
1.4.7 Hydrodynamic Boundary Conditions. We use figure 1.2 but the 
region [z] is now occupied by an incompressible viscous fluid moving with 
velocity V ( r )  = [>U,V.wJ •
(a) For a plane boundary moving with velocity Va (i) we have
v = v0 (4o)
at the boundary.
(b) If the surface shear stress t is specified along a plane boundary 
with unit normal §3 , we have
I * [ , °] and V/= (41)
If t<] is a vacuum, the surface shear stress is zero.
1.5 The Float Parameters
1,5.1 A Linear Induction Motor.
Fig. 1.3 The Float Bath Linear Motor
One of the float bath's linear motors is shown in figure 1.3, The 
stator core is constructed of soft iron, laminated to minimise eddy current 
losses. Thus the core's electrical conductivity may be taken as zero. 
Twelve teeth are attached to the stator core, each tooth wound with four 
turns of insulated water cooled copper tubing except the end teeth which 
have two turns. The teeth are connected in series according to the colour 
codings R (red), Y (yellow) and B (blue ) - see figure 1.3. A three phase 
electric current is applied to the colour group and the supply is said to
-13-
be 'balanced' if a phase difference in time of radians is maintained
between the colours. The whole arrangement is enclosed in a refractory 
jacket able to withstand the high temperatures inside the bath (British 
Patent: 1,107,099).
A section of the float bath linear motor is shown in figure 1.4(a).
We assume the group > and group 3 windings are respectively phase advanced 
and phase retarded by the amount ~  radians over the group R windings.
From the phase vectors in the circle diagrams we can deduce the shown 
variation in magnetic flux with position along the motor axis. The upper 
graph is assumed to correspond with the time t - o . It is apparent that 
the magnetic flux moves along the motor axis in the direction of increasing 
phase difference in the windings with a speed given by u  /'(za/a) ,where 
> ( - Zz) is the wavelength of the excitation and 2.1 is the distance 
between adjacent teeth in the same phase. Can we attach a significance 
to the parameter t ?
Without loss of generality we may consider the flux paths at t - o  
for the float bath linear motor (figure 1.4 (b) ). These lines of magnetic 
flux are easily obtained from consideration of the direction of the magnetic 
field produced by each tooth at t-o , or by using the magnetic field line
Fig. 1.4 Flux Variation
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analysis of chapter 12. It is apparent that the flux paths for this 
motor are equivalent to an array of eight magnetic poles (an extra pole 
arises from the closure of flux at infinity). The distance X, is seen 
to be the magnetic pole pitch.
We shall now define the technical terms used throughout this thesis 
when discussing linear motors $ the stator (or primary) constitutes the 
stator core and stator face (tooth/slot-region); the electrical conductor 
(plate or liquid metal) upon which the FLIM acts is called the rotor 
(or secondary); the tooth pitch ( C ) is the distance between the centres of 
adjacent teeth; the pole -pitch (X ) is half the distance between the centres 
of adjacent teeth in the same phase and the wavelength of the stator 
excitation is twice the pole pitch ( * Z. X ). The equivalent airgap (“§♦ ) 
is the distance between the stator face and the secondary (-^  ) corrected 
for the serrated topology of the tooth/slot region. It is equal to K c ,^ 9 
where kc * the CARTER (1926) airgap fringing coefficient, is given by
In (42) the parameter Us is the width of the slot opening and is the 
length of the magnetic flux path. For machines with an open magnetic 
circuit ie: a single inductor as in the FLIM,LAITHWAITE (1966) has shown 
that * to a first approximation, may be taken as Vu . Using the 
dimensions shown in figure 1.3, (which are also given in table 1.1), 
we find Kc-U2l*
1.5.2 The Stator Excitation. When the magnetising current is balanced 
the fundamental term of the magnetomotive force (MMF) for a three phase 
induction motor may be represented by a forward moving travelling wave. 
For an infinitely long and infinitely wide ('idealised') FLIM we have 
(WATT, 1955)
Kc
C(5%m + Wi)
C(5fm+Ms) — (42)
(43)
where the peak MMF is given by
F*
3Jz M I  K,  
F T
(44)
In (43) and (44) & is the wavenumber ( oi=7r/r )• N is the total turns 
per phase; X  the winding current; K. 'is the pitch factor (cPis
the coil pitch) and ? is the number of poles . The coordinate ^ is 
chosen along the FLIM axis. If Vs is the synchronous speed of the 
travelling wave then Vs = . If the magnetising current is unbalanced
a backward moving travelling wave is created which introduces extra power 
losses. We shall assume the currents are balanced.
In theoretical analyses there are two main methods of representing 
the winding configuration. The first method replaces the winding currents 
and tooth slots by a distributed surface current on the stator face, (for 
example FUKUSHIMA et al. 1963, 001 and WHITE 1970). This method we call 
the case S . It is valid when the induction motor is series wound 
(LAITHWAITE, 1965). The stator surface current density H is found by 
differentating the MMF (43) with respect to ^ . Changing to complex 
notation we have
H ks
■i (wi- - oe 
Z, (45)
where Ks 3 ! ? N lk u oiP7T
(46)
The magnetic permeability of iron is not constant, but depends upon the 
magnitude of the magnetic field. However, because it is of the order 
10*" henry nT' we may assume ' jfJL^  ~ «o • From the boundary conditions 
at the stator face (38) we see that case S excitation is equivalent to 
specifying the tangential component of magnetic induction at the stator 
face. Thus we have the following boundary condition at the stator face:
Case 5 : = /** K* €, • (47)
Where fa is given by (46). Using the parameters of table 1.1 we find 
fa  m 195o Amp m'1 for fa =0.5
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In the second method we specify the normal component of magnetic 
induction at the stator face, (for example; WANG, 1971), which is
valid when analysing parallel-wound motors. This method of analysis we 
call case p , and the condition at the stator face is
Case P: $ 3 » 8m C } (48)
We can obtain 3^ in terms of the MMF using Amperes circuital rule 
(SAY, 1963)
MMF = Jr.<f 8 • * <99)
where the contour C is any closed flux path. It is easy to show that 
under no load conditions (in the abscence of a rotor)
K  -  /<• K. (50)
1.5.3 Finite Excitation.Effects. The results of 5.2 are in reality 
applicable only to the central regions of a FLIM where the excitation 
does not 'see' the stator edges. However, a real FLIM if of finite length 
and the discontinuities in the excitation at the ends of the stator 
introduce pulsating components of the EM field which are superimposed on 
the travelling field. This is called the 'longitudinal end effect', 
(OKHREMENKO , I960). The pulsating components induce shunt currents which 
add to the power losses but they can be removed in several ways.
(a) Compensating poles. This is an external method proposed by
ELLIOT et al. (1966). Extra poles are added to the ends of the 
FLIM and wound with a single phase a.c. supply (figure 1.5) so as 
to cancel the pulsating components of the EM field in the travelling 
wave region. This eliminates end loss but adds substantially to the
Fig. 1.5 FLIM with Compensating Poles
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length of the FLIM. The MMF in this case is given by
MMF = F„ [  C O S  -  COl  l o t  - t f i M  u t  | (51)
where is a parameter which includes the length of the compensating 
poles.
(b) Grading the Winding. There are a number of ways of reducing
the MMF to zero at the ends of the stator (BLAKE, 1956). One of 
these is to wind the end-poles of a FLIM with half the standard 
number of turns. In this way the magnetic field is reduced to 
zero at the stator ends and no pulsating components appear. The 
MMF here is of the form
Grading the winding was the method used in the design of the float 
bath linear motors.
(o) Sudan’s method. This internal method, first proposed by SUDAN (1963) 
removes the pulsating components by adding additional windings 
within the travelling wave region. Sudan proposed to eliminate 
the zero order end effects by using three instead of only one 
■ travelling wave excited winding. The MMF in this case is of the 
form
It is not difficult to consider boundary conditions (51), (52) and
(53) at the stator face but we choose to assume the excitation is a pure 
travelling wave.
A real FLIM is also of finite width. The change in structure of the 
EM field at the edges of a FLIM because of the discontinuity of the winding 
current there, is called the 'transverse edge effect' (VILNITIS, 1966). 
Throughout, we shall assume the excitation is of constant magnitude across 
the stator width.
LIELPETER and TUTIN (1959) suggest a factor K* 0.8-0.9 should be 
introduced in fcj to include the longitudinal end effect.
(52)
MMF = £  pr^  - <*„*)n * (53)
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1.5.4 Float Parameters. The physical parameters involved in the float 
process relevant to our work are given in table 1.1 .
Table 1.1 - Bath Parameters (mixed units)
FLIM PARAMETERS
Width ( 2ft) 4 in. 101 mm Current (~L ) 150 A
Length ( 2 1) 22.5 in.571.5mm Voltage 10 V
Height 2j in. / 54 mm Frequency (  ^) 50 Hz
Airgap ( | ) 0.5-3 in»12-76mm Angular Freq. (w) 100 x Rad
Slot Width ( ) 1.5 in.38.10mm Wavelength (* ) 6 in. 152 Wm
Pole Pitch ( X ) 3 in.- 76 mm Wave Speed ( V3 ) f 7.6 m/s4 25 ft/s
Tooth Pitch (c ) 2 in. 51 mm Current Density ( k* ) 7850 A/m
Coil Pitch (Cp) 1 in. 25.4mm Turns/Phase (N ) 15
TIN PARAMETERS (SMITHELLS, 1955)
TEMP
°C
DENSITY
e
Kg/litre
VISC0SCITY
y
Pascal 
(Poise,IQ*' )
ELECTRICAL
CONDUCTIVITY
cr
mho/m
HARTMANN
NUMBER
MAGNETIC 
REYNOLDS 
NUMBER 
V* L/ucr
400 6.85 0.00137 1.946 x 10* 23.6 1.19
'500 6.78 0.00118 1.852 x 10* 24.8 1.13
600 6.71 0.00105 1.761 x 10* 25.7 1.07
800 6.57 0.00087 1.595 x 10* 26.3 0.98
Tin Depth (L ) 2.5 in. ¿3.5 Mm
GLASS PARAMETERS
Ribbon Speed ( U«) ( 152-254 mmL 6-10 in/s
Thickness 2-10 mm.
Density 2.5 Kg/litre
Viscoscity a w10 - 10 Pa
Electrical conductivity 1.7 mho/m
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1,6 The Applications of a Linear Motor
The use of a FLIM in conjunction with solid rotors has been adequately 
described by GOLDHAMMER et al. (1968) and LAITHWAITE (1975). Its use 
in the liquid metal industry, ranges from the pumping of liquid metal 
coolants in the nuclear reactor (MULLER, 1966) to MHD power generation 
(WOMACK, 1969) and the control of molten metal flow in the foundry 
industry (ARMSTRONG, 1964). Other applications are given in PANH0LZER(1963) 
and ROBINSON et al. (1972).
The use of a FLIM in the production of stainless steel is similar to 
that in the production of float glass and so it is relevant to this thesis. 
AEG-Elotherm’s ELDOMET system (HOEY et al. 1974) involves the movement of 
molten iron along an inclined channel from the furnace to a casting ladle, 
by a FLIM placed underneath the channel (vOn STARCK 1971; EADY,et al 1972). 
BLOCK (1973) gives some experimental results for the ELDOMET system and 
other EM runners and pumps. The ASEA company of Sweden developed (in 1939) 
a FLIM to stir the molten iron inside an arc furnace, thereby increasing 
the rate of metallurgical processes (REZIN, 1965; ELIASON S KALLING, 1968). 
This two-phase FLIM is placed underneath the furnace and is capable of 
developing a force of 500 N/mz which drives the shallow layer of molten 
iron at a surface speed of 1 m/s. when \4 » 4 m/s (SUNDBERG , 1969).
The FLIM operates on a very low frequency supply (0.5-2 Hz) to allow 
diffusion of the magnetic field through the thick furnace base. Further 
references on induction stirring may be obtained from the files of the 
STUDSVIK company (Sweden), and COCHET et al. (1972).
1.7 A Survey of Linear Induction Motor/Purop Analyses
1.7.1 Definitions. A FLIM may be used in conjunction with a solid 
rotor or with a liquid metal rotor. The latter configuration is that of 
a flat linear induction pump (FLIP). It is possible to have a single 
(SLIM, SLIP) or double (DLIM, DLIP) inductor arrangement (figure 1.6).
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Fig. 1.6 FLIM and FLIP Longitudinal sections.
Usually a FLIM is used to drive a vehicle (for example, a train) 
along a fixed rotor (the'reaction rail' in this context). A FLIP, however 
is fixed and it is the liquid metal which is induced to move. In all 
FLIM analyses the solutions are found assuming the FLIM moves with a 
constant speed V ; the excitation wavespeed relative to the fixed rotor 
is then S  Vs , where the slip 5 is given by
s = f v. - V )  /  V s (54)
Thus the induced EM field is a function of S . At start-up the slip is 
unity and the induced propulsion forces are at a maximum. When the slip 
is zero, the wavespeed equals the FLIM speed and the induced propulsion 
forces are zero. The analysis of a FLIP is a true MHD problem and the 
velocity of the liquid metal must be determined from the coupled Maxwell 
and Navier-Stokes equations. However if we assume the liquid moves as 
a solid with a constant velocity V  the equations uncouple and we can 
obtain first approximation solutions. Thus the analyses for a FLIM and 
a FLIP may be considered identical.
Some possible models for the longitudinal and transverse sections 
of a SLIM/SLIP are shown in figures 1.7 and 1.8 respectively.
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Fig. 1.7 Longitudinal Models
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Fig. 1.8 Transverse Configurations
1.7.2 Survey.
(a) One dimensional analyses. Here it is assumed the decay of the EM 
field away from the stator excitation is negligible (no skin effect) 
enabling the rotor to be replaced by a thin conducting sheet. Using 
flux linkage arguments WILLIAMS et al. (1956) and KARO (1963)assess the 
properties of short stator machines, of which the FLIM is but one example, 
and discuss the longitudinal end effect. LAITHWAITE (l957,et.al.l96o)gives 
some applications for the short stator machine. Building on previous 
work LAITHWAITE (1965) introduces a design parameter G , the 'goodness 
factor', which gives an indication of the usefulness of a machine, where
G  - Or/U (55)
It can be seen that G  is equivalent to the magnetic Reynolds number (12)
A machine is 'good* or 'bad' according as G  »  t or G  <  1 . Using G  and 
the equivalent circuit concept NIX and LAITHWAITE (1966) perform a 
detailed study of SLIMs for low speed applications. BOLDEA and NASAR (1975) 
consider a finite stator with half wound end poles for case S excitation.
A transverse edge effect factor (BOLTON, 1969) and a skin effect factor 
(KLIMAN and ELLIOT, 1974) are included in the analysis. Their results 
indicate that the 1 /«b folding length for the decay of the EM field 
beyond the stator end is approximately ( G '* ) , when S ~  1 , which is
similar to the folding length derived by Bolton for the transverse edge
effect.
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ELLIOT et al. (1966) develop design parameters for the induction 
generator and included an analysis of compensating poles. CERINI and 
ELLIOT (1968) show that i) the end loss in an uncompensated generator is 
the ohmic loss due to shunt end currents, and li) the fluid ohmic 
losses due to the compensating fields are small compared with the shunt , 
end loss. We note that the end effect results of Laithwaite's work are 
unfortunately of little use. He assumes zero induced current before the 
stator entrance end and merely indicatesthat the induced currents are 
non—zero beyond the stator exit end.
SCHEIBER (1973) uses the Fitzgerald vector superpotential (the time 
derivative of the electric Hertz vector) to produce streamlines indicating 
the end and edge effects for a rectangular travelling wave excitation placed 
above a finite sheet. KIRILLOV and LAVRENT'EV (1972) also produce some 
results for a finite sheet but these are.difficult to interpret. Further 
references on the transverse edge effect may be found in the review 
of VILNITIS (1966)*
(b) Quasi-one dimensional analyses. All of the studies below use 
Maxwell's equations to analyse FLIM models of type (a) in figure 1.7
(i) Induction machines. WEST and HESMONDALGH (1961) investigate
(case S) the problem of flux penetration in conducting media and 
determine the properties of induction machines with large air gaps. 
Their results indicate that 63 per cent of the flux from an iron 
stator lies within a distance T/7C from the stator face. The 
case S analysis of STOLL and HAMMOND (1965) can be applied to the 
SLIM. They show that the rotor may be regarded as infinitely 
thick if its thickness is greater than the skin depth of the EM 
field or if its thickness is greater than . If neither of
these instances hold the authors conclude that the rotor can be 
treated as a thin sheet with the neglect of eddy currents.
(ii) High speed ground transportation. The following papers deal with 
the propulsion and levitation aspects of linear motors with
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application to rail transport. 001 and WHITE (1970) with a sheet 
rotor case S analysis and WANG (1971) with a thick rotor case P 
analysis, consider the DLIM. LIPKIS et al (1971) uses both case P 
and case S analyses for the problem of a SLIM with a half space 
rotor.
(iii) MHD power generation, (DLIP configuration). JACKSON and PIERSON
(1966) analyse (case S) the material limitations in a MHD generator 
channel whilst WANG and DUDZINSKY(l967a) obtain (case P) a generator's 
electrical characteristics. A comprehensive review of induction 
generator experiments and theoretical analyses is given in 
DUDZINSKY and WANG (1968).
(iv) Liquid metal pumps, (also see (f) and (g)). VEZE and KRUMIN (1965) 
consider (case S) the force solutions for a DLIP with phased 
bilateral inductors. VEZE and MIKEL'SON (1970) show their solutions 
suggest a contactless method of exciting vibrations in a solidifying 
ingot of liquid metal to control its structure.
(c) Quasi-two dimensional analysis. The following papers analyse the 
longitudinal end effect with an infinite stator length (figure I "? .(*))
(i) MHD induction generator. The papers of JESTER and F^IUCCI (1969) 
and PIERSON (1971) use SUDAN'S (1963) superimposed winding analysis 
as a means of increasing the generator efficiency. Sudan used the 
Fourier transformation technique to analyse a finite DLIP and 
obtained series solutions. The zero modes of these solutions are 
the major contributory factors in the end loss terms but by having 
three different but suitably chosen windings on the stator face 
Sudan found they could be eliminated. ENGELN and PESCHICA (1966) 
develop electrical characteristics for a finite excitation (case S) 
generator using the two sided Laplace transformation. MOSZYNSKI 
(1966) and SUTTON and SHERMAN (1965) use the conformal transformation 
to map the end regions into a rectangle within which the analysis
is performed. Moszynski also discusses the use of insulating vanes 
to reduce shunt end currents.
(ii) FLIM studies. NASAR (1969) gives a theoretical (case S) and 
experimental account of the variations of the magnetic field 
inside a DLIM using the Fourier transformation technique. He also 
gives a survey of end effect studies. This work is extended to 
a SLIM in NASAR and del CID's (1973a) paper.
Further references to end effect studies may be found in the review of 
VALDAMIS (1966). The papers of KOZYRENKO (1971a, 1971b) suggest a method 
of solving discontinuous boundary value problems for elliptic systems of 
first order equations. The author assumes the velocity profile in a MHD 
channel may be written as V = G-^.Y) a V Y  , <*-¿ ( 1 ) , and
Y * a V *  - V P  » f a f ( C )  • Maxwell's equations are then reduced to 
first order elliptic form in a canonical ( erf, p , Y ) domain. For a given 
Q ( U t Y ) the author obtains integral solutions for the end and edge 
effects.
(d) Two dimensional studies. NASAR and del CID (1973a, 1973b) analyse 
a finite length SLIM for high speed ground transportation using the model 
of figure 1.7(b) and finite difference techniques. The theoretical results 
of paper (a) agree favourably with the computational solutions.
(e) Three dimensional studies. As far as we are aware, the only three 
dimensional analytic study of a FLIM configuration is that of OBERRETL (1973) 
for the DLIM. He takes the longitudinal and transverse edge effects, the 
end-winding field and the MMF harmonics into consideration. The rotor is
of finite thickness and finite width. The magnetic permeability of the 
iron stators is taken as infinite enabling the magnetic field to be directly 
related to the MMF at the stator surfaces.
(f) DLIP design studies.
(i) No edge effects. WATT (1955, 1957) and ELLIOT et al (1965)
consider one dimensional analyses and derive expressions for such
quantities as the power developed, pressure head and efficiency.
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BLAKE (1956) gives a general analysis of all types of EM pump - 
both induction and conduction. LIELPETER and TUTIN (1959) discuss 
the optimum dimensions for a DLIP and give expressions for edge 
effect and hydraulic loss factors. Apart from the compensating 
pole analysis of Elliot et al., all of the papers above treat an 
idealised DLIP where there are no end effects. ELLIOT (1969) 
discusses the effect of the number of slots, on the electrical 
efficiency of an MHD generator, comparing the calculated
-»efficiencies with that of the ideal generator, ( • - S  ).
(ii) With edge effects. Here the channel width is assumed to be that 
of the stator faces, allowing a Fourier representation in the 
transverse variations of the EM field. The papers of OKHREMENKO 
(1959, 1965a, 1965b) and VESKE (1965), besides considering the 
overall aspects of pumping, derive such quantities as the pressure 
attenuation factor and the demagnetisation coefficient. The 
longitudinal end effect is not included in the above analyses
(g) DLIP flow profiles. Apart from the work of HARRIS (1967) there seems 
to be no published work in the West on the velocity profiles induced in 
travelling wave MHD pumps and generators. Harris' solutions indicate the 
velocity profiles under a bilateral travelling wave excitation (case S) may 
be taken as those.of ordinary d.c. Hartmann flow, provided we introduce a 
slip factor into the Hartmann number.
A large amount of work on this problem has been undertaken in the 
U.S.S.R. TROPP (1968, 1969) uses the matched asymptotic expansion technique 
to obtain (case P) solutions for the velocity field in a DLIP in inverse 
powers of the Hartmann number. PETROVICH and ULMANIS (1969) solve 
numerically* using a pursuit method, the non-linear system of MHD equations 
for the DLIP configuration. The papers of TKACHENKO (1970, 1972, 1973) are 
very important in that they produce second approximation analytic MHD solu­
tions for the induced flow in a DLIP. Maxwell’s equations are solved 
initially for a constant velocity stream and the Lorentz force produced
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is substituted in the Navier-Stokes equations, which can be solved (under 
certain circumstances) to obtain the second approximation velocity profiles. 
The solutions contain the parameters S (slip) and Hm (Hartmann number) and 
averaging the profiles across the channel gives, after some manipulation,
S = S(Hm). Thus MHD back reaction is included in the analysis. KIM (1970) 
shows how to calculate the induced magnetic field in a DLIM by constructing 
minimising sequences, using experimental velocity profile data, which are 
to be substituted in a functional form of Maxwell’s equations.
All of the above papers consider velocity profiles induced by time 
averaged Lorentz forces in an idealised DLIP. MERKULOV et al. (1973) treat tKc 
periodic flow of an inviscid fluid in the channel and give a pictorial 
representation of the flow development from t=0. Finally TROPP (1972) treats 
the development of the flow when, a viscous fluid moves into a finite length 
DLIP, by the singular pertubation method>but the analysis is extremely 
complicated. It should be noted that TROPP does not actually give the flow 
development in the entrance region of the DLIP, but merely shows how it may 
be found.
Harris’ observation on the similarity of DLIP flow to Hartmann flow is 
not reiterated by the Russian authors.-
(h) Miscellaneous. An experimental study of a DLIM has been performed by 
VASIL'EV et al (1965), who conclude that an assumption of plane parallel 
EM field in the gap can produce reasonable results. A complete discussion 
of the physical, electrical and hydraulic aspects of the DLIP are given in 
the books of LIYELPETER (1966) and VOLDEK (1970) whilst the physical and 
electrical aspects of the DLIM are given in LAITHWAITE (1966) and 
YAMAMURA (1972). Yamamura's book is a 'state of the art survey' of 
Japanese publications. There have been many symposia on MHD (for example, 
SALZBURG, 1966 and RIGA, 1972) and further references may be found in
their proceedings.
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1.8 Coplanar Flow with Constant Applied Magnetic Fields
Throughout we deal with steady state phenomena and simplified MHD 
flow. No consideration is given here (and to our knowledge, elsewhere) on 
the stability of the flow, the flow development and decay with time or the 
entrance and exit flow profiles in a finite excitation induction, pump.
However, there has been a great deal of work on the above topics in constant 
applied magnetic field (Hartmann-type) flow, and for completness we include 
a brief survey of these approaches. We shall confine the review to the 
author, method of analysis and assumptions made.
(a) Stability. STUART (195*+; parallel field), WOOLER (1961; non-parallel 
field), LOCK (1955; transverse field - Hartmann flow), CHEN and EATON (1972; 
parabolic inlet profile, asymptotic form agrees with LOCK), C. WANG (197^; 
free surface).
(b) Flow development. ERASLAN (1967; parabolic profile at t=0, Laplace/ 
Fourier transform analysis), SLOAN (1971, 1973) extends a particular case 
of Eraslan's work, SNEYD (1972; vorticity study at switch on and switch-off)
(c) Inlet profiles (finite fields). SHERCLIFF (1956; heuristic analysis,
inviscid flow), SUTTON and CARLSON (1961; perturbation study, conformal 
mapping of entrance region),HWANG and FAN (1963; finite difference, uniform 
inlet profile), YUFEREV (1967; boundary layer analysis, Blasius inlet profile). 
A new method of hydrodynamic inlet profile analysis between parallel planes 
was formulated by SPARROW et al. (19 ) based on a linearisation of the
inertia terms using a stretched axial coordinate. The following authors
have applied this analysis to MHD inlet problems: SNYDER (1965; constant 
inlet profile),CHEN and CHEN (1972; parabolic inlet profile). HWANG et al. 
(1 9 6 6) use a finite difference approach for a uniform inlet profile.
References to analyses of MHD channel flow are given in the reviews 
of RYABININ and KHOZHAINOV (1969), HUNT and SHERCLIFF (1971) and 
LlELAUSIS (1975). An interesting paper by TODD (1966) gives precise 
conditions which distinguish between the Hartmann flow MHD generator, EM 
pump,EM brake and MHD accelerator.
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2. A MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC EXPERIMENT 
2.1 The Experiment
A model, designed* to analyse the effect of linear induction motors 
upon liquid tin, was used to obtain flow profiles for mercury (liquid 
at room temperature), under the Lorentz force produced by a linear 
induction motor placed above the mercury’s free surface (plate 2.1 ),
The model (figure 2.1) consisted of an oval channel (7" wide) with 
perspex base and sidewalls (electrically non-conducting) allowing a 
depth of 1J" of mercury. (Total weight : 155 Kg, 3 art.) The flow profiles 
were measured at stations (a) - (k), (l) - (7), using a pitot tube/bulb 
manometer/microammeter system, which measured the total head (Bernoulli) 
pressure. Results were subsequently corrected for internal fluid pressure 
using a pitot-static arrangement.
The three laminated iron teeth of the motor (figure 2.2) were each 
wound with a coil consisting of seven turns of insulated, water cooled 
copper tubing, overlapping the width of the iron core at each end. A 
three phase mains frequency supply used.in conjunction with a Berco rotary 
regavolt (type number 121 AG 3E; 0-440V output at 25 A) and a Transformer 
(type number P.1352} 6.25KVA), gave a power of 2.25KW from a current of 
250A at an E.M.F. of 10V. The travelling magnetic field produced had a 
wavelength twice the length of the motor, and effectively (because of the
relative dimensions of channel and motor width) had no component across 
the width of the channel.
2.2 Results
A film of oxide and dust repeatedly formed on the mercury surface 
reducing the surface speed to zero. In order to perform the experiment 
me had to frequently clean the mercury, which interrupted the recording of 
measurements. Other difficulties included the variation in room temperature, 
and the leakage of air through the sealed joints in the recording apparatus.
* Designed by M.Abrams, Models Laboratory, Pilkington Bros., St Helens.
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Plate 2.1 The Model
- 3 0 -
Plate 2.2 The Near Channel ( Downstream )
Plate 2.3 The Far Channel
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The mercury was quite turbulent throughout the near channel flow 
(less turbulent in the far ohannel), and this was indicated-by the variable 
readings of the microamraeter, which measured the total head pressure in 
inches of water. Thus to obtain velocity profiles, the readings were 
effectively 'time-averaged'; the error involved in the profiles, 
relative to the mean (time-averaged) velocity, is +30% at 2"/sec and 
+ 7% at 1 0"/sec.
The effect of the motor on the fluid when the power was turned on was 
immediate: a streaming of fluid downstream of the motor appeared to 
produce a slowly moving wave which returned around the channel until the 
motion settled to a mean steady state with approximately zero pressure 
gradient. All readings were taken in this mean steady state of motion.
Depth profiles across the near channel are shown in figures 2.3. and 
2.3a. The progression of the fluid beneath the-motor is clearly shown 
by a comparison of profiles at stations (c) and (d). Turbulent flow effects 
(eddies, vortices) produced unreliable results (dashed lines indicate 
possible profiles), and the effect of the channel walls can be clearly seen 
by the 1 velocities recorded at stations 1 and 7. All profiles show 
a hydrodynamic boundary layer of thickness $ < mercury depth. (Taking 
a typical velocity and length as 10"/ sec and 15" respectively, the 
theoretical boundary layer thickness 3 ^ J  is o ( fi) mercury depth).
The flow into the motor is more or less uniform with depth along the 
outside (more 'laminar') region of the upstream channel.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the near-surface velocity profiles and the 
visual effects of the surface motion, with dashed lines indicating the 
probable profiles. The downstream flow was definitely not purely normal 
to the motor face: the mercury was streamed in the direction shown by 
the arrows, producing a vortex which moved as indicated. There was some 
backflow near the inside edge of the channel, below the input side of 
the motor - probably caused by the non-symmetric flow into the motor, local 
eddy flows, and the unbalanced windings (see table 2.3), The unbalanced
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windings produce backward travelling EM waves which oppose the motion, 
(see §1.5 and plates 2.2, 2.3)
Approximate flow rates were calculated from the root mean square 
velocity at each station (Table 2.1), including station (k), (figure 2.5) 
in the far channel. Although results for the latter are more accurate 
than those elsewhere (due to less turbulence because of the aligning of 
the flow from the angle pieces), the flow rate calculated is not 
necessarily an exact indication of the efficiency of the motor. The 
true flow rate produced by the motor in the steady state is likely to 
lie near the downstream flow rate, with local circulation accounting 
for a large part of the difference.
When copper strips were placed along the side walls beneath the motor 
and short circuited, thereby allowing return flow of electric currents 
(conductivity of copper »  mercury) and thus an increased Lorentz force, 
the flow rate increased (in the far channel) by 16%. Time did not permit 
the measurement of near channel profiles for this case.
Table 2.1 Flow Parameters
Station RMS Velocity 
"/s cm/s
Volumetric Flow Rate 
litre/sec
Mass Flow Rate 
Kg/sec
(a) 4.04 10.26 0.69 9.5
(b) 3.69 9.37 0.63 Av. 0.65 8 . 6 Av. 8.9
(c) 3.70 9.40 0.64 8.7
(d) 4.80 12.19 0.83 11.3
(e) 5.04 12.8 0.87 1 1 . 8
(f) 5.25 13.34 0.90 Av. 0.88 12.2 Av. 12.0
(g) 5.10 12.95 0 .8 8 1 2 . 0
(h) 5.3 13.46 0.91 12.4
(j> 5.21 13.23 0.90 1 2 . 2
A (k) 5.2 13.21 0.45 6 . 1 0
B (k) 5.96 15.14 0.51 +16%7.00
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The magnitudes of the magnetic induction components £?, and were 
estimated using a search coil / oscilloscope system. The standing waves 
obtained on the oscilloscope screen were photographed (with Polaroid film) 
and the height of each wave was measured from the subsequent photographic 
image (with an error of approximately 5%), Unfortunately we did not have 
access to instruments with which the absolute magnitudes of the components 
could be measured so the results in figures 2 . 6  and 2 . 7  have been made .. 
dimensionless, taking $3 at the surface (2 .0) of the mercury, below the 
centre of the end tooth, as the scale magnetic field. The reduction in 
magnitude (figure 2.6) of <B3 with distance is large (90% fall in 2 . 5  inches) 
whilst the fall in 6, is more gradual (about 60% fall in 2.5 inches). We 
also found that the normal magnetic induction was the dominant component 
Table 2,2 Physical Parameters
Channel width 7in (178mra)
Mercury depth (L) 1.5in (38mm)
Motor length 1
Channel length 5
Stator length 2.75in (70mm)
Tooth width 0.5in (12.7mm)
Tooth gap 0.635in (15.9mm)
Tooth height 3in (76ram)
Maximum velocity (V) lOin (25.4cm)/sec 
Winding current (I) 250 A
Power supplied 2.25 KW
Supply frequency 50 Hz 
Angular frequency (0) 100 x rad.
Pole pitch (t) 1.8 in (46mm)
Wave number (<*) i.75in'(6.83.1 O^mm* )
Wave speed (Vjsw/n¿) 4 .6 m/sec
Coil span (t,) 0.81in (20.6mm) 
Turns per phase 7
Number of poles Z
Electrical conductivity mho/m 
erm Mercury (20°C) 1.05xl04 
Copper 5.8xl07
Density Hg(20°C) =13.55gms/cc
Viscosity Hg(20°C) =0.00155poise
Reynolds number 1^» C-Xi" =85000 
Magnetic Reynolds Numbers
r’Vn "V. L. *■0.073
R* * =0.23
Skin depth =3.*i6cms
Exponential decay factor= 1 .1 2 .Z
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close to the FLIP; in fact we have \&,\ ~ 3 * at the stator edge.
The measured variation of with depth (figure 2.7) is indicative of an 
exponential decay and we estimate the decay factor to be approximately 
1 .8 a where 2 is the dimensionless ordinate pointing away from the mercury, 
(the scale length for the system is taken to be the depth of mercury). 
However, this factor is quite different from the theoretical factor
Table 2.3 Electrical Data
OVER MERCURY
PHASE RED BLUE YELLOW NEUTRAL
Voltage (v) 2.9 4.4 3.9 To neutral
Power (KW) .13 .82 .64 Total 1.59 KW
Current (A) 290 240 16
•
5 12 0
KVA .841 1.05( 644
Power factor 
(KW/KVA)
.1546 .7765 .9945
OVER AIR
PHASE RED BLUE YELLOW NEUTRAL
Voltage (v) 2.9 4.4 3.9
Power (KW) 0 . 1 .82 .65 Total 1.592 KW
Current (A) 290 235 176 155
COOLING WATER
TEMPERATURE °C VOLUME OF ' FLOW 
(Q cm*)
TIME OF 
FLOW 
(t secs)
POWER
SUPPLIED
IN OUT A6
Over Mercury 15.6 48.9 33.3 4x10 3 350 1600 W
Over Air 14.5 47.6 33.1 4x10s 338 1600 W
(value 1.1) obtained using the physical data in table 2.2. The difference 
is largely due to the curvature of the magnetic field lines at the edges 
of the SLIM which decrease the skin depth of the induced EM field (see S6.3) 
Some electrical data (collected by S. WOLFENDEN) is given in table 2.3.
It is clear from the power data that the windings are very unbalanced 
and it is likely that a strong backward-travelling wave was produced by 
the SLIP (see S 1 .5 )» This wave would produce a force opposing the flow 
which perhaps explains the occurrence of backflow underneath face 1 in 
figure 2.4-, The heat absorbed £>y the cooling water was measured using a 
standard thermometer and the figures obtained give a reasonable indication 
of the power ( =4.2 x A9 x Q/T Watts) supplied to heat the water. Using 
(3.3 4)* which is an expression for the total resistance of the copper 
windings we find the power loss from the windings ( T  x resistance) to 
be of a similar value. Comparing the active power («1.59 KW) with the 
heat loss we conclude that most of the power supplied is dissipated in 
the form of heat and that the SLIP operates on a very low efficiency.
This latter conclusion is verified by consideration of the mercury flow. 
Following a streamline from face 1 to face 2 of the SLIP we can obtain an 
expression for the average pressure drop (Af) across the stator, 
viz: A ? - ( (V^-V,1) / 2.3. * where V* and V, are the average velocities
at face 2 and face 1  respectively and <}. is the gravitational acceleration, 
(9 .8 m/sec ). The power required to maintain the average flow rate Q 
across the stator is QAP where Q «(0 .8 8 - 0.65) litre /sec, (from table 2.1) 
Using the data of tables 2 . 1  and 2 . 2  we find this power is approximately 
0.001 Wj the electrical efficiency of the SLIP is thus extremely small. 
Applying Newton's second law (force = mass x acceleration) to the data in 
table 2.1 we estimate the force developed by the SLIP is 270 N/m* •
rr
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Fig. 2.1 The Model
K- — 17.25
Fig. 2,2 The Motor
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Inside Edge
Fig. 2.5 Velocity Profiles in the Far Channel: 
(A) without Copper (B) with Copper
Fig. 2.6 Surface Variation ofl^,|and|£ .\
2 , 3  Ihe measurement of liquid metal velocity profiles
In the previous section we mention some of the difficulties involved 
when measuring velocity profiles using pitot tubes. However, there 
are other methods of measurement, and these are presented below for 
completeness. Unfortunately the opacity, high density and reactivity of 
liquid metals restricts the choice of measuring device considerably. If 
the liquid is in a hostile environment - extremely high temperatures or 
a corrosive atmosphere - the choice of instrument is further narrowed.
The description below assumes that the environment is not hostile.
For an estimate of the local flow rate a device called an electro- 
magnetic flowmeter (SHERCLIFF. 1962) may be used. A constant magnetic 
field is applied across the channel or pipe and fluctuations in the 
induced currents are recorded through conducting plates placed on the 
channel's side walls. For the measurement of large velocities ( y >  0.05m/s) 
in stationary-flow, the standard pitot-tube liquid manometer arrangement 
is quite accurate. However in the boundary layer region near a Surface 
the pitot-tube's physical dimensions may become larger than the scale 
length of the region, and its accuracy diminishes. This device is also 
insensitive to rapid fluctuations and cannot be used to measure turbulence.
For fifty years since KING (1914) wrote on the heat transfer from 
cylinders, the hot wire anemometer has been the most important device 
in liquid and gas flow measurement. KOmSZNAY (1965) surveys this 
measuring technique and presents an extensive bibliography. Then in the 
1950's a new technique was developed in the form of the hot film 
anemometer. These sensing elements, of the same dimensions as the hot-wire 
probes ( about K f m  in length), consist of a very thin platinum film 
fused to a glass surface (LING and HUBBARD, 1956,and LING 1960), but 
are more accurate than hot wire sensors when used for liquid or high 
temperature supersonic flow. The principle of both types of sensor is the 
same - the transfer of heat from the probe surface to the moving iiquid.
The hot-wire and hot-film devices work in two modes of operation. If the 
heating current of the wire is kept constant and the variations in sensor 
temperature are recorded as voltage drops across the sensor, then this is 
called the constant current operation. The second mode of operation, 
the constant temperature mode, is when the sensor temperature is kept 
constant, and fluctuations in the heating current are recorded. For a 
comparison of the two types of sensors and their modes of operation, see 
WASSERMAN and GRANT (1973) and the DISA Probe Manual. Unfortunately 
liquid metals tend to react with probe surfaces - both chemically and 
electrically. For early work with mercury see SABJEN (1965) and MALCOLM 
(1968), who deal with hot-wire and hot-film probes respectively. The 
high conductivity of the mercury can also lead to local MHD effects: 
interactions between the current carrying sensors and the immediate 
environment produce induced currents which can modify the liquid motion 
around the probes (MALCOLM , 1970).
After the completion of the experiment described in this chapter an 
opportunity was provided for further work of a more accurate nature. We 
had planned to set up a model of the plant conditions. A FLIM was to be 
placed above a bath of liquid mercury and the three dimensional velocity 
profiles were to be measured using a hot-film probe. Unfortunately, the 
expense involved tl the purchase of the probes from DISA was too large 
for our budget and the proposed experiment was cancelled. For completeness 
we have included the address of DISA in the bibliography. As fa r as 
we know they are the only suppliers of hot-film and hot-wire measuring 
equipment in this country.
3. THE SINGLE SIDED FLAT LINEAR INDUCTION PUMP
3.1 Introduction
Here we obtain expressions for the EM field induced in an electrically 
conducting half space by a SLIM placed on its surface. These expressions 
are used to obtain estimates for the electrical and mechanical characteristics 
of a SLIP«
As we have indicated in chapter one, the idea of imposing a travelling 
wave along the surface of a conductor to model an induction motor is not 
new. In this sense, our solutions to Maxwell's equations given below, are 
not original. However, to our knowledge,our subsequent analysis of the ’ 
variation of the EM field and our analysis of the SLIP, is new.
We assume the half space moves with a constant velocity parallel 
to the direction of travel of the SLIM excitation. Consideration is given 
to the series-wound and parallel-wound excitations and we discuss their 
different properties. The Lorentz body force acting on the half space is 
derived and then substituted in the Navier-Stokes equations which govern 
fluid flow. An exact, stationary solution, for both the fixed and free 
surface boundary conditions, is possible provided we assume no vertical 
fluid motion occurs. I Using an approximate analysis we discuss the effect 
of a surface shear stress on the induced velocity profiles.
Combining the expressions for the induced EM field and the velocity 
profiles induced by the Lorentz force gives a first approximation for the 
MHD action of a SLIP. A second approximation is made, obtaining the slip 
as a function of the Hartmann number, by successive iteration. Because 
all solutions are obtained as a function of the slip - and therefore the 
Hartmann number - the characteristics of a SLIP.are analysed in this
context.
-Vt~
3.2 The Induced Electromapietic Field
Figure 3.1 illustrates the simplified model of a SLIM used in the 
following analysis. Cartesian coordinate axes are chosen with origin on 
the interface between regions I and II with the axis pointing vertically
Fig 3.1 An Idealised FLIM
downward. Region I represents the stator core of the SLIM and is taken to 
be*of zero conductivity and infinite magnetic permeability. Region II 
(?> 0 ) is an electrical conductor with magnetic permeability equal to that
of free space, .  We assume that a travelling wave excitation of the form
iCojt
e is specified along 3t=0 and that =0 there. We further
assume the induced EM field is also of the travelling wave form and write
§ a . t )  .  . J«> g ( u ) , £[1)e^ - S) (1)
where only the real parta of®,/and §  have physical significance. For
boundary conditions we choose the case S, (1.47), and case P, (1.48), 
excitations on Z=0 and impose damping as £ •*>«, . The half space 7  >0 is 
assumed to move with a constant velocity
y  * [ o , v ,  o ]
( 2)
Substituting (2) in Maxwell's equation (1 .1 1 ) and simplifying, using (1 ), we 
obtain the induction equation in region II:
¿ S  = / « *
(3)
v liiu-Luen tinWe now introduce a scale length vacpm/ ana introduce v..v. 
dimensionless variables f . y / u . , *», * /t, _ A 1 1 reference,
t 0  1 ' * and rf from here onwards refer to their dimensionless forms but 
we Shall ignore the star superscripts for convenience. Thus (3) becomes
(«0
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where V*. ^  ('1+ is#*) (5)
Here S= ( V, -V )/V, is the slip, Vm * is the magnetic Reynolds
number and "W - ^ Vot is the synchronous speed of the excitation. For 
an open magnetic circuit the magnetic gap is T L /t and Laithwaite's 
goodness factor (1.55) becomes identical to 9m . The solution to (4 ) may
 ^ —y* ft
be written in the form % * C. e  where C is a constant to be found. 
However, because g, is zero on Z=0, it is zero everywhere. For this problem 
Maxwell’s equations (1.1) and (1.4) become respectively
(6)= W %  d£
•  -  (i*S3 § ) X  ar o Jj a O (7)
Writing it is easy to show that
I  ( 1* (8)
(a) Case S. Here \ ( o )  *js+Ks. where kT, is the stator surface current
density. The solution for \ i z )  is easily shown to be
S^Cz) 3 /uk^s ** (g)
Substituting (9) in (6) we find
ilO)8 , U ) -  e ' M
Substituting (9) and (10) in (7) we haveT,C*> - (*££&•) X**> 1 Ki ( 11)
Remembering only the real parts of ^  and have physical significance 
we obtain for the induced EM field in II
d?[ c c s ( ^ . Q ) o ir\  (1 2 )
< ?{/& ) e ^ ' ^ j  . eT*'±, (13)
where 9 - ta»"' ^  _ ,wnere 7 2r (14)
I
The Lorentz body force ?  is given by j*, A (?f 8 1 ( 1  28)
obtain after a little manipulation (substituting for 0  from (l.u),
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9 oid?s C  l
1 ~  601 ^  ~  — *■ ^Ir i i*- J (15)
n „ _ / 
&  £ Vl - Hi. Cos 2./ ■+ <ft 2.fi } (16)
where <3>s = fc5 / z k an d £,*<?. We note that the first
terms of (15) and (16) are time independent - they correspond to the 
time-averaged Lorentz forces(§ 1,4.4-).
Associated with the EM field is a skin depth S where
S = r-'
J ‘ (17)
The force has a skin depth £ S .
It is instructive to examine in finer detail the dependence of $ and 
7  upon the slip and magnetic Reynolds number. We have assumed in the 
above analysis that fc* is constant. From (9) we see that is also 
constant on Z=0. However examination of and 7, , indicates that these 
quantities vary with S and 2m on the surface of the conductor. . Denoting 
the magnitude of \  and T, on Z=0 by £„ and Jo respectively, we see 
from (1 0 ) and (1 1 ) that
R /A> Xi To - . S
^ O****")'** (18)
where we have written, using (8), jyj = o C C l - ^ O  ’V . For 
fin d  and 3 - 0  „hen i>„.o , an expected. When (?„ ie large
we V e n d  7„ ■  o ( .  Thus for large R„ . the normal
magnetic fie ld  disappears and the e lectric  current density increases, 
apparently without hound. However, associated with an increase in R„ is  
a decrease in  the skin depth (17) which forces the e lectric  current to 
cluster near 2=0.' The to ta l current f  helo„ the surface of the conductor 
i s  found by integrating (11) from Z=0 to 2~oo. We find
S {  f }  s  ft s — c o s (» k -* 2 + * 4 .- z » )
1 J Cl ** '&)*- '
As » (l1*) gives O'-3* V/h- and we see from (19) that
current density appears, equal in magnitude and phase to
(19)
an induced surface 
the inducing stator
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current, and demagnetisation of the induced field is complete.
The variation of %  and I v together with the time averaged components 
of the body force, (15) and (16), as the slip varies^s shown in figure 3.2.
(b) Case P. Here $3(o) , (1.48) where H>im is the peak normal
magnetic induction. The solutions for $<*) and It* ) can be found in a 
similar manner to those of (a). We obtain
— 3
J U ) ~  -  (« 2 * 2 )
Taking real parts we obtain
«f * ( ^ j  K .
( 20 )
( 21 )
( 22)
(23)
Substituting for *  from (15) and using (1.28) we obtain the following 
expressions for the induced body force (with - o  ).
- U&m (  i t  U?S ¿</>j
- <2 *. e  ,£/ ^ + v; J w 2 / j  (25)
«here 4>„ = rA . Z i / i ^ L  . The first terms of (2H) and (25) eorrespond, 
as before, to the time averaged forces. The skin depth is as before, (17).
The case S solutions can be recovered by substituting for %, using 
the first of (18). Here, however, J„ is held constant. He already know 
that the EM field is excluded from the conductor when and the
continuity conditions in this case would require t m to be zero on 2=0 . 
Examination of (20) on 2=0 apparently leads to a contradiction, because a 
discontinuity in 3,(i) occurs. However, this discontinuity has been imposed 
by us and does not appear from the solution of Maxwell's equations. Our 
analysis is thus correct provided 1?. f »  . He see from (20) and (2 1 ) that 
the magnitudes of 8 , and J, on 2=0 are respectively
&> = O + s '- fa )'  )•/* oC 51?«,
/¿.I«, ( 26 )
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how is it possible to hold 3* constant when 5 and K  vary? We answer 
this question by use of Amperes circuital rule (1.49) on a circuit linking 
the excitation on Z=0 with the region at infinity. Provided the physical 
parameters for the stator MMF remain constant, we see from (1.46) and the 
integral of (2 0) that
X  <* (27)
where X  is the excitation current. To maintain the constant voltage 
operation with- ^  constant, the load current through the stator windings 
niust decrease with increasing s and J?m according to (27).
The time averaged components of the body force, (24) and (25) are 
similar to those obtained in (a). The variation of ^ , J „  and the timQ 
averaged force with slip, is shown in figure 3.2 .
We see from (12). (13) and (22), (23) that the induced EM field is 
advanced in phase over the inducing field, which is consistent with Lenz's 
law (§ 1.2). Why should the induced currents be zero when the slip is zero? 
When 5 - 0  , the conductor »sees» a sinusoidal standing wave and it can 
easily be shown using Maxwell's equations that in this special case no 
electric currents are induced. This result indicates why the 'no load' 
condition ( S . O )  gives maximum efficiency - no mechanical work is expended
and the ohmic losses are confined to the stator. Least efficiency will occur 
at starting when S »1 ,
3.3 Pump Characteristics
The forces consist of a time independent and time dependent component. 
The latter oscillates with a frequency twice that of the inducing field and 
may be ignored over a time interval greater than its period of oscillation.
We can write, (1.29)
* £ c t )  -t (29)
Ve shall work with the time averaged (I l.«.*) Component of the force. Fit).
in the following analysis of an idealised SLIP.
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(a) The electromechanical power developed by the pump ?* is given by
P* 3 /  E- it dCvoL) (29)
where V is given in (2) and (vol) is the volume swept by the SLIP in the 
fluid.
(b) The power loss from ohmic heating in the fluid, , is given by
^  “ ¿cr J  I .  I *  d(Mi-) (30)VVi.
where is given in (11) and (21).
(c) The hydraulic power loss, P* , may be estimated from the results for 
flow in a rectangular pipe of cross section ft and length Ztr , equivalent 
to the volume swept by the SLIP, ( A - 2.A.L where Za is the SLIP width).
The pressure drop A ?  across the length of the SLIP is given by (BARNA.1969)
(31)
-  Ci -a± . p y l
IXt, C 2.
»her. 4  is the well friction coefficient (friction factor), p the fluid's 
density and B«» 2 fl/U . « 1 0  is the equivalent diameter (the results are 
calculated on the basis of circular cross section). For smooth walls we
may use Blasius- empirical relation, ( R< is the Reynolds number for the 
flow (1.24)),
e* m (32)
which holds in the range 5x10 < 1?.< lot For larger Reynolds numbers
(5x10*0^ <  3*10*) Karmans relation is more appropriate and we have
1 //Q  w 2  ( & J Z )  -  o s
The hydraulic power loss % a and may he written in the form
O - s ) 3 0 ^ (33)
(d) The stray losses. 9 . , account for primary copper loss, core loss, .. 
stray-load loss and the windage loss. ALGER (1951) gives the following
formula for the primary copper loss
4-^S I * M l U
? c  = (at 75 C) (34)
where J  is the load current; IS) the turns in series per phase; Lt the mean
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length of turn in inches; C, the total cross section of copper in the primary 
slots in square inches.
(e) The total power output is
Pfc - ♦ ?r + h  * B  (35)
(f) The electrical efficiency of the SLIP is
e,= /Pt (36)
(g) The complex form of Pointing's Theorem may be used to calculate the 
power supplied to the fluid. We have
fac r * Pre
S
(37)
where fcc. is the active power ( ?a(r- + ) and is the reactive
(oscillatory) power; &  is the surface of the contained fluid below the 
SLIP whose unit normal is * . The electric field £ is given by (1.8) 
and we have
£  - £  I  - v a ! (38)
The true internal power of a machine is the RMS current x RMS voltage, x power 
factor (pf), where the power factor (cos 6) is given by (M.HARRIS, 1967)
P**/C ?< à+  ? £ )  (39)
Performing the substitution in (a) and integrating, we obtain
=
iO-SjRm (S); Cj> . iO-sj l?H
[(i* VIZ)'*-*»]'*■
where Cs -  f i ]£()/*• frrsi fj- /  4, and
we obtain the ohmic loss as
C.s . (S);
(P) (40)
Cf » /U . From (b)
p  _ — — — '  -------
5 ( I* sw ) * [  Cw ,'i
Cf ■
f 6u.IS2.il )*-•+ tl Ì.
(P) (41)
Tor an idealised SLIP where winding and stator losses are negligible, (35), 
(36) and (40), (41) give for the idealised efficiency e, = i - s (42)
Result ( « )  i s  the standard idealised efficiency for both rotary and linear 
induction machines. Further d islu ssion  on the efficiency of both compensated
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and uncompensated pumps may be found in BLAKE (1956). Substituting (38) in 
(37) and performing the integration we find
Cs. S&M icl . CP
Ct+sVMiCO+svSiKi]*-
Cs. [6*s tä )*■+*]* (S) ; CT- [ 0 * s ^ ) i f l
(P) (43 )
(P) (44)
The ratio of reactive power to active power is the same in both cases and 
is given by
[ o+s'a : ) ì +i)
power ratio- = JjT (4 5)
The power factor is obtained from (39) and is also the same in both cases.
We have
Cos 9
s &  / { ?
(46)
The power factor for a SLIM is very low - when S ~  cos 6 ~ 0.3. Results 
(43) to (46) are appropriate where the skin depth of the EM field is less 
than the conductor depth ( u ). When the converse is true we can neglect 
the skin effect and obtain the results
Poe
Pk
(«L\
( l + s ' & 'ft-'
Cs.[(>t sciiti] ^
0 +x‘C ) i  {fL'
(S') ; 9  (*£) (P) (47)
(s) cr. [ò+sVm%,] fé)(P) (48)
The power ratio and power factor are as before. Results (43) to (48) may 
be compared with those obtained by WANG and DUDZINSKY (1967) for a BLIP with 
a slit channel. They find
ftc « S &, l+l (S) ; (P)
Ht 1
l + slfò
(S) ; 1 (P)
cos 9 ~ S&* / (  > + ^ £ * 1 ) *
(a) ?m= ? „ / C s 0 >) ? 5 = % /Cs
e = I — s
(c) ^  /¿is ( /( Cls^ L/jT’}
i s G
u __----- ------- 4 -
1.2- 3-
o-s- !/ \ E-
o-v î -
0 -------------- -i-----z“1-----1—1-----
•SLIP
(e) ^re = Ÿr9-/C'S
i 0-J Oé 0-4- 0-2 0
SLIP
(*) 9 *  « ?r* / C C ^ L / S T )
Fig. 3.3 Power Densities
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The variation of ft, , ?r , e . foe and P« with slip for two values of 
the magnetic Reynolds number is shown in figure 3.4 . We see that the 
active and reactive gross power densities are limited in value for case S 
excitations but increases without bound for the case p excitation. We 
explain this as follows. When or S»(©) is assumed constant the machine 
operates as a constant current device. In this case when the slip s, or 
(which is proportional to the conductivity of the working fluid) becomes 
large enough the induced current tends to demagnetise the imposed field.
When , the normal magnetic induction, is held constant the machine 
operates as a constant voltage device. For a sheet rotor the active power 
becomes a linear function of slip, (47), as in a classical induction 
machine. We have already shown, (27), that the load current must decrease 
with increasing S and if*, to maintain constant voltage operation.
3.4 Velocity Profiles Induced By An Idealised SLIP
3.4.1 General Solution. In general the flow of a liquid metal in an EM 
field is not laminar, and varies in time and space with the EM body force 
induced. However, with certain configurations it is possible to linearise 
the Navier-Stokes hydromagnetic equation and obtain stationary solutions 
for the velocity field.
Here we present an exact solution to the hydrodynamic equations k 
assuming the body force is that induced by an idealised SLIM over a 
conducting half space. We show that the velocity field induced is stationary 
and that the oscillatory components of the induced body force induce an 
oscillatory pressure gradient. The dimensionless hydromagnetic equations 
(1 .2 2). and (1.23) are ifespectively:
V.v « o  (W)
^ f + i~(V-V)zJ = -*-7? + (50)
Where the Lorentz body force 7  is given by (15), (16) and (22), (23). If
lP =0 and no vertical flow is induced, then (49) implies laminarwe assume
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flow occurs and the velocity is purely a function of £ . We have
Y = ^ 2. (5!)
Linearisation of (50) is now possible. We obtain
din = aP _ . *. i
dr- ^  ^
5  - ^
(52)
(53)
Q - — 2-fl 2
,it, e
From (52) and (53) we find, on eliminating v , that the pressure P  satisfies 
the Poisson equation
£_P + V_P -  l  (  + * 1 ? )
fy* yz‘ ' ^  fr* /  (5 4)
Using (15), (16) and (20), (27) the piglit of (54) becomes respectively
f  - f o - l 1)" * lfl*l (55)
f  ~ ^ x  - 2. Si Wi. coj 2-<f> f
i  ^ (56)
We seek a solution to (54) for P(^,i,tr) which is consistent with (55) and 
(56)«Writing
r
'  <L ^ x,h. * Ar,*itOi Z<j>
then direct substitution of f in (54) gives /?{,„, A A"* by comparison 
of terms. After some lengthy algebra we obtain
*7
P^iJE.O- ‘/-is + C r t W b W j & t t f + j f M i & r + L i P l i i .  (57)
* t 7 *V  IH-I* ' w* J ty'«/
Pi»-*-« * < 4  - h  • fc'W i * £  - ^  M  }  + ‘• ®  7 - (5 3)
Where we have assumed the constant applied external gradient is
given. By differentiating P  w.r.t z we can recover (52), Thus we have 
shown that all the ^ and t variation is contained m  the induced pressure 
and the solution to (51) for |/¿z} may be carried out since the right of 
(51) now contains only z variation, and constant terms. We have
t  &  , ( i i )  _ ¿ aif ctz*- 'Xs,* ^ (59)
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The solution to (59) is
VCZ.) =
■* » -2<P,Z
-  s ^ i ^ l L  ^  + Ci x ■+■ Cj, (60)
where we have substituted for d % and , writing
CASES; f/fVi*- CASE P
The Hartmann number ¡-¡^  where £~yi^>kx or Bm , and C, t CA are
of integration, (which are found from the boundary conditions).
(61)
constants
3.4.2. Surface Shear Stress Analysis. Because the plant SLIP is capable of 
pumping the liquid tin both with and without the glass sheet on its upper 
surface, we must consider both the fixed and free surface boundary conditions. 
However, a more general analysis is possible using the idealised configuration 
in figure 3.4
z *o
z* 1
STATOR
cr * q
‘ - t
'« « C A P
er > a - y '  hoLTthj Tui
FIxet> B A SÉ f >
Fig. 3,4 Idealized Configuration
. To obtain simple expressions we assume all flow is laminar and steady. 
The stator is replaced by a smooth surface height j (dimensionless) above 
the molten tin surface z-O  . The region between Z - o  a n d z . - j  is 
assumed to be of zero conductivity and of viscoscity vf . This region will 
model the air gap or the glass ribbon. We recover the fixed and free surface 
boundary conditions by taking limiting cases for the viscoscity. If (bP) 
is zero in the gap, the velocity profile induced by the moving molten tin 
is a simple shear flow. Denoting the solution to (60) for the gap by V, , 
we have
M,Ci) = ( z + 9 )
(62)
where we have assumed ViC~^ )aO , (viscous
(1.40) ), and the shear stress on ¿ « 0
(1.41) ). For the molten tin we have V(i)
condition at a fixed boundary,
is specified ( V, on S®0,d*
*o and (by equilibrium of surface
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shear stress) V g - i a  2 - 0  . Solving (60) with these boundary .
conditions we obtain
» «:  f  ^  ^  * *  M ,] - g i j i  .  *±0  , v  iw
The first term of (63) arises from the magnetic forces, the second from 
the pressure gradient and the third from the specified shear stress. Along 
the interface we must have continuity of the velocity (1.40) and so,
on equating (62) and (63), we find
^  ~ $ y; + 0 (64)
where «  *  s V ‘ %  &  ( l * .  - ¿ t " 'Ll] - £  ( ^  (65)
When we recover the fixed surface boundary conditions, and the
magnitude of the surface shear stress is When ^ e W e recover the free 
surface boundary conditions and hi becomes zero.
Equations (63) to (65) completely specify the velocity profile induced. 
We shall consider the two limiting cases of K  separately.
3.4.3 Free Surface. When fc »O (63) reduces
Vi*; = sv5 f, I c - if~ e -^ z r .o ~ o ]  - £  (^  6 -i‘) (66)
Equation (6 6) gives the free surface velocity profile induced in the 
molten tin by an idealised SLIP excitation. However, the parameter ^  is 
a function of the slip and the slip is obtained from a knowledge of V, the 
average velocity of the working fluid. The average velocity may be found 
by integrating (6 6) from ?-o to * . J . Using the notation of 
TKACHENKO (1970) we may write (6 6) as the sum of MHD induced and pressure 
induced average velocities, ( Vm and YP respectively)
. . , r (
v C i ) ' v" I f + X .  20-?\)
where
and
. - • | t
V - f v w  a. = VM +V e
o
(67)
(68) 
(69)
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3.4.4. Fixed Surface. When ^ oo (62) reduces to
V I *  > =  - J f r t y l # ' - ' * ?
which may he written as
VC2)= V*
-vtttz e  - e  -r i - i
( e g ± y  i c - o  ]
where V" is again given by (6 8)t and
■f G i (  l - t )
V. + V, -  S
(70)
(71)
(72)
3.4.5 MHD Effects. From (6 8)» (69) and (72) we obtain the following 
result (writing sVs . v s - v  )
V }/W£R. Vs r (73)1 ■+ Hu R
where *-!V2y-IJ + 'e f . 1 "il f-if) free surface (74)
ItT*-
l ¿V i H i**') ? \ (75)
The slip S is given by
s i f/v* (76)1 + 1 ■+ R.
We see that MHD back reaction effects are included in (73) and (76).
For small i there is little interaction between the magnetic field and 
the molten tin - the velocity V  arises predominantly from the. applied 
pressure gradient. As . Y~>VS and the field is »frozen into' the
fluid. The slip in this case is zero.
Equations (73) and (76) are non linear in V  and S respectively, 
because (J, and K  are functions of Ijz, which, by (5), is a function of V  .
The roots of these equations may be found using standard iterative procedures
(for example, the modified bisection method). The parameter^ is given in (61) 
The value of 5 obtained from (76), can now be substituted back into
(67) and (70) to give second approximation solutions which include the MHD
effects.
- 5 9 -
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When the external applied pressure gradient is zero we obtain, using
(76), the following expression for the Hartmann number
i — s  \  hHw ( j t i ) (77)
where, from (61), and from (74) and (75), ¡21*»',) . However from
(8) we have Y, ^ <r. (o(, s) and so * H« (V, * ) . The value of W*
obtained from (77) is the required Hartmann number to maintain the flow 
when « , and 5’ are specified. The variation of slip with Hartmann 
number for both the fixed and free surface boundary conditions is shown 
figures 3,5 and 3,6, In figure 3.5 we set equal to unity, andin
Fig. 3.9 Velocity Profiles
the dimensional pole pitch x  , T k  /</ is taken as 152mm (6 inches); in 
figure 3,b we retain this value of Z but double , The effect of a 
change in pole pitch is shown in figure 3,7 for the free surface slip and 
in figure 3.8 for the fixed surface slip; ( l in both cases).
The induced velocity profiles for the free and fixed surface flows 
are shown in figures 3.9 (a) and (b) respectively. Numerical results 
indicate that the function Vii) / is largely independent (less than 
one per cent variation) of the magnetic Reynolds number and the slip. 
Mathematically! this is to be expected since the parameters 1?** and S occur 
only in the product s£« ; thus a slip of 0.1 together with a magnetic 
Reynolds number of value 2 is equivalent to a slip 0.2 with a magnetic 
Reynolds number of value unity. When the applied pressure gradient is
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zero the average velocity V  is equal to V* and so for a given Hartmann 
number V  may be obtained from the graphs in figures 3.5 to 3.8, using 
the relation V" • Vs •
The Hartmann number for the flow is determined primarily by the 
scale magnetic field ( or 1L) . The stator surface current density 
was derivedin §1.5 fo*an idealised SLIM, but can we apply the formula (1.46) 
in the design of a real linear motor? In §3,5 we show that this is so.
3.4.6 Examples The MHD Experiment. From table 2.1 we see that the 
average mercury velocity underneath the SLIM is about 10 cm/sec and 
thus with m/sec we have S~1 . The magnetic Reynold's number
is equal to 0.Z3. Substituting for S and %  in (46) we find that the 
power factor is 0.11. Comparison with the measured power factor (table 2.1) 
indicates that our idealised theoretical analysis produces a power factor 
rather different than was observed. One of the reasons for this difference 
may lie in the fact that the experimental SLIM was less that a wavelength 
long and so the idealised travelling wave analysis may be inappropriate.
3.4.7 Example: The Float Bath Linear Motor. Using the data of table
1.1 we find tfm , the Hartmann number for the flow, is equal to 25 when 
ks = 735C A/m. From figure 3.8 we find the appropriate steady state 
idealised slip produced by the SLIP is about 0.3. With &  equal to 1 
we find the ideal characteristics are:
(a) from (29), the mechanical power developed ?*, . 0. 7 Watts.
(b) from (30), the ohmic loss?,- f.74 Watts, (corresponding to a 
temperature rise in the molten tin of 0.+ °c/sec).
(c) from (32) and (33), the hydraulic power loss » 18 Watts 
when the Reynolds number Re ~  106
(d) from (34), the winding loss ?c » 19 Watts.
(e) from (35), the total power output * 3 9 .4 3 Watts.
(f) from (36), the electrical efficiency e ■ 0.0 2 . .
(g) from (45) the power ratio * 6.8 .
(h) from <46), the power factor cosfc - 0> 14 .
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3.5 The Force Acting On A Sheet Rotor
Recently HAWORTH (1976) has completed a simple experiment to assess 
the driving force produced by the linear motors used in Pilkington's 
float bath. He supported an aluminium sheet (1.6mm thick) on bakelite 
rollers which rested on a bakelite sheet placed on the stator face of an 
inverted SLIM. The force on the conducting sheet ( ert * 28,6 o-rw), acting 
tangential to the stator face, was measured by vertically hanging weights 
(adjusted to maintain a stationary sheet), attached to the aluminium 
sheet by a thin cord taken over a free running pulley. The experiment 
was performed with 8 -pole (49.75 turns) 12-pole (79.75 turns) and 16-pole 
(109.75 turns) three phase SLIMs. The internal parameters of each machine 
are the same as those given in table 1.1. The results indicated that 
the force developed in the aluminum sheets was given by the empirical 
relation:
F * { 0-0 1 5 ,0-04- . 0-0*4]I1 grams (8-pole,/l-pole,16-pole) (78)
where I  was the electric current supplied. The width of the sheets 
(203mm) allowed 50mm overlap at the edges, and their length (0.76m, 1.1m, 
1.372m for the 8 j 12, and 16-pole machines respectively) allowed 100mm 
overlap at each end. Because the skin depth of the induced EM field (1cm) 
is much greater than the sheet thickness we assume the field has little 
decay with depth. From Cl5) the force developed, when S»1 is thus given
by
1. iL . u, kj x (voi) Newtons 2« U '
where (vol)m’ is the volume of aluminium. Substituting for the appropriate 
parameters in k* (1.46)we find
F ~ { 0.066 , O.H3 , 0.16 ] I 1, grams (79)
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In his DLIM study BOLTON (1969) indicates the transverse edge effect 
(see §1.5)may be accounted for by a factor of approximately 0.7 in the 
surface current density at the stator face. The longitudinal end effect 
can be included through LIELPETER and TUTIN’s (1959) factor of 0.8-0.9.
Thus the force can be reduced to about one half of its value in (79), and 
we obtain very good agreement with (78). Thus the formula for fCj , given 
by (1 .^6 ) should produce reliable quantative estimates for the induced 
forces in the molten tin.
3 . 6  A Finite SLIP
The results of IS.1* are, as we noted, only applicable in the steady 
state analysis of an idealised excitation of infinite expanse. Here we 
consider an approximation to the flow developed when this excitation is 
made finite in length.
Consider the open sided SLIP, ABCD, shown in figure 3.10. The working
ft %
3 . 0
--- ►--»
--- »1--- »--- »
X /* v(t) f  v(t*ife)
c
Fig. 3,10 Idealized Model
fluid Is drawn Into the SLIP iron, the end AD and accelerated until a 
maximum flow rate Is attained at the exit end BC. If we Ignore end and 
edge effects, we may assume the idealised pumping force fl5) Is 
maintained across the SLIP, and thus to a good approximation, we may 
assume the working fluid moves with no transverse or vertical variation 
underneath the motor. From figures 3.2 (a) and (b)we see that the
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pumping force may be considered proportional to the slip S , (certainly 
when S » o  ); averaging (1.15) across the channel depth and setting S* 1 
in the r-terms, we obtain, for the approximate pumping force
P * 5 T = r * '  . I
0 + l'
i - e."
' ) }
(80)
where T is measured in Newtons / m 3 ; r* (V, -Vj / V, is the slip; and 
V -  (ty/tlt is the fluid velocity —  the direction of y is taken 
parallel with the travelling wave. We now apply Newton’s second law to 
the slug flow underneath the motor, where the inducing force is given by 
(80), and write
{ - (V.-jjjL ) .  T /V s (si)
where f is the density of the working fluid. Equation (81) is a reduction 
of the hydrodynamic equation (1.81) and is applicable when (i) the inertia 
terms are small, (ii) when the fluid viscosdity can be neglected, and 
(iii) when the external pressure gradient is zero. However, even when 
these conditions are not satisfied the solutions to (81) gives an estimate 
of the flow development in the SLIP. Given y~o and when tr -o ,
the solutions to (81) are
¡/ * ^"s (  t  '  f  *  f e- f )  ~  (ft«,)C82)
V -  V t (  f v „ e - f k ~  (83)
where J * T" /pVs
3.6.1 Example: The MHD Experiment. Using the data of table 2.2 
in the expression for T (80) we find T ~ 2 U 0  N/m’ . with V, . ..4b/mc>
f ‘ 13,6 ®"3/CC teve f ~ 8'8 * sec1 . using the approximate
results (when ) of (82) and (83). with (the distance between
stations C O  and d ,  (figure 2. 1 )) equal to 12 cms, and V. (from
table 2. 1 ) equal to 9cm/sec, we find the time taken for the mercury to
traverse the distance u is 1 . 1  se__ , ., _. ,
’ 8eCS> the velocity Is 13 cm/sec
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This final value for the velocity agrees reasonably well with that given 
in table 2.1 , for station (d>.
3.6.2 Example: The Float Bath SLIP. Using the data of table 1.1 in 
the expression for T (80) we find T*. 204 N/m* . With^» 7. ^-m/sec
and p * 6.8 gms/cc we find f  ~ 3.9 x 10* * sec“' ,
(a) Assuming the input velocity (V, } is zero, we find the time taken 
(using (82)) for the molten tin to traverse the length of the motor (o.6m) 
is 6.4-secs. The final velocity is obtained from (83) and we find its 
value is 19 cm/sec.
(b) Assuming the input velocity is 20 cra/sec (for example), the 
appropriate time is about Z6seconds and the final velocity is 27 cm/sec.
The results of (a) describe the flow at 'start up' when v0*o . For a 
motor of width 10 cm and a molten tin depth of 6.4 cm we obtain a mass-flow 
rate of 8.3 Kg/sec. It is clear from the results of (b) that when the 
fluid velocity is non-zero at the SLIP entrance end (as is the case for 
a non-zero pressure gradient, and also axial alignment of the SLIM with
the ribbon flow) the pumping ability of the SLIP decreases, and the SLIM 
becomes a 'stirrer'.
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4* THE EFFECT OF A SUPERIMPOSED SHEAR FLOW 
ON AN IDEALISED SLlT] “
4.1 Introduction
Consider the float glass process. The moving glass ribbon induces a 
shear flow in the molten tin in regions away from the SLIP. As a section 
of the ribbon passes below the SLIP the shear flow is modified by the EM 
field. This chapter attempts to assess the flow modification when the SLIP 
is aligned parallel to. and transverse to, the direction of motion of the 
ribbon.
We have previously considered (Chapter 3) the flow induced in an 
electrically conducting liquid by an idealised SLIP when the upper surface 
of the liquid is constrained to be both free and fixed. The EM body force 
was calculated from a knowledge of EM field induced in a conducting half 
space moving with a constant velocity parallel to the direction of the SLIP 
excitation. This choice of motion allowed us to obtain simple solutions 
to Maxwell's equations, and later, to include MHD effects by suitable
iterations. Here however, we impose the shear velocity V *  on the half
space, where
c “• < ’- * )  • v . r . - » ) ,  o ]  u )  .
The parameters U. and Vaare constants (with dimensions of velocity); L is
a scale length (the tin depth) and 2 is the vertical ordinate. The actual
velocity V of the half space is taken as
YuC-t) *  v *  : [ # l V , 0j (2)
where is a velocity (yet to he specified) which allows the simplification 
of Maxwell's equations and the inclusion of some MHD effects, as in Chapter 3.
Below (S1.2) we obtain the EM field induced in the half space for both 
the parallel and transverse alignments of the SLIP. In it.3 we give an 
estimate of the velocity profiles induced in a liquid inductor of finite 
depth by a SLIP in the transverse alignment. For the reasons discussed 
in 11.2.2. it has not been possible to obtain the induced velocity profiles 
when the shear flow is imposed parallel to the direction of the SLIP excitation
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M-.2 The Induced Electromagnetic Field.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the simplified model of the SLIM used in the 
following analysis. Cartesian coordinate axes are chosen with origin on 
the interface between regions I and II with the Z  axis pointing vertically 
downwards. Region I represents the stator core of a SLIM and is taken to
be of zero conductivity and infinite magnetic permeability. Region II (the 
half space is taken to be of non-zero conductivity and of magnetic
permeability equal to that of free space, . We assume that a travelling 
wave excitation of the form C- is applied along the surface z -»-o
and that & r 0  there (but not necessarily elsewhere). We assume that no 
variation exists and so we have =o . We further assume that the EM field
may be written in the form
B t o e 11" 1- ' "  (3)
„here only the teal parts of £  and /  have physical significance. For 
boundary conditions we choose the case S and case? excitations«!.«) and 
(l.h8) respectively) and impose damping as 2-.*,. Using (2) and (3) in 
Maxwell's equation (1.11) we obtain the induction equation for region H.
? d i  ’ -B s [ & , & , „ ]  (1)
In the derivation of W  we have used Maxwell's solenoidal relation (1.1). 
We see from (1) that the velocity Ufa) occurs only in its differentiated 
form. Thus the MHD approximation can only be performed if the X component 
of V) is a function of 2 . since the MHD bach reaction is proportional to
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the field line deformation, we may assume the a; component of can be taken 
as a shear flow. This problem does not arise for V(V and so we can follow 
the procedure of S3.2 for they component of . Finally we have
)k (z )  .  [ - U  V ,  o j  (5 )
where the minus sign in the * component indicates that the magnetic field 
lines will oppose the shear flow. Combining (l), (2) and (5) we have
VC?; = [ (U.-U)0 - £ )  , V V  , o ]  (6)
The constant velocities U and V"incorporate some aspects of the MHD effects 
and will be evaluated at a later stage in this analysis. We now introduce 
the scale length C and the dimensionless variables z*. 2/h, u/t .^
All references to tj , z and * from here onwards refer to their dimensionless 
forms but we shall ignore the superscripts for convenience. Substituting 
(6) in (4) we obtain
*  A  - *•■*£ -  8, f(?», (7)
where ^  - U l (1 -i c
( 8 )
the slip SCz; 1 -
V *
(9)
In (8) 1?** V.L/^is the magnetic Reynolds number based on the synchronous 
velocity Vi.coL/« of the travelling wave. The parameters < ? » , , and 
VoL/^ are magnetic Reynolds numbers based on the imposed shear flow. 
For this problem the dimensionless form of Maxwell’s equations (1 .1 ) and 
(1.4) become respectively
(Lz
' oi (1 0 )
^41 T
( 1 1 )
Because 3,(2) is not zero (cf. §3) we see that the current density vector 
is three dimensional in nature. The solutions to (7) and (11), for the 
magnetic field and current density respectively, will be found for two 
special cases of the above configuration.
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4.2.1 Transverse Alignment. The shear flow configuration transverse to 
the direction of motion of the travelling wave is shown in figure 4.1(a)
Because is now zero, we have . The slip (9) reduces to the
standard form
S . ( v - V ) / V ,  (12)
The solution to (7) is of the form S . ç c  , where frfc)is a particular
integral, and -  is a constant of integration. The boundary conditions 
give Ct*o because ?I is shown to be zero on . From equations (7),
(10) and (11) we obtain (using the methods of §3.2) the EM field induced 
in region II:
(a) Case 5  . Here ./.Ki , (l.Wi.where fc, i s  tha stator surface current
density. We find
)*•'(») > 1 > - V  j (13)
j .  £ a,;
From (3.8) we obtain
v, , t * j-  l 1 j 4 (15)
Remembering only the real parts of & and J. have physical significance, the 
true EM field in II becomes
Vm (16)
1 P} - ge.”  CosC«M*|) , Km, (4-9 + J ) +
i+i 2.i<h
isii* uiC + Vt*) , caop-zg) ]
where 9 = ta.J ( and t f . a . f e - . y - v . *  (le)
The Lorentz body force f  is given by ^  (1.2e)> and ve
)using (16) and (17)
m 3 _ i » tv# t
M a4\. B ***•. 3 . fcs) C //—COS/if/i b)1 J. O *■ . a. -Wf* .
^  w r  1 J e  (20)
/U » $ i  *  — f t "  t <x 2  e. 1 f  f -  03  +  j i .  n  ,  - - L<f<z
ÏT Ï ÏZ  1 } T è S ? ' * *  / * & - * < * « > ] .
*■ 7 ^  th K f* . -* '*  { U 'g  -«.tcaf-v} (2l)
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¡uu - 'i'"- ‘ " *"•]
(b) Case? . Here , (1.48), where ^  is the peak normal
induction on £*•<? , We find
1  * 'Bm ^ ~ v1t [  - £*, »'it: 1 1
J -  i * ~ * -
The real parts of & and £ are:
9'] - *„ 2  a«*..,, ( o t p ]
« { j w t “ -*-»'] - *. e ^ f - ^ e . o . Y ,  1?.,f  r * wsrt.e)
^ * *1<H
¿¡5; ' *-0 -t-1) ]
where 9 and V* are given in (18). The Lorentz body force 7 is given by 
(1.28), and we obtain using (24) and (25)
* *" 4-/*l L 1 1
magnetic
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
Si+I'-L
&  .z‘e  ^  [cor 8 ■+ <-<n ] too\
l W 4 "  J
Results (13) to (28) may be compared with the EM field solutions given 
in §3.2. The magnetic induction vector is now fully three dimensional 
although the extra component, dt , is of order P*. , which may be neglected 
when . Additional components land J, are added to the current
density vector but these components are also of order fL, . The Lorentz
force may be written, in the usual way, as the sum of a time dependent 
term % and a time independent ternr F •
i  -  i b ,  F
(29)
We see that Ft is unchanged from its value in §3 2 hn+ a« +e in Sd*^  an extra component
?, exists. This force, which is proportional to , tries to counteract
the stretching and handing of the nagnetic field lines by the imposed shear
flow. Later we shall evaluate in term* tha „ *7  «  Terms of the Hartmann number using
a similar analysis to that in §3.4.
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4.2.2 Parallel Alignment. The shear flow configuration parallel to the 
direction of motion of the travelling wave is shown in figure 4.1 (b). 
Because U. is now zero we must have . Because there are now no
inducing terms for l, Li) in (7), the boundary conditions on imply that 
this component of magnetic induction is zero everywhere.
(i) Exact formulation. We can reduce the induction equation (7) to the
form
-  i à  -  [ 0. r n .e.t s 1 , 0] (30)
In the ^■onvation of (30) W6 have made “the transformation
t * (i'+tz) r ~ z/1 (31)
where r « i ot * (32)
and * '=  1, ,■(?„ 0  -  v w . )  ?
V, J (33)
The solution to (30) may be written as a linear combination of the two 
independent Airy functions (see ABRAMOWITZ and STEGUN, 1965).
The basic properties of these functions have been included in Appendix X 
for completeness. As $->««», &($)+*> and so the solution to (30) is of the 
form £. A'Yi) where £  is a constant to be found from the boundary conditions.
Introducing the notation
; 5 = 1 -  (34)
the solutions for the EM field can be shown to be 
Case S :
3  Œ yWo 1^ * |r„ AiVf> *■ ’ to 'tu)
1
’ M iu) J (35)
/ J - k.
f - c2 S
L ft«*.
KU' (Wil 0 „ 1
ftvii.; ’ > 0 i (36)
Case V :
3 - t .  L 0 , . k ‘( i > . /k(f> 1yVi &7Ù) 1 (37)
Ï  * r -  . Mi) 0 0  1-7— —  » w . 0 • 1/W$„) (38)
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The time averaged forces (1.31) are calculated as
Case S F - £ * 1 $ [ O , Soc^ (HWl |/W£2 |\ - **<?* Tu> &(*)*'(& 1
CaseT F,  &  K[  o ,  s*R. ¡ACi> I * , .«f.«... 1 Clt0,
Results (35) to (HO) exactly describe the EM field and Lorentz force 
induced in a conducting half space by a travelling wave excitation when 
the specified shear flow is imposed. A comparison may be made with the 
results of §3.2. We see that a shear flow imposed parallel to the direction 
of the travelling wave does not induce a body force transverse to this 
direction - as we would expect from consideration of the symmetry of the 
problem. The electric currents (36), (38) and the time averaged forces 
(39), (40) are, as before, proportional to the slip, although in this case 
we see from the latter of (34) that a velocity Vt , representative of the 
imposed flow is also included in S .
It is apparent that the hydrodynamic analysis of §3.3 may equally be 
applied here. The slip in Chapter 3 was given by S« fa~V)/Vs so if we 
replace V  there by V+V. , (using the latter of (3H)), we find the average 
velocity here for the flow across the width of the channel. V  , may be 
written in a form similar to (3.73) as
V * Lvf - Vo)
| -M-U A (t-Hin fi (41)
where 14* is the Hartmann number (/-fc(§)ic ©*> g^vf )and ?’an applied pressure 
gradient. The parameter A arises from integrating the terms containing 
in (39) and (40), as we have done in §3.41. Unfortunately there do not 
appear to be simple expressions for the required indefinite integrals and 
we have been unable to represent the integrals m  terms of known functions. 
However, we see from (41) that it is the maximum value of the imposed 
shear velocity, (v.), which dominates the back reaction effects by decreasing 
the synchronous velocity of the SLIP excitation relative to the conductor. 
When V.« Vs * the shear flow has little effect on the fluid motion and the
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results of §3.4 are applicable. ,In this case the motion of the glass 
ribbon is included by assuming the velocity in the surface is equal to 
V, , the velocity of the ribbon.
We now consider an approximate analysis of the parallel configuration.
(ii) J.W.K.B. .approximation. The third component of (30) is
41îû
di' - % %
(42)
An approximate solution to (42) may be obtained using the JWKB ’phase 
memory’ method, which is applicable when $ is large. Using (31) we find
_ j'iirVr«,4-as.~~ O
✓
(vVraT7^
where C is a constant to be found from the boundary conditions. If the 
case ? boundary condition, is applied, we find from (10) and (11), using (43)
\  = C e + o ( { K w r ’'*) (43)
ft ~ 3» e
avVsr _ •JL(ìVrl)ì/*-
J* oi 3» -e
[ O , i (* * r* )* r ]
„ fjr(TVri)*/x
(44)
(45)
The time averaged Lorentz body force (l.3l) is
£  ~ i * { ( ' - & ,* )  *  ” ■ e (46)
Equations (44) to (46) are in fact the asymptotic forms of (37), (38) 
and (40), when Y is assumed large. The results of §3.2 may be recovered 
by expanding , (n* 1 or 6) , as a power series neglecting terms
of order (** /#v)* • This indicates that the imposed shear flow may be 
neglected unless r*ofoV, that is, unless .
When • "the imposed shear flow drags the magnetic field lines
through the conductor and this reduces the magnitude of the normal magnetic 
field. This effect is equivalent to an increase in the electrical 
conductivity since the field lines become clustered at the surface of the 
conductor. Because f is proportional to 'ft**. , (32),we can identify a skin
depth « ( « D  *** the EM field*
In their asymptotic form, the solutions to (30) do provide an adequate
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description of the EM field variation. Unfortunately the induced body 
force (46) remains rather complicated. The process of substituting this 
force into the hydrodynamic equations and integrating w.r.t. i to find 
the induced velocity profiles has not been found tractable. There does not 
appear to be a solution to the indefinite integral (from(46))
J U . -C . d* *1» t of -1
which can be written in terms of known functions.
The comments of (i) regarding the induced flow are equally appropriate 
here, but the parameter /) is now obtained from (46). If the velocity 
profiles in this parallel configuration are required, we feel a different 
approach to the problem may prove more successful.
4.3 The Induced Velocity Profiles
We shall only consider the flow induced in a liquid conductor for 
the transverse configuration (§4.2.1). The dimensionless equations 
governing fluid flow ((1.22) and (1.23)) are:
7. V * O (47)
e {  I T  *  • ' ( x - V h e J  *  - L V P  +  C J  <w
We have already noted the similarity between \  in §4.2.1 and £  in §3.2, 
and it was shown in §3.3 that a stationary solution exists for the velocity 
component parallel to the direction of the travelling wave. We shall assume 
the velocity ¥ may be written in the form
- = [ uiz) + , Vtz)-r Vfy.z.t-) t O ] (49)
The inertia term becomes (with ^.o)
a \Z(i) y g  ' (5Q)
Taking the divergence of (48) using (49) and (50), we find the pressure 
satisfies the Poisson equation,
v l ? ■  c ( .  >?, i (51)
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The third component of (48) gives
^  , q ( 5 2 )
Combining (51) and (52), we see that ( is independent of j , and 
so,as in §3.4,a stationary solution for the second component of V is possible 
and we may set V(y,£>h) equal to zero.
Using (29), (49) and (50), we can reduce (48) to
V
¿nr
>7 
u* F, (*)
(53)
(54)
(55)
V U  - ^ ^ ♦ W «  ^  j * - i i^|2.t)
s L ftt)
v * v  . iv/if) -k* F ,  ft;it a *■ v lo
Here, the terms (\y)<, represent the constant applied external pressure
gradient. It is apparent that $  will have the same time variation as %*; 
so , U. will oscillate with an angular frequency twice that of the inducing 
field and thus may be ignored when discussing the overall motion of the 
liquid.
Equation (55) is identical to (3.59) and so the results of §3.4.4 hold 
here. The pressure can be obtained from (51) by inspection, and we can 
obtain solutions similar to (3.57) and (3.58). The slip (12) is thus given 
by (3.76). Substituting for F,(?) in (54) we obtain (writing 1?«,» (¡¿»-UK)
. is (if) - (U.-U)Hi.
d 2 * y l Yx /« ITl / (56)
where j .  CaseS; J. Case V (57)
and H ^ - ^ ^ i s  the Hartmann number, with ^ / . ^ o r J w . The solution 
to (56) subject to the boundary conditions, U (°)* U.,u.(i)*0 (see §1.4.7) is
_L ?4-
(writing f  = )
U(l)* U.(i-2)*/yAf)2(Z-1) ~(u.-U)Hm .2P U l  ' [I*WP] * ,
( 4 ( ,} fl-X’-ty } (58)
Following the procedure of §3.4.4 we may write (58) in the form
» £ + - t/wi f z c  f i««*■,(!-p>] ♦ iH* (*- - 1) •+
* 0-VO-'*,*) j (59)
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where 9, ' j e 0 ^,) £ i+«.0-f)] * JHJ*r 1 1) ♦ ¿6-^; C- ) (60)
u * f “¿ 2 *  U *  U p  - (61)
o
u ? = 1 izvVd*/o
(62)
ft*. * (63)
C ^ O 1
In the above t* is the average velocity of the liquid conductor across the 
channel, U# is the average velocity of the imposed shear flow, Uf the 
average velocity induced by the pressure gradient, and U «  is the average 
velocity induced by the back reaction of the EM field. Equations (59) 
to (63) describe the flow induced by the SLIP when the glass ribbon moves 
transverse to the direction of the travelling wave.
4.3.1 MHD Effects. From (61) to (63) we obtain the following expression 
for the average velocity It experienced by the liquid conductor
where
GC * i 2, R«, i-K** ^ Cl-p
i + ui, i f p * mi
9i. - - zp e, / ( a^.)3
(64)
(65)
£S , (64) gives U -*• U n as we would expect. When M*r*tothe term
containing the average velocity due to the pressure gradient, , becomes 
zero because the magnetic field lines resist the motion, but the term 
containing tfjt, remains finite. This apparent contradiction is explained 
as follows. When is finite, the shear flow we impose is 'seen' by the 
whole depth of liquid conductor, but as Mu»***) , the flow becomes stationary 
below the surface 2-0 • However, the liquid 'sees' its surface moving with 
an imposed velocity U. » an<i since this is the only part of the liquid which 
is moving we can say Tt - u., agreeing with (64) when Htn»i.
The a v e r a g e  velocity due to the EM field tL is obtained from (63) and (64) 
we have
* u *  &  fry
I ■+■ 15*. Hi*
* Um (6 6)
1 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0
SLIP
Fig. 4.2 The Transverse Motion Induced for a given
Axial Slip
The variation of / Utf with axial slip and pole pitch (x) is 
shown in figure 4.2. We consider three values of the pole pitch: £ r. . 'U 
and 21« > where To (1.309) is the pole pitch of the float bath motor
(15,2 cms), (see table 1.1). The magnetic Reynolds number ( B*) is set equal 
to unity for T> z, • We note that for a given Hartmann number (H») the 
axial slip is obtained from figures 3.5 and 3.8. The results are identical 
for the case S' and case ?  analyses.
The profiles induced by the action of the EM field (the third 
expression on the right of (59) ) are shown, together with the total 
velocity profile, (59), when UTp-o , in figure 4.3 (a) (for a slip of 0.1) 
and in figure 4.3 (b) (for a slip of 0.9). In both graphs we show the 
variation over three values of T. , (as above). It is clear that in this 
steady state configuration back flow occurs as the magnetic field lines
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Fig. 4.3(a) Axial Slip s = 0.1 ( 1:2T. 2:t, 3: t/z )
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
Fig. 4.3(b) Axial Slip s^0.9
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resist the motion of the imposed shear flow. Note that unlike the profiles 
of figures 3.4(a) and 3.4(b), here there is a noticable dependence upon 
the magnitude of the axial slip.
4.4 A Finite Width SLIP
The results of §4.3 are applicable to the steady state analysis of 
an idealised SLIP. However, if the SLIP is of finite width, does the 
working liquid have sufficient time to develop backflow?
Consider a section through an infinitely long SLIP, of finite width 
(figure 4.4) with an imposed shear flow as shown. The origin for the
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coordinate system is taken at the entrance edge ft of the SLIP and the 
axis is chosen transverse to the SLIP axis. A possible flow development
is shown at the points B and C ; at distances away from the exit edge 
of the SLIP ( » ) the profile returns to that of an imposed shear flow. (In 
practice an inflow of material must occur in regions below the SLIP to 
maintain continuity of flow). At A , because U • U *  , there is no force 
induced in the conducting liquid along the * axis. However at S (and C  ) 
the deformation of the magnetic field lines induces a force in the liquid
so as to resist the flow. If we consider (as in §3.5) the motion of a 'slug' 
of fluid beneath the SLIP we can obtain an estimate of the flow development 
using Newton's second law. The transverse force produced by the SLIP can 
be obtained from (19) and (26); taking the force on Z - 0 as representative 
we can write:
?7 T  ' ( K - “- ) a  where <5 • Z l . . (67)
where £ is the density of the working fluid; U  is the average velocity 
of the fluid along the x axis and «. is the speed of the glass ribbon. The 
parameter p is given by (57). The solution to (67) for the velocity U 
given the initial conditions U  - when t =o is
Cl = U. - it el
«fc/r /V IL (68)T  <' -
Using (68) we cen describe the effects to be expected in the float bath
configuration. The solution for Uis of course invalid when ot,, since
li must always be finite . but . P. tut we may consider the solution for Ot «  ,
e
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as a reasonable estimate of the decrease in U  with time. If the width 
of the slip is d then the time taken for the slug to traverse the SLIP 
is approximately Zd /  lu , , and so, from the approximate solution in (68), 
we have U * ^  ( 1 ~ f - ' ^  )
4 ,4 , 2  Example. The Float Bath SLIP. Using the data of table 1.1 and 
the values of tL from figure 3.5 in the expression for Q  , (67). we find 
<3 0.4 (when 5 , the axial slip equals 0.9) and <3^ 0.33 (when S =0.1)
With f =6.8 gms/cc we have £  0.5 x 10 3 sec"' ( S =0.9) and
j- * 0.02 sec”' i 3 =0.1). Thus for the average velocity U  , given by
(68), to change by 10 per cent we require fc > 50 seconds ( S =0.9) and 
t >0.5 seconds (S =0.1). For a SLIP of width 10 cms (4 inches) this 
requires a ribbon speed (U.J less that 0.H cm/sec ( S =0,9) or’less than 
40 cm/sec ( S =0.1).
The case S  and case f  analyses produce identical results.
We conclude that there is very little modification to the imposed 
shear flow in the float bath when the ribbon moves at its normal (see table 
1.1) speed and the external applied pressure gradients are small.
5. THE BOUNDARY LAYER REGIONS OF A SLIP
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we present a heuristic analysis of the physical 
processes involved in the boundary layer regions of a SLIP. In §5.2 we 
use the singular perturbation method to illustrate the importance of 
certain physical parameters in the decay of the EM field. In §5.3 we 
consider a rectangular excitation and obtain l/< folding lengths for 
the EM field decay both parallel and normal to the secondary conductor 
surface. Finally» in §5.3 we use an order of magnitude argument to 
compare the EM fields induced in the boundary layer regions under the 
case S and case ¥ analyses.
5 . 2  Shear Flow Parallel to the SLIP Axis
This problem has been analysed in Chapter 4; in §4.2.2 we obtained 
exact solutions for the induced EM field in terms of Airy's functions.
These solutions were however extremely complicated and only yielded 
information concerning the behaviour of the EM field when asymptotic 
estimates were used. However it is possible to avoid a complex analysis 
of the induction equations if all we require is a knowledge of the 
asymptotic behaviour of the EM field. The method of approach used below 
is the Singular Perturbation technique (VAN DYKE, 1964). This technique 
may be used when a small parameter e occurs as a coeffieient of the 
highest derivative in a differential equation. Over much of the range this 
term can be considered negligible and the differential equation may be 
reduced to one of lower order. The solution to this reduced equation is 
called the 'outer solution'. In certain regions (the boundary layers), 
the highest order derivative becomes large. A solution in these regions 
(the 'inner solution') is obtained by performing a transformation of 
the coordinates sufficient to remove the £ coefficient. The complete 
solution obtained is thus discontinuous, but an estimate of the continuous
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solution may be obtained by matching the inner and outer solutions in 
an intermediate region.
We shall -use the model, notation and equations of Chapter 4 in the 
following analysis. First we give a brief description of the problem.
An idealised SLIM is placed on the surface of an electrically conducting 
half space (2X)) which is assumed to move with a constant velocity V  , 
together with an imposed shear velocity, v / „ 0 - » parallel with the direction 
of the travelling wave excitation, (figure 5.1).
Fig 5.1 The Idealized Configuration
The velocity V  arises from the ’drag* of the magnetic field lines through 
the conductor; we can identify a slip 5„ given by
where Vs * » ( * dimensionless), is the synchronous velocity of the
excitation. The parameter is the slip at the surface of the conductor. 
When the shear-inducing glass ribbon moves at the speed of the travelling 
wave, (\/0^ V s) . the drag on the conducting liquid is small and so V^o . 
In this case 5u*vo , and the shear flow influences the induced EM field 
to a great extent. When is small ¿V„.«r<v;)the motion of the glass ribbon 
may be neglected. In this section we discuss the decay of the EM 
field into the conductor when the parameters &, V* and are separately 
considered large, ((?*,* VI C/rfy is the magnetic Reynolds number based on 
the wave velocity and i*t* Val-I*i is the magnetic Reynolds number based 
on the ribbon velocity).
We shall assume throughout. For boundary conditions we use
- 8 i + -
the case T excitation (23 = 8m  on 2 * 0 )  and decay of the EM field a s z - o M  
The reduced (dimensionless) forms of Maxwell’s, equations (l.ll), (l.l) 
and (1.4) appropriate for this.problem have been derived in Chapter 4.
We have respectively
(1*6
A
d t
sCm) 2 + Pm » 'B? t
•Ì U *62.
- M s -  â r )
( 2 )
(3)
(4)
«hare Sft> .  1 -  ^  -  ± # .z) <s,
It is clear from (2) that the outer solutions, when <*,flUand ft*.» are
large are the trivial cases with £ = o  . Consequently we shall only
consider the inner solutions.
5.2.1 oi Large. Writing <*« '/e , (2) becomes
-- O + iiK m lh  - 6 - a a ? a (6)
(7)
From the definition of ^  we see that ft* * o (t% We shall assume that 
im» * o d )  , Equations (3) and (4) become respectively
€ 4 ^ 3  - Coe2z -J- {a.cLz * 1 1 t  5 J (8)
The inner solution is found by writing where n is chosen so as
to include the highest order differential in (6) and (7) when e is made 
small. When «*1 and e , (6) and (7) reduce to
v S* é l h  ~ (9 )
and (8) becomes
‘x j  ~  i \  ‘ ri ~ -¿a. ( ’fii T  (10)Cr" % ^
The solutions to(9) using the first of do) and the assumed boundary
conditions are
- i
< tn i , %  e ' i (n )
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Substituting (11) in the second of (10) leads to . Substituting back
for Z in (11) we find the 1 /* folding length for the EM field decay is 
€ ( * • /* ) . Thus an increase in oC (which implies a decrease in the pole 
pitch) effectively reduces (which is proportional to the conductivity 
and angular frequency of the excitation) and the skin depth of the EM 
field tends towards that for a non-conductor.
5.2.2 1?* Large. Writing H»*- l/£ , (2) becomes
£ - (#* (t t i i )  ■* 6 ft.,. (12)«1 **-
e = o/Vi+'is.;dz*- 3 (13)
We shall assume both- U and ft*», are of order unity. When there is no 
pressure gradient we may assume s>o . If we neglect the product z Va 
(since in the boundary layer) the variable slip S becomes equal
to S* . Using the transformation ¿ » e 1f , (12), (13), (3) and (4) 
become respectively
(14)
cl'&j , _
jtj». ~ i t 2’* 1Ba B-i (15)
dV3
d f - iiCJ, t, * yh.iVwgj v 1  ) (16)
A first approximation solution to (It) and (15) is obtained by letting
o . We find the trivial case , J'.'O is recovered, agreeing with
the known results for an infinitely conducting medium. A second approximation 
solution to (It) and (15) is found by assuming The solutions
obtained on letting in this case can be shown to be
- f
e ILs -5/^Se. (17)
Equations (17) indicate a skin depth U /2 ) - \ ay be associatei „lth
the decay Of the EM field. Because o « « , .  We know s^ ,  an<J conclu(Je ^
the skin depth is largely independent of the slip. However we see from (17)
that the electric current (and tliii« -t-v*. 4 . , ,d thus the induced body force) is proportional
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to the slip. The tendency of the conductor to.exclude the EM field is 
clearly shown by the order of in (17). When the conductivity becomes 
infinite (<i-*>o) the normal magnetic field disappears and the discontinuity 
in the tangential field at the surface of the conductor sets up a surface 
current density, (see S1.4-.6).
5,2.3. 'Rmx. » o(fw) • Here the imposed shear flow is as important as the 
inducing excitation in the evaluation of the induced EM field. Because 
Yl # the surface of the conductor 'sees' a stationary excitation 
and so V'-O . Thus s is proportional to a . A boundary layer transform­
ation can be made but the solution to (2) still involves the Airy function. 
However we can assess the effect of an imposed shear flow assuming the 
simplified model of figure 5.2.
V, vs 
__________ _____________ ...
w  --- 1--- _lv. ^
J-'Jv.J__ 1 V, >12
"3
*it
Fig. 5.2 Simplified Shear Model
We divide a depth L of the conductor into N regions and let each 
region move with a constant velocity parallel with the direction of the 
travelling wave. Denoting the velocity of region r- by Vr , we assume 
Vn , ¿'Jr aad 80 s.,r (where from (5), SQ,r - | - VrW, )# i fts
V,vVs , and the decay of the EM field is that of §5.2.1. In
region II, Yi so S.,». > o and the rate of decay is that given in 
§5.2.2 which is greater than the rate of decay in region I. This process 
may be continued until the N'th region is reached. There we assume V^so 
and In this region we see the maximum rate of decay is achieved.
By letting <o and adjusting the velocities, the imposed shear flow can
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be recovered* There is thus a gradual increase in the rate of decay of 
the EM field with depth into the conductor. We can obtain an expression 
for the magnitude of the EM field at any depth as follows.
Using the simplified shear model above the magnitude of the EM 
field at a depth 2r » lying inside region f  is proportional to 
$ x p | - t f - )  J . ¿xp <*r (ti- 2r)} • Here °<r is the decay parameter
of region r obtained from the induction equation (2). We have 
<*r ^ ¿( 1+ i s r £*) , with, from (5), Sr - I -
Letting , we can write k *  S?r , and replace Xl by an integral.Ni
The exponential factor representing the EM field decay is then given by 
(\ + t Sr1?w) which gives, on performing the substitution for
O
^  # the expression previously obtained in §4.2.2.(ii), which was 
obtained from.the asymptotic expansion of the Airy function,
5 , 3  Finite Excitation.
Here we give an estimate for the boundary layer scale lengths of the 
EM field induced In an electrically conducting half space by a SLIM, using 
a rectangular travelling wave excitation of constant magnitude. Cartesian 
axes are chosen with origin at the centre of the rectangular excitation 
and Z- axis pointing into the conductor, (figure 5.3). The excitation is 
taken to be of length Zt metres and width ¿a. metres to allow comparison of 
the results obtained here with those of later chapters. (Here we consider 
a simplified form of this rectangular excitation).
Fig. 5,3 The Rectangular Excitation 
The conductor is assumed to move with a constant velocity V  given by
f« , V, o jV - (18)
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We introduce a scale length L (the molten tin depth) and the dimensionless
variables x*« , 2** z/c , « *- * k  , a*= /fc , **,#/*.
All parameters will be assumed dimensionless from now on, so we ignore the 
star superscripts. Substituting (18) in (l.ll) we obtain the dimensionless 
induction equation for the conducting region 2
) t - I Ì I. (19)
v u* V  ^ / 1‘ 3* »5 /
Here we have written 1 ({,t>* = V 4 L , T?*,,. Wu/ij and
are magnetic Reynolds numbers for the motion and VI *c*>L/u 
is the synchronous wave velocity.
Suppose we can identify a large parameter (which we write as ^  for 
£ small) in the right of (19), then we can apply the singular perturbation 
method of §5.2 to obtain boundary layer approximations for the induced 
EM field. Because the differential terms on the left of (19) are all of 
the same form we see that there are four main boundary layer regions:
Region I ° ( À ) »  O { h > 1 (idealised configuration)
Region II 1 rv» 
«^1/00 ~ 0 ( y ) »  °(-t) (end regions)
Region III » I k ) ~ O ( f i ) »  O ( * ) (edge regions)
Region IV ° ih) ~ 0 (ty ~ ° ( £ ) (corner regions)
These regions, with the exception of IV, are shown in figures 5.H , (cross 
section in the (utt) plane) and 5.5, (cross section in the (x , i ) plane), 
together with the outer regions where ?-o , Region IV corresponds to 
the corner areas and will not be considered in the analysis below. The
Fig. 5.H Cross Section in the (y,z ) Plane
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Fig, 5.5 Cross Section in the (x,z ) Plane
EM field solutions in I are those previously obtained in chapters 3 and 4 
for an idealised excitation of infinite extent. The width of regions II 
and III will be the order of twice the skin depth (which is approximately
e'* ).
5.3.1 Infinite Width Excitation. The configuration for this problem 
is shown in figure 5.4. We have previously noted (§1.5.3) that the 
discontinuity in the excitation at y t i  introduce8 pulsating coraponents
in regions II. Because the EM field in II does not 'see' a pure travelling 
wave we would expect the variation with distance to be largely independent 
of the wave number « . This is certainly true beyond the excitation where 
the induced fields arise largely from the end teeth of the motor. Thus we 
can obtain first approximation solutions for the induced EM field in II 
using the following boundary conditions on z-o , using the form of (1.47) 
and (1.48):
CaseS: f . * *  S i p  Case P : V i ) | «  3* (20)
where U y ) is the Dirac delta function. As usual we"impose damping of the 
EM field at infinity. For -simplicity we shall assume i U  is small enough 
to neglect the ten. 1 ^  In (19). Because ✓ X ,  is large, this neglect 
is valid if ‘ when there is no X  variation (19) reduces to
>T‘ )- “ ‘•'‘ft* 8 (21)
We now define the one dimensional form, for y , of the fourier transform­
ation (1.32) and inverse Fourier transformation (1.33) as, respectively
oo
h ( i , i )  - | H ( J d i p )  a ij j ( 22 )
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Transforming (2l) using the first of (22),gives
d  Z ‘
where V = * -t t <*-*• (24)
Transforming V-§=o > (l.l), we have
,A
Î *  (25)d* r
The boundary conditions (20) transform to
A A
Case S î Hxfyo) - 57T/Î, k"s Case f  : 3 3fy.<>) = in'Ewi (26)
The solution to (23) is obtained in the form f where the constant
C is found from the boundary conditions on z^o . Using (25) and (26) 
we find, (with ^rO ):
= * * §  (23)
Case S : à  Ì  - (27)
Case ? : iï ^  C» C * *  Sa%
(28)
Inverting (27) and (28) by the latter of (22) and using the symmetry of
the kernels we find
Case 5 :
Oo
\  - ¿yUekr, |d'n ces^ dŸ , * - 2y ,
*
r
^ C Jilt ^ (29)
Case 'P :
c
0 9
3^ * 2 Ì  é? rw* dy 
0 ^
o
% -
O *
r -if ,J & Coi dy,
0
(30)
The integrals in* (29) and (30) are given in BATEMAN (1954), (p.i6 and p.75) 
Performing the integration, we find after simplification that:
Case 5 ; 1  ~ ¿sue* 1 k, ( V â i R v ^ V r )  ) (31)
Case ? : %  ■ a 3«. ■ *. M )., ?.. f «Æj .a« (32)
to (SI) and (32), K M  is Bessel's modified function of the eecond kind 
of order unity. We hare not been able to obtain the so tot Ion for \  In 
the case T analysis in closed form. It Is Immediately apparent that, m
some circumstances, the choice of a case S  or case V analysis should 
be governed, not by physical constraints, but by the ease with which we 
can obtain closed solutions. The form of (31) and (32) does not yield 
a great deal of information, but using the asymptotic form of , viz:
k,(&) + J T (33)
we see that the EM field decays with an exponential factor { ^
We see that both the skin depth and longitudinal decay scale length are 
of the same order, and equal to (figure 5.4). Using (1.4)
we can obtain expressions for the induced electric currents and from (1.3.1) 
expressions can be derived for the induced body force. In this simplified 
model however, these results are of little interest.
5.3.2 Infinite Length Excitation. The configuration for this problem 
is shown in figure 5.5. Regions III are the edge effect regions previously 
described in 51.5.3. The only y variation arises from the travelling wave 
source, so we assume the magnetic field varies as the source and write 
%(t) - • Using similar arguments as in 55.3.1 for the
neglect of SLi we neglect in (19) and the induction equation reduces to
' * ' ( " < * & * ) *  04)
where S*> i - V/Vi is the slip. The one dimensional form, for *. , of 
the Fourier transformation (1.32) and inverse Fourier transformation (1.33) 
are defined as, respectively
tUp>2) fUx,Zr)-e*FX<tx
7 -if*h (f.z) C dp (35)
-do
Transforming (24) using the first of (35), gives 
d i *- K
(36)
where ^  = J*" + et*’ (l + i % &**) (37)
T r a n s f o r m i n g  V.£l = o , (1.1), we have, ( c o m p a r e  (25)),
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We use the boundary conditions (20) and (26) replacing ^  by x and by f  
The solutions to (36) are thus identical to those of (23), given by (27) 
and (28), but is replaced by , and Y is given by (37), Making these 
substitutions and inverting (27) and (28) using the second of (35) gives, . 
using the symmetry of the kernels
n f -T*
C ase S  : = &  <*«• f>* d f  j  15, =* - 2 y . k i e  CoS P *  t d f  
V '
(39)
Case 7* » ^  — 2.Xm * ^  c&i ^  ^
As we would expect, the solutions are all even in x » These integrals 
may be evaluated using the results given in BATEMAN (p.17), and they can 
be-written in terms of Bessel's modified functions ki(^, &(<t) and ,
The asymptotic expansions of these functions are all of the form (33), 
so we conclude the EM field decays with an exponential factor 
d  { ot'Ci-t is#»*) *■ • We see that both the skin depth and transverse
decay scale length are of the same order and equal to H I  \  lj fc* }
(figure 5,5), From (3,17) and (3,8) we see that the skin depth for regions 
I and III is the same. However we would expect the curvature of the field 
lines at the edges of the excitation to decrease the skin depth there, and 
so must be regarded as an upper bound for the folding lengths. Unfor­
tunately we do not have any information concerning the decay of the EM field 
away from the edge of the excitation towards region I. This decay is 
largely dependent on the width of the excitation, and our Dirac function 
boundary condition can only give an upper bound for the folding length.
5 , 4  Choice of Boundary Condition
Here we give an order of magnitude argument which illustrates the 
differences between the case S and case ?  analyses. We assume an 
excitation of the type used in the previous section (§5.3) is specified 
on the surface of a conducting half space. We shall also refer to 
figures 5.*+ and 5.5 . In §5.2 we used a singular perturbation technique
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to obtain the width of the boundary layers and showed in §5.2.2 that the
boundary layer transformation when the conductivity is large contains the 
small parameter
Using standard notation, writing £ (f,i) -  Q(S)e‘U" ,*> j-fat.). 7(i)
the equation V. $ , (1.1), and the equation for the electric current
density, (1.4),-become respectively (assuming £, =c> )
+  = M S . (41)
>—
iM• »8* ~i
* T k * (42)
We now obtain estimates for the behaviour of both % and J  in the 
four regions of §5.3.
(i) Region I. Here the conductor 'sees' a travelling wave of infinite 
expanse and the only variation in y is that of the travelling wave 
itself. Thus (41) implies o(S3) « i of8*), and to maintain the same 
strength of field in the case S  and case"? analyses we require
/v" • Because there is no variation, the electric currents
are all transverse to the direction of the travelling wave. Their
magnitude is decided by the tangential magnetic field and we have 
a ( 7, ) -i- o ( 8» ) .
(ii) Region II. Here the y variation appears not only from the 
travelling wave but also from the discontinuity of the excitation. For 
large conductivity, with «T of order unity, (41) implies o ( S j ) ^ o (Sa), 
since the y and z boundary layers have similar width. To maintain
a similar strength field in the 5 and ?  analysies we require 
There is no x  variation here so the electric currents are as in (i). 
However we see from (42) that A  o (gj and so an increase
in magnitude of the electric current density occurs in both analyses 
towards the end regions of the excitation.
(iii) Region III* Here the only variation appears in the travelling 
wave and now the x  variation is non-zero. Equation (41) indicates that
- 9 b -
ofBjJ ~ i c (82) as in region I* However, (4-2) indicates the electric 
current density is now three dimensional. It is apparent that
o (fioLT,) ~ o ¿ S i )  » c ( ) -v- l-oCS») and o ( 7 - , )  ~ .
Thus the induced vertical currents may be considered small, and 
circulation of the currents occurs mainly in the £x^) plane.
(iv) Region IV. The behaviour of the EM field in this transition 
region must be found by a suitable matching of the fields in regions I, 
II and III.
In the case 5 analysis we hold constant along the length of the 
excitation, whilst 33 is held constant in case ?  . Using the arguments 
of (i) to (iv) we can obtain the approximate variation of the EM field as 
shown in figures 5.6 and 5.7 .
Fig. 5.6 Approximate Boundary Layer Variation. Case 5.
Fig. 5.7 Approximate Boundary Layer Variation. Case ?.
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It appears that major differences between the two types of analysis 
occur only in the entrance and exit regions of the excitation. The case S  
analysis is characterised by a rapid increase in the magnitude of the 
electric current and normal magnetic fields„there, whilst the case ?  
analysis produces a rapid decay of the magnitude of the tangential magnetic 
field and a slow rise in the magnitude of the electric current. These 
results may be applied to the induced body force given by (1.31). It is 
easily shown that in region II both the normal and tangential forces for 
the case S  analysis are of order times those of the case? analysis. 
Thus it appears that any fluid motion induced by a series wound SLIP is 
largely impulsive and occurs mainly in the entrance and exit regions of 
the SLIP. In a parallel wound SLIP we expect the motion to be gradually 
induced over the full length of the pump.
6* THE effect of curvature on the induced 
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
6.1 Introduction
Here we are concerned with the structure of a SLIM and the effect 
this may have on the skin depth of the induced EM field. We have already 
obtained (chapters 3 and 4) a skin depth for the EM field induced by an 
idealised travelling wave excitation. We have also discussed (in §5.3) 
the effects of a finite travelling wave excitation and we have obtained 
some estimates for the boundary layer decay lengths. It is clear however 
that the EM field produced by a SLIM will decay smoothly with distance 
from the motor. The width and length of the SLIM also has some influence 
on the decay parameters. Because the magnetic field lines remain closed, 
it is clear they return from beyond the SLIM domain and so will lie 
parallel to the stator face in regions close to the perimeter of the SLIM. 
The skin depth of the induced EM field will thus vary from place to place. 
The models we consider here attempt to incorporate these curvature effects 
into the skin depth parameter; to do this we use the following configuration.
Cartesian coordinate axes are chosen on the surface of an electrically 
conducting half space ( * > o ) as shown in figure 6.1. A magnetic induction 
excitation with sinosoidal variation in magnitude is applied along the 
surface of the conductor. (The form of this variation will be given later).
--- *yi (T xO\  r\ s\____
— \ — »— i
v
' J
e r > 0  * 
Vz
Fig. 6 , 1  The Idealized Configuration
We assume the conductor moves with a constant velocity, V” , parallel 
with the direction of the ^ axis. The notation § (i,k) «■ e ^ a n d
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J-(r,k) , J ( l ) is used, where only the real parts of ^  and £.
have physical significance. Introducing the dimensionless variables 
X *  m y  * •  , x *  ‘ 2-/A- , &  “ 1  t /R M%r «• ' V ^ / ' l
where L is a scale length (taken to be the molten tin depth), Maxwell's 
equations (l.l), (1.4) and (1.11) become (dropping the star superscripts 
for convenience):
11?. iBj 
+ ~>ÿ H  = o (1)
yfr. 1 I * [' i t , *8, i'Si 12» _ ^  I (2)a  > Iz lx > lx ip J
i - * £  X )  s * i ( Z - ) I (3)n * /
We shall also write R ** — Rmix. . The solutions of (2) and (3) form
a complete description of the induced three dimensional EM field.
Previously we have assumed ( £)*0 but this condition will not be applied
here. However it has been shown (eg. SCHWARTZ et al, 1964) that the 
induced vertical currents are dissipated rapidly by the displacement current, 
and so without loss of generality we shall assume - O . Thus we have
^  _ 2li (u)
> V  ¿ V
In §6.2 we use an approximation to the EM field produced by a single 
tooth of a SLIM to give an estimate of the skin depth for the induced EM 
field. This process is also used in §6.3 but there we apply a suitably 
adjusted travelling magnetic field which includes the dimensions of the 
SLIM.
6.2 Single Tooth Approximation
Provided the coil-wound teeth of a SLIM do not lie too close to one 
another (the degree of closeness will be decided by the i/e folding length 
for horizontal decay, which is of the order of the skin depth ) we may 
assume there is no induction interaction between separate teeth. Thus 
the excitation produced by a SLIM may be considered as a linear combination 
of suitably phased magnetic sources. We now show that it is entirely
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possible to produce a travelling magnetic field from such a combination. 
Consider the array of sources shown in figure 6.2. Their
one dimensional EM behaviour is governed by the function f a ) . We require 
of course, as • We suppose the distance between adjacent
sources, /a , is small (which is certainly true in regions away from the 
SLIP when the appropriate scale length is the length of the motor). The 
three phase current supplied is assumed balanced (see SI.5.2) so the phase 
difference between adjacent teeth is an/3 radians. Using the complex 
form for the time dependence, fi , we find the total magnetic field F(y)
produced by the three sources of figure 6.1 is (writing * J1' , etc).
0
P ( p  * / 7 , . / ‘J - V  * * } < > < • *
I  11 ¡ ’i)> usta - z i *  ftp  ax ç } e 'u
where ( \ \  and 1 * é y
(5)
(6)
Thus Flfl given by (5) is certainly of the travelling wave form. However 
it is unlikely that the form of f t p  will produce a linear Jly) , and so the 
travelling wave will not be a pure sinusoidal one.
Consider now a single coil-wound tooth of width 16l (dimensionless) 
and length 21 (dimensionless). A complete description of its EM field 
can be made using Fourier series. To a first approximation we may assume 
the normal magnetic induction at the surface of the conductor (figure 6.1)
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is given as
3, » 1„ Cos oix. cor fy (7)
where /B*»i is the magnitude of 'i3 at the centre of the tooth; <* = 3- and 
. The variation of ^  over the tooth is shown in figure 6.3. 
Because we are only interested in the effect of curvature on the EM field 
it does not matter that the source field (7) is cyclic in the x and y 
directions. Solving (3) for by the separation of variables technique, 
subject to (8) on and decay as , we find
^ 3  ~ C° S  OCX . COJ p^j
- S i
. e (8)
where X  =  1 +  p l  - c t P (9)
Fig. 6.3 Normal Magnetic Field
Substituting (8) in (1), using (4) we find
$, _ u*iocx. cos sc. . (10)
( ^ r ) y  J
- f cos kx. • fwc (11)
(ocVp)V
From (2) using (8) to (11) we find
fAo^  ~ COS cc X h-Vl pij . Ks (12)
fiok Ti - - o' c< f? £>wi ¿-OH S'- *- , -rz co-i p^ . -e. (13)
Equations (12) and (13) may be compared with (ll) and (10). We see that
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the spatial variation of is identical to that of and that of %  is
identical to Ji • This mathematical result is of course only applicable
to the idealised model of figure 6.3. . However later work (Chapter 10)
using more realistic models also indicates a certain correspondence between
the above pairs. Integrating £ -• I , (1.4), over a surface /S' leads
to the result f J.diS = 4 where C is the perimeter of $  . Thus
^ . i
the magnitude of the induced electric current at a point depends on the 
curvature of the magnetic field lines there, so the mathematical result 
connecting the magnetic induction and induced electric current is 
consistent with the physical analysis.
The skin depth S" for the induced EM field is obtained from the 
real part of e."’* ; we find
s .  { ¡T <«>
In our model S is constant over the domain of the tooth. In practice, S 
will he the value of the skin depth in regions near the perimeter of the 
tooth where the curvature of the magnetic field lines is at a maximum 
the centre of the tooth we know the curvature is small so .the penetration 
is greater and the skin depth increases. The value of £ there is found 
by setting & =f = o in (14). The skin depth is increased by increasing 
the width or length of the SLIM (since ^  ),aswe would
expect, because then the overall curvature of the magnetic field lines 
decreases.
From (1.31) we obtain for the time averaged force
f _ R I & 1 L¿wjV x . coi ■+■ f^CosV* . run y-] ^-5)
This force exhibits a ’doughnut1 shape with a central depression, raised 
edges (coinciding with the tooth perimeter) and outer decay. It bears 
a strong resemblence to the vertical force obtained in Chapter 10 for 
a three dimensional tooth. Unfortunately our model does not allow the 
existence of horizontal force components (apart from purely oscillatory
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terms) and so cannot be applied directly in an analysis of the SLIM. 
However, we feel the simple results of this section do provide a reasonable 
description of the EM field and vertical force induced by a single tooth.
6.3 Travelling Magnetic Field Analysis
In Chapters 3 and 4 we analysed the EM field induced in a conducting 
half space by a travelling magnetic field of infinite expanse. In Chapter 5 
we briefly discussed the effect of a finite travelling wave and its effect 
on the conductor when using case S and case T analyses. Later (Chapters 
7 and 9) we give an exact analysis of the rectangular excitation but we 
have been unable to obtain all of the results in closed form. Here we 
introduce finite effects by supposing the excitation has a sinosoidal 
variation in magnitude superimposed on the standard travelling magnetic 
field.
In the analysis below we make use of the complex plane and introduce 
the two independent imaginary numbers and J , where
* -  \ but so (16)
The use of (16) below greatly simplifies the solution of Maxwell's 
induction equation. Choosing cartesian axes with origin at the centre of 
the SLIM we impose the general travelling wave excitation on the surface 
eg . o » (see figure 6.4).
m  .  i  W  X. *  U )
*  iv* CCS (■**. + C (17)
- ?  (18)
Here ^ ^  5  where ^  ig width of the SLIM and 21 is its length
y)= ioL/v, and ^»wL/y/, are wave numbers parallel to the x  and ^ axes
respectively based on the wave velocity v « [ V,, V., o] • The notation
Q £  is used to denote the 'real part of' with respect to j, and i 
i ' i
respectively. The parameter <Xf is included mainly for reasons of symmetry;
its value is non zero only when the teeth are skewed on the stator face.
* Also used by PARK (1974). See §11. $.2
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We have chosen a nan-symmetric excitation (17) for convenience. A more 
accurate representation of the normal magnetic induction would be
= 6vw <~os )x. COSMJ. e which has lines of symmetry
parallel to the coordinate axes. The problem in this case can be simplified 
by the introduction of the imaginary parameter k , where < l- -1 and k 
is not the same as '  or j in (16). We would then be able to write
'‘'"■V]However, because we are only
interested in the effect of curvature on the skin depth, we can ignore 
the skew fields and their periodicity along the coordinate axes.
The solution to (3) for 3, , subject to (18) „ay be accomplished 
using the separation of variables technique. We find
^ (  % . f- f-£) £; c (19)
where F. - e t-»» e (20)
and
iR- (»j(yj - (21)
Substituting(l9) in (l) using (4) and (3) we find
V , ( S ) =  3w .Y.|( 4 - M  e, c- fc- "
L » £ -V1/ (22)
K i t )  = r | *  e ' ft (23)
Substituting (19), (22) and (23) in (2) we find
= *R. £- £  e -**
' v r  _rv / ( 2 1 | )
-1 0 3
i. Jx - — > ^ I?*
1 ifi-lT / e i c i «■
_K* (25)
The Lorentz body force is calculated from ] A ££>£(8J . Using
the time averaged form 1 f  [ f  (}) a j*7£)J , (1.41), where v- is the
complex conjugate with respect to i , we find
A  « - i L f  Q , k
f, - i j
ZfoL fc
F , .  .  « «  (P J5 ---- i
i f
.■ 0?
i (P
i
ifi
l i £ ? h
-Ti
e
/V -»* jt'e■H
e
i
<p
*1*
-u (26)
(27)
t e ? ) - - '
i-S )£‘
-y*
-it
3?v
I?
V | /*j ■*■ ] £ e_1f *
l i g + r n  i
■ < ( aR + Y»4V
_ -Y”* (28)
Because IT is a function of both t'and j we could write y' = r,(j).j sl <j> or 
y = w-, (C) + j HUi) • Using the latter representation, we have from (21)
S' + J  ) + 2-i- * 5 
r, * [ a * * f ) V  vR-^f] V S?
(29)
(30)
(31)
- i
* we find, after a great deal of algebra
Y +  « ‘tfVTfr ’*■ cji [irA U iiy ) \&
* {? L +p
-
‘ • (32)
-4-S1 • Usually ^ro and o(t; , so if the length of
the SLIM is large ( ^  > we may neglect the S - term of (30), and set 
f * ‘°  • In this 0386 * is independent of j and we find
0 , ~ [ ( V - r  y j Y  (3 3)
The skin depth $ for the EM field is emial > a18 e u^al to »A comparison of (33)
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may be made with (14)f (in §6.2). As the width of the SLIM increases ^ 
increases because ^ ^  ~  ) decreases. When both 3 and ju equal zero 
(corresponding to a travelling wave excitation of infinite expanse) and 
the teeth are not skewed we recover the results for , Z and £
of Chapter 3.
6.4 Summary
In this chapter we have obtained expressions for the skin depth of 
the induced EM field which include curvature effects. These results 
provide a better approximation to the V< folding lengths for the boundary 
layer decay obtained in §5.3. Using the notation of figures 5.3 and 5.4 
the new values of e'f and e f  are obtained from (14) and (33) respectively. 
The skin depth in region IV (the corner region defined in §5.3) is 
obtained from (32).
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7. ELECTROMAGNETIC INDUCTION IN A UNIFORM HALF SPACE 
BY A RECTANGULAR TRAVELLING MAGNETIC FIELD
7.1 Introduction
Here we obtain expressions for the EM field induced in a conducting 
half space by a rectangular travelling magnetic field applied on the surface 
of the half space. The half space is assumed to move with a constant 
velocity V  parallel with the direction of the travelling wave. Cartesian 
coordinate axes are chosen with origin at one corner of the excitation 
(which is of length 2b metres and width 2a metres) with the ?  axis pointing 
into the conductor (figure 7.1). The region above the conductor is
assumed to be non-conducting and of infinite permeability. The permeability 
of the conductor is assumed to be that of free space.
A closed solution in three dimensions for the induced EM field does 
not seem to be possible for this problem, so we consider two special 
cases; the first is when the excitation is of infinite width (figure 7.2) 
and the second is when the excitation is of infinite length (figure 7.3)
Fig. 7.1 The Rectangular Excitation
Fig. 7.2 Infinite Width Excitation Fig 7.3 Infinite Length Excitation
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We assume the excitation is of constant magnitude over its width and 
length. The unit block functions -S’ and are defined in terms of the 
Heaviside unit step function His) as follows
5, s  S*. (za ,  -*-) * h i ? (l)
* S} (2&>y) - H(j/) - H (y -U ) ^
The boundary conditions on the surface for the magnetic field are
obtained by combining the case 5 and case ? idealised conditions 
( (1.47) and (1.48) respectively) with (l) and (2). We have, on 2»-o ,
(3)&  = ^  K t  Ss  C  9  ( S) ,7 wfc - «ÿ Jy (P;
where J is taken as x  for the infinite length excitation and ^ for 
the infinite width excitation. We shall assume throughout that 
and that the EM field decays as ,
The velocity y of the conductor is given by
Y =  V&» (4)
where V  is a constant speed. We shall assume all solutions to Maxwells 
equations are of the travelling wave form specified in (3), and we write gct.t). S w e ' " ' “ '', Ju> e'1“1-'*’ . introducing a
scale length A- (which we take to be the molten tin depth) we define 
the following dimensionless variables; tl***/^
x/.* * Ul. t - ¿1-/6 and J ** 4-/i. . in the analysis below qi 1
variables are assumed dimensionless so we discard the star superscripts. 
Maxwell's dimensionless equations are obtained from (l.l), (1.4) and 
(1.11); we find
»? *
j^oL /  =
( U  r.
I ax1- 'ty'
a
frZ-
-  i>i B*
_ u t L  , - >Bi ,
V? * lx  ’
ilz
vr-
j  1  -  T1 B
*T* — C ! 4 i s  )
]
(5)
(6) 
(7)
where (8)
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and S - (V, -V",) /Vi is the slip; Vj => u>c/ot is the synchronous
vave speed and ~ ^ is the magnetic Reynolds number based
on the wave speed.
We now define the appropriate form of the Fourier transformation 
(1,32) and inverse Fourier transformation (1.33), for usé in this chapter. 
The one dimensional exponential Fourier transformation of the function
tl($iH) with respect to j , and the corresponding inverse transformation 
are defined as follows
Off 9 0
(\(%,z) ~ f %  tlCi.z) * X. f do)
where £ is taken as x and ^ is taken as -p for the infinite length 
excitation, and J is taken as ^ with as ^ for the infinite width 
excitation. The one dimensional convolution result for the functions 
t1(f,z) , is obtained from (1.35), We have
f
h  ($',£) N (s-s’,? )  ¿ V  (n>fi (%>*) N fyz)]
7.2 Infinite Width Excitation
Here = o and Maxwell’s equations (5) to (7) transform to 
(using the first of (10) ):
A
= i(u+p \
/*•k 2  * [ " j ?  “ *<*+}) % , o , o ]
¿*5
dz* = r s
where % - Y* + cp'~
Transforming the boundary conditions (3 ) we obtain
A ( f '° )  = f k r s $2 (s; ^ 3 ^ . 0)* f^ ( ? )
where 1
(12)
(13)
( 1*0
(15)
(16)
(17)
The solution to (14) may be written in the form Ç  where c is
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a vector» independent of z » to be found from the boundary conditions (16). 
Using (12) to (1^) we can easily show the solutions in transform space are
Case S : A3 /*Ks Sy £ Ot 1 . -i
Y J (18)
A
1 -'■ l —  y ~2^  , o , o ] e T‘ (19)
Case 'P :
A
* &. £ , [ <>. ±1 , 11 c '7‘ (20)
A
J ~  ^<T ^vt — 2 n "J #»./‘•I“ PC*1 1 ^ (21)
Applying the inverse Fourier transformation (the second of (10)) to (18) 
to (21) we obtain the following integral solutions in real space:
Case 5 :
Case ? :
% [ o .  1. - ü^ x
T * m»** ( r c ***
"  a . T J  » ^  t
(22)
(23)
1 ] (24) 
, * , o ] (25)
We notice that the case ? integral solutions for 'B* and Jj are Cauchy 
Principal Value integrals with a singularity at « - * . This singularity
can be removed using, for example, the method of Appendix H  .For \  we 
obtain the result
I y C (26)2-* i  L  • r—»0» - 0»
A similar expression can be obtained for J"> • We now use the convolution
result (11) for the inversion of (22) to (25). For integrals with
/>
kernals of the form $(},) the following result holds:
J  ^ ry
Sy h i )  ¿1 - ] i({ ) ds2.TT
y-U (27)
where 6(s) ,  % f 8f),jand the functions e<|) can be obtained from (22) to 
(25) by observation. Using the form of (26) for \  and j; ln the
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case ?  solutions we can identify a basic kemal from which the remaining
kemals may be found, viz: B(p ^ *.'”/*  . Applying the inverse transformation 
(the second of (10)) we have
6 ( i )  ~
¿ F Ï \i - i / » ■ " -
i  b ( f )
v  ■\S
(BATEMAN p.17) (28)
where * - * ( r (2 9)
and fc, is Bessel's modified function of the second kind of order zero.
The remaining functions can be found by differentiating (28)
partially with respect to or with respect to *  using the recurrence 
relations of Appendix I  .Finally, using (26), (27) and (28) we can 
reduce (22) to (25) to the form:
Case 5 : (30)
(31)
(32)
Case f  :
. where
and
/ ¡ p  ■+'*.
î> * -• k f f ) f  )
l ,
l  ^  À (  P p  f ^ 1  ' )  (33)
~ ^ ]  (3*0
7  ■ e ’Y >Vf - t o f u t f c l
M  - f
c W <35>*JI
f-U (36)
(37)
Here the function *  is Bessel's »edified function of order unity. We 
can recover the infinite expanse of excitation solutions (chapter 3) by
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setting y* A- * letting k -** «» and then using the following relations:
with
y z v  s'1
- /£* £  - î *2**
/’•«vv.-i2.
(GRADSHTEYN,p.705) (38) 
(GRADSHTEYN,p.967) (39)
where f^,) is the Gamma function (GRADSHTEYN, p.933).
Unfortunately we have been unable to obtain closed solutions to the 
integral in (36) with kernals of the type given in (28), It is possible 
to approximate (36) assuming i t and then evaluating the integral
when “¿ A * f o r  e small. However this process merely indicates that 
EM field decays beyond the edge . Alternatively we can calculate
the curvature of the EM field by differentiating the results (30) to (35) 
with respect to y % but this leads to complicated algebra and the 
behaviour of the EM field is difficult to ascertain. Some information can 
be obtained regarding the skin depth of the EM field if we assume v  is 
large and use the asymptotic result
f a  C i )  ~  ¡ 1 L £ *1» o ,  i 1 (*»0)
Relation (40) .indicates that the »/*. folding lengths in the j  and * 
directions are of the same order and equal to 1 /  &{ *] t agreeing with 
chapters 5 and 6.
Numerical tables do exist for the Bessel functions of complex argument 
(eg: LOWAN, 1947) but evaluation of the modified functions from these 
tables is extremely arduous and cumbersome. Thus a direct quadrature 
evaluation of difficult. Perhaps the best approach (and it
is the approach adopted here) is to use the integral formulation for 
given in. (for example) ABRAMOWITZ and STEGUN (1965):
&(*) - J tb /Cft* wfc cU? i/o* * / c t/t) (41)
0 *
The form of (41) allows the use of Gaussian quadrature in the evaluation 
of if we reverse the order of integration we can produce
numerical solutions of high accuracy. Unfortunately this approach is not
U 1 -
very useful for (31) and (35) because we require a numerical evaluation 
of three successive integrals. Computational results for the dimensionless 
EM field components SZ (= ) » Oo), 33(= ) , (31),
and 71 ( = ) » (32K  are shown in figures 7,4 (a), 7.4 (b) and
7,5 respectively. The physical parameters used in the computation are 
those listed in table 1.1 for the Pilkington Float Linear Motor. Using 
these dimensionless components we can calculate the dimensionless time- 
averaged body force induced (1. 31) The two body force components, F2 
and F3, are shown in figures 7.6 (a) and (b). The computation was performed 
using Gaussian quadrature over [°, <*>) and Patterson*s updated Gaussian 
method over [y-zi, y7 • Both algorithms are available as subroutines in
the Nottingham Algorithm Group’s (NAG) computer library.
We can describe the physical nature of the results as follows. The 
symmetry of B2 (figure 7.4 (a) ) has been imposed on the system by the 
boundary conditions on 2 -*o . As we would expect this component of
magnetic induction is well-behaved. The asymmetry of B3 (figure 7.4 (b) ) 
and J1 (figure 7.5) is due to the motion of the magnetic field through 
the conductor. At the entrance end of the excitation the magnetic field 
lines are dragged through the conductor and a slight flattening occurs 
there which reduces the normal magnetic field, and (by Stoke’s theorem) 
reduces the magnitude of the induced electric currents. However, because 
the magnetic field lines are closed loops, the curvature of the magnetic 
field must increase rapidly at the entrance edge (yo) to allow the flux 
linkage, and so both B3 and J1 increase in magnitude there. At the exit 
end of the excitation (fy*0*0 ) the magnetic field lines push through 
the conductor forcing the magnetic flux to return from beyond the excitation 
in the form of a shallow loop lying mostly parallel with the surface of 
the conductor. This explains the decrease in B3 and the increase in J1 
(due to the increased curvature of the magnetic field lines) at *?.c 
The large electric currents induced in a secondary, at the entrance and 
exit ends of a finite excitation, are often referred to as ’shunt end
1 1 2
(a)
(Ir)
|BZ|
\BS\
Fig. 7.5 The Electric Current Density (s)
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currents’. The decay of the EM field beyond the edges of the excitation 
is very rapid and does in fact correspond to the estimated lengths of 
decay obtained in chapters 5 and 6. From figures 7.6 (a) and (b) we see 
that the body force components are approximately of the same order and 
may be considered constant along the length of the excitation.
7.3 Infinite Length Excitation
Here £  * ° but ^  (with the notation of §7.1). Maxwell’s
equations (5) to (7) transform to (using the first of (10) ):
é k  =
et Z
(42)
A
L. S
r _
L
/> /*. -1 
•v p , -¿pik J (43)
A
d ’à (44)
where 4 r (45)
Transforming the boundary conditions we obtain
A
* jîa* i r * (S) %. C f . o ) = f* ( ? ) (46)
where
A
r i^<*t= ( -e* - 1 ) /  XJ (47)
The solutions to (44) are found using the same method as that in §7.2, 
we obtain
Case S  i
A
$ “ f** ft c£ f 0 > 1 . - -<fiZif 7 ^ (48)
} II r ?*+ 
L * ?  • *-i
(49)
Case T :
A
% * '3*t s* | 0 , i , 1 ] *-'** (50)
A
7
4  — li [ V ( y+ittVfl»)c£ » * f 7 4>? ]e'**QL j
(51)
Applying the inverse Fourier transformation (the latter of (10) ) to (48)
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(51), we obtain
Case 5 : S  - A * - !  Î  (
itr J — «*
0 . i ,  - ^ k V ^ (52)
J  = [— C<0 ■ * * £ * * • .  ÿ  . t** (53)
03
Case ? : Î  * i n f  t [
ZTt -n L 0  » <±  , (54)
J  = f fy [
¿rt/uL-ea f i l i n g -  ) , ia ^  ] c ^ l ' 4 <* f if
(55)
The integrals in (52) to (55) are identical in form to those in (22) to (25). 
Applying the convolution result (ll) and using a similar analysis as that 
in 57.2 , we can write (52) to (55) in the following form. .
(56)CaseS: 3  = / p  [ 0 , Vi 1» { , - i t  l  [fciwj ]
^  * U *  K
. . ^ 2  M i l l  1 (57)
^ I»-**. J
Case P : 8 = [ o , - v' L {  ^ }} ) , ] (58>
j  = ^  f 4  ^ I, { - i . -  f r  ?y.*, 1 ' L f- J rf iv L P- >
- * 1» , - * i  f ^ z . n ^ r  ? ] (59)
In (56) to (59) we use the notation of (36) and (37) with ^ replaced by a  
and Z£- replaced by £* .
The infinite expanse solutions of chapter 3 can be recovered by 
setting x equal to A  and letting <*.-»<>« , using the results of (38)
and (39). Using the asymptotic approximation for &(*), (40), we see 
that the 1/e folding lengths for the decay of the EM field is equal to
i /&(**) for both the x. and 2  coordinate axes, agreeing with 
the results of chapter 5.
A numerical approach similar to that of 57.2 is used here for the 
evaluation of the EM field solutions (56) to (59), and the results are 
shown in figures 7.7 to 7.9 (for the case S solutions) and in figures 7.10
1 : Z* -2. ¿ : Z-.-ír 1 : 2^-t
c« M
4.0
Fig, 7 -9 S-o
The Electric 
Current Density 2-0
(S)
lo
1 > 2.- Z = -*r
(a; FI
Fig. 7.12
The Induced EM Body Forces
( P )
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to 7.12 (for the case P solutions). The graphs show the dimensionless
of the solutions we have only shown the induced EM field from x>i.o. The 
form of the induced EM field for this configuration is similar to that 
described by the heuristic analysis of §5.4-, From figures 7.9 (a) and 
7,10 (a) we see there is an increase in at the edge £*-*z.o) Df the 
excitation*, this is merely a physical requirement of the conservation equation 
. The minimum at x-Z.o in figure 7.11 (a) arises because there 
is a reversal in the decay of the normal induction (figure 7.11 (b)) with 
depth there. The diagrams are mostly self-explanatory, but there is a 
striking contrast in the EM field solutions of the two methods of analysis 
- expecially in the induced EM body force. The pumping force (F2), (figure
7.8 (b), for case S  , and figure 7.12 (b) for case 'P ) has similar 
variation for the two analyses, however the remaining components of the 
body force are quite different and the two methods of analysis produce 
almost opposite effects. Apart from local circulation, the overall flow 
in the (*,2) plane can be estimated from consideration of P2 and Pi ; it 
appears that the case S' excitation induces anti-clockwise circulation 
whilst the case excitation induces clockwise circulation of the 
working fluid.
Fourier Inversion Using Contour Integration.
It is clear that the integral solutions of §7,2 ((22) to (25)) and 
§7.3 ((52) to (55)) may be written in the general form
»her. ». have chosen to use the notation of 17.2. from (15) ». see that 
the function T-Tty ls a double-valued function in the complex q-plane. 
Writing *, J iy + y r ithe points a. are called branch points and V i p  
is discontinuous on any contour encircling a, or a . . However, r i p  can be 
made continuous in the complex plane by cutting this plane along a line
variation of the induced EM field (magnetic induction / ( or ~  ) and 
electric current density / ( or ) ). Because of the axial symmetry
(60)
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joining <*t and (the branch cut) and forming a Riemann surface, (see 
KNQPP, 1947). Thus (60) may now be evaluated along a contour in the 
complex q-plane using Cauchy's residue theorem. However, in the construction 
of a suitable contour care must be taken if we wish to apply Jordan's 
Lemma (see, for example, G00DSTEIN, 1965). Basically, this lemma allows 
the neglect of a line integral taken along a contour at infinity provided 
the kernal of the intégral decays there. Consider the function S 
where from (17) Sy = (€ V-1 ^ . The behaviour of each of the two
parts of this function in the upper and lower half planes of complex 
q-space must be separately examined to ensure applicability of Jordan’s 
lemma. Three regions are constructed as follows (we use the notation C* 
to denote the upper half of the q-plane and C~ to denote the lower half).
Region I 
Region II
Region III
(o<y <ZL) <f? { i^ Cziy)] <o i** C  ; 
( y ? u )  R l i f U t y ]  <0 in /
& { Î s o  c*
Similar regions (corresponding to x<o, o*rx .^ zm, x >2.«. ) can be 
constructed for the infinite length excitation analysis. Finally we 
consider the function fi, . This decays exponentially with z- along 
any contour provided on that contour. Incorporating this
constraint with those of (61), we can construct a suitable contour in the 
complex q-plane (which loops the branch cut) allowing evaluation of the 
integral relation I in (60). Unfortunately the results we have obtained 
using this method are extremely cumbersome and difficult to interpret and 
so are not included here. We have also been unable to obtain a closed 
result for the EM field solutions - the line integrals taken around the 
branch cut do not appear to be reducible. However, with the notation 
$ ( i<t) * $£; t- and - 77 r j € * ^  some information
has been obtained from the contour solutions. We find that in region II 
(underneath the SLIM excitation), the EM field solutions consist of the
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infinite expanse solutions of chapter 3 plus end/edge effect terms. The 
solutions in regions I and II (outside the excitation) consist solely 
of end/edge effect terms. In the infinite length excitation case (§7.3) 
the edge effects do not alter the travelling wave structure of fH and 
but merely their spatial variation. However when the excitation is made 
finite in length (§7.2) the effects are different. In region II the end 
effects consist of oscillatory terms which are superimposed on the travelling 
wave structure of li and £ ; these terms are caused by the discontinuity 
in the excitation; at and y.«?/ • These oscillatory terms dominate
the solutions in regions I and III (at infinity the travelling wave 
excitation appears as a magnetic pole); in addition, terms which include 
the travelling wave effects are present, but these appear to decay with 
distance away from the ends of the excitation. These results agree with 
the ideas of §1.5 and the earlier results of this chapter.
Some of the ideas used here are incorporated in the contour analysis 
of chapter 9. However because the integral solutions contain only even 
powers of Y the kernals remain single valued.
1 2 2 -
8. THE fluid motion induced by a rectangular body force
8.1 Introduction
It is clear from the complexity of the EM field induced in the 
working liquid of a finite SLIP (see chapter 7) that any analytic solution 
to the hydromagnetic equation (1.23) for the induced velocity profiles 
will be extremely cumbersome. However, to a first approximation, we 
may assume the EM body force induced in the working liquid by a rectangular 
SLIP is rectangular in nature and of exponential decay with depth, For 
simplicity we assume the working liquid occupies the half space z.>© , 
(figure 8.1). Choosing the origin at the centre of the rectangular force, 
which is taken to be of length 2 A metres and width Za metres, the body
force we apply is
- * °* £/» A, h i  & ^  Spf&.y) d )
where V * Y > « >
and the Heaviside unit step function. In (i) g„ ls constant
with dimensions of magnetic field, <r is a constant with dimensions of 
electrical conductivity, /, , ( ,  are constants and p  ls a positive
real parameter. The parameters B. and o- are Included in (1 ) to enable 
the Hartmann number to be introduced into the hydrodynamic analysis below. 
To preserve symmetry the parameter J, is assumed non-zero for the moment, 
although it will be set to zero when we consider the velocity profiles
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induced in the liquid.
Assuming the magnitude of the induced velocity profiles is sufficiently 
small to enable the neglect of the hydrodynamic inertia terms (the ’slow 
flow' approximation) we obtain exact solutions in the three dimensional 
Fourier transformation space for the induced velocity profiles under both 
the fixed and free surface boundary conditions. Unfortunately, a closed 
result for the inversion of these solutions does not seem to be possible. 
However, by reducing the problem to two dimensions and concentrating on 
the boundary layer regions of the induced flow, we find an analytic 
approximation can be made. From the simplified results we make certain 
deductions concerning the relative importance to the flow of the body 
force components induced by a SLIP.
8,2 Exact Solutions in Transform. Space
The hydrodynamic equation for steady state slow flow (neglecting the 
inertia terms in (1.23) ) is
V V V  - V ?  ~ £  (3)
where V is the fluid viscosity ; y (£) its velocity; V(t) the internal 
pressure of the fluid and Fit) the body force (given by (l) ). Introducing 
a scale length we define the following dimensionless variables:
x / L  , = £u, 3 p +*■ Pk/»'
and (the Hartmann number). We write (¡*1,1) .
Because all parameters will be assumed dimensionless from now on we shall 
ignore the star superscripts. Equation (3) becomes
V ‘y - 7 P  - S. f, (*>
We also require the continuity equation (1.22)
Y' w s o  (5)
we now define respectively the two-dimensional forms of the Fourier 
transformation (1.32) and inverse Fourier transformation (1,33) of the 
function W(x-^>1) '
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OCf oo
% { H <-*•!/>*>} = Pl(r>y*) - I I  Me*'},*) c * ^ * * 9 * ^ ^  (e)
~t> -to
Using the notation ^ [ S ^ ( a tx . ) j  -  $„ and s § f the
transformed form of (4) in component form is:
( £ - * ) *  -
A
-ipP - S / e - P * (8)
( ¿ » *  - - i A  e-f£ (9)
( £ - * * ) *  ■
/I
<£? (10)
where K 1 » (11)
r i  a *  *and the notation V-(_u,V,wJ , 5 = SK Sy is employed. The
transformation of the continuity equation (6) yields
¿W ,
¿la
ip U *'<L V (1 2)
Applying the operator to (12) using (8) to (10) we obtain the
biharmonic equation
( ¿¿>- ~ IV 3 {, ^ V* + P i * p/* + ^ (I3)
A
If the velocity W  becomes zero as z -^m  t the solution to (13) may 
be written as
v -  6 U s z ;)erK 2 +  ' R c ' ^ S  (1^
where ^  ' f * l/ *  +  f  ■* j  <t) 2’ (15)
In (W) the parameters A and B arise as ‘constants- (ie; independent of ir ) 
of integration; we have /Uflfp,*; and S-fc£p,*) . Using (8) to
(1 0 ),and (12),we obtain the harmonic equation for T(r):
- ~  + + S e'PS (16)
If P - * o  as ?->*> the solution to (16) can be written as 
? = c e"*2 _  ca e ' M  5 (17)
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where C3 = fp/i t-ip/, j  <jP- “ 0 (18)
and Substituting (17) in (1 0 ) using (14) we find C * 7. B  .
Substituting (17) in (8) and (9) and solving for U and V we obtain
H .-.>/■ 2>e-“ -C2c-*‘} 1- f » > * - ¿ . 7 Se.*»
pA-te* (19)
v * - t y f  e'** -  c z  e -**2 +  f *<tci -  ^  X ? e -^2
1 2(C ■» t — pT^T— J A (20)
where l>=T>(p<f) and £  = E O .  5,) . We require four equations to evaluate 
the functions A, B, D, and E; these equations are supplied by the boundary 
conditions on the surface 2  * o  •
8.2.1 Fixed Surface Solutions. On the surface , from (1.40) we
have y.-fi , therefore V on ï » o  , and by (12) ^  , 0  on
2  ~ o  . Applying these conditions to (14), (19) and (20) we find
f i * - R S  ; Z ^ K ( ^ ~ k ) î  i ipDs.  f  ; ïjg «/ t f Q - f i ) S
v 7 Me* / l ^ _ K* /
and the solutions for the velocity and pressure becotne
<1 = [ i i * e ' K2/?(?*) -  ( e ' k - e ’**)J  S
v = l  & . * ? * ( ? * )  - ie*tefc- e ' ^ )  j  S
[ R z c ' K £ (p-^) - R  I 5
P -  £ aPip-we"** I S
w
(21)
( 22)
(23)
(24)
8.2.2 Free Surface Solutions. On z*-o by (l.4l) we have a?
= 0 and 80 i i à - o  » é$ _o and IV * o on 2 * 0  . Also bydz da
(1 2 ) on -Z- - 0  . Applying these conditions to (14), (19)
and (2 0) we find
and the solutions for the velocity and pressure become:
«  - f  + -ii. ( f x- * ‘) R  ( i+ m )  C - * *  I  §  <J5>
(. l p-K* / K ÎL*1 J
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* * f f c A) + & (?*> *("»>*"} s
w » { (?-«*}££ +  £  Ce-P-e'**; j 5  
P  * £  (p-K*J R e " * *  _  c5 e - P j  S
(27)
(28)
(26)
8.3 Reduction of the Problem to Two Dimensions
A A
Consider the function 3  M if . j . t ) .  lt s  lnverse rourler transformatlon
(7) may be evaluated using the two-dimensional form of the convolution 
theorem (1.34), viz:
G* &
7//«(•)>,». f)/Oipj.ijJ - J f  (29)
-*> -00
Using the properties of f p {  , (2 ), i t  is  easy to show that
ftar3*
Z ' i s d C n , t ) f  = \ J M C t . i . i )  ¿ ¡ ¿ 1  (30)
A A ¡J-*
When s- where k  is  given by (11) we can derive
the resu lt (see Appendix
P = ¿r* J  M fc i)  tcJ0(K()clK (31)
where i s  Bessel’s function o f order zero and £** ***•£«■  . I f  the
transformed solutions are of the form i p M C K t j  or we find
the ir inverse can be written as in  the righ t of (31) but with X£w<>) 
replaced by TtCkf) (see Appendix I  ), Bessel’s function o f order 
unity. However, from the second o f (31) we see that the operator re lations
s  “ h  * ^  a Can be used* Substituting these re lations in  <2 , 
( I8 )}and f t , (15),we find
Q  » ( ? / , - / i  i  ). (^ - T) (32)
■ R m Ck - / , - pA >
(33)
The transformed solutions in  §8.2,1, ;énd §8,2.2 can now be written in  
in tegral form using the operator form o f (2 and R  ((32) and (33)) and 
the convolution resu lts (30), Unfortunately, we have been unable to
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obtain a closed analytic solution for the real-space results« A numerical 
approach is possible, (although not performed here), because the form of 
(31) allows the use of Gaussian quadrature over [o ,  w) and the kernal of 
(30) is well behaved for reasonable values of x and y ( |x|¿u and 
lyl < ¿b -, say). However if we reduce the problem to two dimensions an 
analytic approximation is possible.
A plan view of the body force is given in figure 8.2. Region A 
corresponds to the case of zero ^ -dependence, whilst region B corresponds
Fig. 8.2 The Two-Dimensional 
Regions Under Consideration
2k
;
u
^  Tyc x  
»
i\ i
B  ,
-  ;
to zero x -  dependence. We further simplify the problem by setting /, = o
8.3.1 Region f) ( y ~ o ) • With $ \= 0  , (32) and (33) reduce to
G “ ? h / C f - h r ^  i R  - (p-K ^  (34)
This region corresponds to a body force of infinite length; letting 6-^*, 
in the second of (2) we find = 1 and so Sij (Q -,^ )-V n (the
Dirac delta function). Thus for this region, the inverse transformation 
(30) reduces to Xf«
^  =  (35)
X.-C-
where f t C i , 0 i z ) is given by (31) with |%| .
Substituting for Q  and R  in (21) to (24) and (25) to (28) using 
(34) and (35), the inverted solutions for the velocity and pressure 
distributions become (with = o  and o  ):
(i) Fixed boundary
XJA. r oo
k-/,J J li ^ (35)
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ac+a
^ ^ « ToCKpcLkJ-i
*-«-o
W ■ *rr*-«. O |CZZ - (cr1 ( V K- ^ * P  ( /C XoÎKf»)( p - K * - ) * -  J
= ^ f  r  f a k *0?~^e'*g -  pe-~p^ 1 k T o C i < { )
x-<k J t  C p - * * J > Z  p * - K * -  J
(37)
(38)
(39)
(ii) Free boundary
Xt-A /-CQm /!
?n r - K * ^  *  Zk* J r
y » A  J I i ^  ~  ^ K  7 o ( k;^) et* (*+ i)
x-^ 5 'f 
■***.
W
fr’-rca
• /‘J £ 5 . [ k t .î ^ ,  ^  ‘*2>^  0 (P'*' l >*k Jz-*
*-* roo
(43)?-/*[ f f KffVMe'*2- 3_B^ ci j k TodKpiJttrff 
x-a. a <- (r-i'1;1 j
8,3.2 Region ^  0) • With , (32) and (33) reduce to
■ j f c  ; R  (*+4)
Using a similar reasoning as in 58.2,1 for S*0a*2 ) , the inverse
transformation (30) reduces to
ft
■fi-
0+5)7 ~ [ s  f i t p ' i ' * ) }  = J h C o t^ ^ ) d x
y-t
where t\lo,X^ )  is given by (31) with p =- / 7 / .
Substituting for Q and R  in (21) to (24) and (25) to (28), using 
(44) and (*+5), the inverted solutions for the velocity and pressure 
distributions become (with |ro and -ip»o );
(i) Fixed boundary 
llsO (46 )
v.f f +
Jf l  I 1 ^  ^  1 f s*- J i r - K *  /j
x kXiicp; ctfccig (47)
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y* o ( fl- « ^
r* /T f -  (A p fe^ i I e " ^ }
(ii) Free boundary 
ti - o
(48)
(49)
(50)
-JJTt l 0 1 ^ ¿»c' (pi-K.*) 
X l< To(lc^) d.lc
W
._. * & • * * * * + +
(51)
(52)
(53)
8.4 Integral Evaluation
Examination of the results in §8.3.1 and §8.3.2 indicates that we 
require an evaluation of certain integrals whose general form is represented 
by
« i f ] >  «9 (54)o c p 4-**;"
where *,» and r are positive integers. The integral is Cauchy
Principal Value*with a singularity at *.f wheri f is real. Because
the kernel of -L^ ,r is continuous either side of this singularity we 
can differentiate through the integral sign (see Appendix 3L ) and 
write
I ' r & l t “". l ! ’ >“” ’ [ t > „  ^’ Of)*"' ¿2®'» Z (55)
where
and
X,;r - [",Trfrf)e-*t*tK
= { fi?r ■+ G-.^ J
_
(56)
(57)
(58)
F-*cfor fl odd
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/*«»
Crur * J' 1? •«'ifO ^
Substituting (57) into (55) we have
(59)
*»*' • i i ( *" ■ • < * ) } - «-o - j t , { ¿ ( c - C ) }  «0»
•i itwhere the form of F,,r and £. ,r is specified by (5*0,
The integrals (54), (58) and (59) are of the Laplacian type, but we 
have been unable to find evaluations of either their general or particular 
forms in the published literature. However, using the method of Appendix I  
we can reduce the integrals to expressions which are the sum of closed
and integral results. First, we define the Laplace transformation of 
7r0ep) as
= J rtz) ~ [  Jr (k£)Z> (61)
“■ f + C B A T E M A N  (p.182) (62)
We now reduce (58) and (59) using (61); the dashes denote differentiation 
with respect to Z :
(a) Consider FurCf,( ,*) . We have
F,%<?■(.*> eP*_~
SO ( F ’r  O ’ ) '  , (63)
thus F*r = e-’f£|' f + F,'rtf,(.o)j (64)
(b) Consider . We have
r °  t , r°*r -tit**-)
0 £i-K-
so (65)
thus * ef1 i iiri«d,W t C ce , , 0)] (66)
Performing the differentiation on the left of (63) or (65) produces 
recurrence reletions for F..*r and C  „hich can be used as an addition
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to their counterparts of (55). From OBERHETTINGER (p.3*f) we obtain the 
result
where is Anger's function of order v . The following relation
is given in LUKE (p.83):
7T ( f  ^  dt « ( „ » o  (68)
and WATSON (p.313) gives, when
function of order f and YrtfO is Bessel's modified function of the 
first kind of order r  . The function can be written in terms
of the Struve function of order r , > (Appendix I )  . The
properties of these special functions may be found in the texts of 
GRADSHTEYN, WATSON, ABRAMOWITZ and STEGUN, or LUKE, but, for completeness, 
their basic properties and recurrence relations are included in Appendix I . 
Combining (66) and (67) yields the result for . The evaluation
of can ke performed using OBERHETTINGER’s result (p,37)
for in (57). We have
OBERHETTINGER (p.37) lists a particular case of (71), when n o  , and 
agreement is found. We shall require the following particular results
(67)
(69)
where f) is the Schlafli polynomial of order f  ; Er (fO is Weber’s
o00
-i..n £ r(n ) (70)
otfc = (Ho -Y.) I
t  ***
(72b)
O
(72c)
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oo
k.(l = I = i~ A ,  + £  £ Wi-y.; -(Ho-Yo) ] to l ?Y  W y J i (72d)
We supplement (60) with the following results for X * ir^ ,*,0/) obtained 
from OBERHETTINGER (p.37)
« • f r - M - f  - fv. (73a)
o i . f w ) - |  ■ - l  f p y (73b)
and - f 4« . ( i  (f y, - y . ) 1 (73c)
The expressions for I * iF (£,(,&) are obtained using (60), (72) and (73). 
Writing MMi.fi- a s , c *  coA y t  t
4$+* ?(</-?) S4 , C? , fc = pp., T r  = Tr(^ )
| i {... I <*l< * ? {•••• j and d  . ' we find
O
I ”„ = -»r.
I/.. '  J  (f{f» C,5 -CV.-VH.)
I * . -  i f f  ? ( "SY.  -cH.)
X,;. .  f i f P f x ^ j - f . C i j - c y . - s r t . )
I. *»« 4. (Tf x..s.j - T - s V . - c n . - f s j s a . - c y . }
- t f s / . - d C i - # , ) ]  )
II, . * +f!  [ty,-cH.j - t  Jcy,r s ( | - w , ) }  )
yt*-} - ctf.-sY. i-p*{jtf.-cY.] + ? i 5 . s , ]
-tfiV, -cd|.-rt,)f )
i / .  * -If ( T { -  aT[n-c.j -a fcy .-s rt- j + f* |sy ,-cH .j
+t [ c y , - i C | - t t . ) i )
I jT. - ~ 3Pi  S i»} -  ?{£ . .c»j  -|Xte>-3[cW»-sY„j
^¿[sz+o-cy*] - t [ sy ,  M  )
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r [ Z s . ] - t f a .,*} •> i ' f t . c-
+ 2Y, | p z .c - is j  -+- 14« [fz .c-e}+ - y,» [ s-pz.c] + 5LsY/ tfccHof
-t -iy«'- icf+i )
I , 'r t = -TL  ( f { i . » S , , J t i t { i i . I . ic J  + 2J4.{ 2JL.{f i .s-c3
+ Ho pz c -  Yo pz.s + ^cY/ fcs H«/ -fc c Yt/ — Zs )
^Z,X = f  ( - ? [  Z.S+] + ¿-t {p2 C-s3-fZ.S.£^i i-Qz.c.Zy,
* t
■+Ho{c+p.sj -y* { ??.c+ sj -t-axy/ft.c.Hp'- t * y . ' - z c W i )
The above expressions for X*,r ffif,?) are exact. It is clear that to
evaluate the real-space solutions of §8.3.1 and §8.3.2 we require an
evaluation of finite integrals (of the type (35) and (45) ) whose kernals
are a combination of the functions n(r above. Unfortunately this we
have been unable to achieve. However, the functions K, Ho, Y, and H,
together with etc. are tabulated in ABRAMOWITZ and STEGUN ando
so a numerical approach is possible. But because the complexity of the 
results for renders an evaluation using the special-function
tables extremely cumbersome we choose to simplify the expressions for l l , f . 
Our interest is mainly concerned with the behaviour of the solutions in 
the regions close to the surface of the liquid where z is small. To 
simplify the analysis we define a new variable € ^  f * and expand the 
expressions Xj?,r in powers of e  retaining the first and second order 
terms, for € small. Writing and X * . , =• 1^* fe}
we obtain
-°>k
■>,0 “ ip ( lh > -e  y.) t  oce*)
X  i,o -  ^  ( Yo - 1 Ho ) f  & r  —  f  o Ce *-p
i()0 } { I O w y j  «- £ C' ^ --- ]1 i (**8*+(/)'<• J + O
-1 3 4 -
--3.e ■ rlfc + e  [ 0
d© - ' 1 (evfr\)’t J ■* o£fc*l
t " ‘<+-2.o ■ 5 - t Ho — t (jf— fhi-ey0 )+ o Ce*\?
-r. >,&-+Î.O -£i & Ho -+ fc ( ^  — «H, +V,) } +
'"*19 *3-1 26 V» “ f4o “t (V-W.i-eYO ] + oCe*)
__ xe-+-X.O --«fo 0,0 jCeVM'j ’+ .<c 2Yc-11 e Ho -ij— Hi ) 6 •-tYtj r oC<=>)
r4l‘ - - eL ~  f 3 Ho - y«» -fc Céi Vo -t 2^ — 141 w } } t- ote»)
T°'fr - ^ { -Ht. +' t Hr/ -2 Hi J -t ode?
Tl,fc-‘■¿re ~ -1 f _± _ 2.V»/ ¿1 - — * sr/-b Yo'j -t o Ce)c c tr-
T^e - X [ Ho + ir Ho' - a.«.1} ■+■ OÎ£_)
For the expressions J-m,* we have expanded up to ©ft) because we 
require these expressions only in the free surface results of §8.3.2 
where the surface profiles correspond to c «-o . Before presenting the 
final solutions we give the following integral results
f fo o
I
à&dk r î fc*
& |  t  ) J
g  i  dit tti/ko)
(e'Q'+t*)'*- L -&» (C4b, t.) | fc(,|to|»fc> b,>o , t„
?5- ^ (notation) (7i+)
8.5 Approximate Solutions
The solutions given below describe the velocity and pressure 
distributions close to the surface *-o (for fixed surface solutions) 
and on the surface *«o (for free surface solutions). They are valid
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for lilT’ e (region (\ ) and lil>fo (region^ ). In view of the physical 
data of table 1.1 (the float bath configuration ) we have chosen a.l 
^  and p = 3 .
8.5.1 Region A
-•0
(i) Fixed surface. The integral solutions (36) to (39) can be
n
written in terms of I*,,r {f,£. i ) . We find
/j | + P — Oz'© J (75)X~tA
A f { X.'o disX-A  ^ J (76)
</* i f --z l£0 - ¡0 - e'f* 0?,© }X-A (77)
x+a
■ A / {** £ -»AT. - K'fî | .if (78)
X - A
Expressions (75) to (78) are exact, but because of the difficulty in 
their evaluation we choose to approximate using the results for £',‘f 
and relation (72). We obtain the following simplified forms
f -jHo-V* + t ( |f -  ) J oieV (79)
* * t ;- ! j J .iff L7T / 3*x-A — j(Wo-Y<»)etj j -f oCe*-; (80)
u -
1 (*<■*eL + OC6\) (81)
X-<A
-+ [ t col J-foa\>f= $■ />{;ij CHo-yu;diÏ-A (82)
where , Yo*->dk~) and signfj)»
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The velocity and pressure distributions obtained from (71) to (82) 
are shown in figure 8.4. From (a) we see that the largest input velocity 
occurs at the edge of the excitation, and, as we would expect is only 
dependent on the imposed vertical force. This force forces the fluid 
downwards in the central region of the SLIP and this fluid motion draws 
in fluid from the edges. It appears that circulation transverse to the 
SLIP axis sits over the full width of the excitation. As we would
expect from the symmetry of the problem, the axial velocity depends only 
upon the magnitude of .
(ii) Free surface. Following (i) we can write the integral solutions 
(HO) to (43) in terms of X »', . However because we are mainly concer­
ned with the surface profiles we evaluate the solutions for n,v and P
directly on -z = o . Of course w=-Q on 3 -,-, <5o ,,0« +1-01 Z:o , So we use the expressions
for T«,r ^  its calculation. We find after some manipulation
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(writing fcHjI ):
ot - - f  h
r , / i. 'i
l t  (  v - H n Y O  ]  tJ S'*-*
>-*«
(83)
1/ -
w *
. J  ( Ho-y.) dj
t r r  i
(84)
W -
>4*
j -  i  b ( U o ~ Y » )  J -  j (Wo-YoJdi ]
Tlf*p
(85)
?  =
A  ? J ( y«) oi ^ (86)
n,/f> ''//l , ?/Ji
Fig. 8.5 Free Surface. Region B
The profiles obtained from (83) to (86) are shown in figure 8.5. 
Similar observations to those made in (i) can be made.
8.5.2 Region $ .
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(i) Fixed surface. Writing the integral solutions (46) to (49) 
_
in terms of Im.r ( f i f / w e  find
u-o (87)
Ÿ  f
¡M L n
h f  k ^ o -* 1f‘< 0 - 1  £ lK .-<rf ’o , 0  -/»i a ' , . ) J < ¥ 88>
jM" * ^
where fc-/*j| • These exact solutions may be reduced using the results
"itfor It«.r ($<(•*) » we find:
V
i
nVT* F 1 V f
V *  € • * / ?  I Htt-Y.+èi J-H » + V i )  I , [  t ^ W ® ‘ Y O  K f  ( v J  <i.y-
¿f L J vy-^ zr  d
"  ^ ( Ho~Yu) ^  -»• ej^  . e tn L .-.j. ■+ ofe*0
2 H t T
I 1!J4
= e ^ ^  I i  + oCe*j
(91)
(92)
ï r i*r i
P =  ^  - [hCUo-Y.)*^*^)] j(93>
o z 4
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The profiles for v and ?  are shown in figure 8.6. The symmetry 
of the problem ensures u*o . Both the axial velocity v and the 
pressure ?  arise from the applied forces £  and . The vertical 
force has maximum effect on v at the entrance and exit end of the 
excitation, (a), as we would expect since this velocity arises because 
fluid is drawn in to the centre of the excitation by the downward motion 
of the fluid there. However, a comparison of the magnitudes in (a) and 
(b) indicates that the vertical force has little effect on the flow unless
i*»/«. ’ We see from (b) that the flow extends fully across the width
of the excitation. A small amount of circulation will occur since W *o  
but the effects will not be noticeable unless ^  is small.
(ii) Free surface. On z - o  (apart from w  ), the free surface integral 
solutions (50) to (53) reduce to (with t - /'j I ):
M « o
m )
(95)
(96)
(97)
H O -
The profiles obtained from (95) to (97) are shown in figure 8.7. 
Similar observations can be made as in (i) for these solutions.
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9» A REALISTIC MODEL FOR THE SLTM
9.1 Introduction
Until now we have assumed in our analysis of the SLIP that the 
excitation is applied on the surface of an electrically conducting half 
space. Here the excitation is assumed to be rectangular in shape (of 
length tr metres and width 4. metres) and is applied at a height l  metres 
above the surface of an electrical conductor (of thickness L metres), 
(figure 9.1). Cartesian coordinate axes are chosen as shown, with the
origin 0  taken at one corner of the projection of the excitation onto 
the surface of the conductor.
Here, the Z axis is chosen to point away from the conductor. The 
conductor is assumed to move with a velocity V , where
- • f C , v  , o ]  (1)
and U . V  are constants with dimensions of v e lo c ity . The form of (1 , 
allows the inclusion of some MHD effects as well as the shear flow induced
by the float bath’s moving ribbon. A more detailed discussion concerning 
the use of (1) was given in chapters 3 and a. As in previ0us „ork „  
consider both the series-wound (case 5 ) and parallel-wound (case ?  )
excitations.
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In §9.2 we derive the three dimensional Fourier transformed EM field 
solutions to this problem. For the limiting cases (when C. or Sr becomes 
infinite) we recover the infinite expanse excitation solutions (§9.3), the 
finite length excitation solutions (§9.*0 and the finite width solutions 
(§9.5). Finally, in §9.6, we discuss the application of the results of 
this chapter to the velocity profile analysis of an open-sided SLIP,
9,2 Analysis Of Maxwell’s Equations
Writing S ( t )C  , ^ J ( r ) C i *
(1 .1 ), (i,«0 and (1.11) become respectively, using (l);
a* >2
■y f  i i 8»
M * im i y  Ti
aj?i _ _ >j8 i
dZr >X > ~
Maxwell’s equations
(2)
(3)
^ ijj* —  | f  -t V  + *<*1| -  H  g 3 e t (4)
where * * //o^ is the magnetic diffusivity. We can identify three regions 
of differing physical structure (figure 1.1); region I (the air gap) is 
assumed non-conducting as is region III, whilst the conductivity of region 
II (the conductor) is non-zero. The electric current density /  is 
related to the total electric field £ %  / , < r g '  (1.7). magnetic 
permeability is taken to be that of free space throughout.
Taking the scale length as L , we define the following dimensionless
variables: > >
, %m, .  k l / i  , Rmt? v t / i  and . Here ^
and are the magnetic Reynolds numbers for the motion of the conductor
and ci is the wavenumber of the travelling wave excitation. All 
parameters will be assumed dimensionless from now on so we shall ignore 
the star superscripts. The dimensionless forms of (3) and (4) become
( (2) remains the same)
Region II: A  * /  » f  ^  ^
>8, i8 j
>2 ~ *x
>8,. >8, I (5)
(£■ £• i) -• K ,  0 kz )2 l . ♦ *1 -ft 0.8
(6)
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: O  - r )Bj >8a. *- »2. ;
»'S. __ » s 3
» 2  »x Hi.> iß, 1
■
( 7 )
\x * l  ^i ß *  v a 3 ( 8 )
The two dimensional form of the Fourier transformation (1.32), of the 
function H(r,u, , is defined as
r  GO tm
•*% •
and the corresponding inverse transformation (1.33) is defined as
Applying the transformation (9) to (10) we find
(9)
( 10)
d k
d e
A  A
=  V ? 8 ,  ■+ (11)
Transforming (S) to (8) we obtain
Region II : *
4
(12)
i £ l  .  
d  e * -
K’S - ( ? „ ,  [ B j . o ,  < 0 (13)
where y *  -
k  1  + * £  P .  - p  a . ,  ( t r t )  - j (1*0
and k * -  = P * + ? 1 (15)
Regions I and III :
d k  .
d  %
A  ^  A
)  r  - i f  i  s  i f Ü z  
d l
(16)
d  2 *
-  k 1  B (17)
W. „ow solve the above expressions to obtain the EM field induced in the
conductor. For the finite width case, (when i  *  o  \»x ' v  ‘ » M® shall take
the velocity to be constant along the direction of the *  axis thereby
avoiding the complexity of Airy, functions, (see chapter 3) which arise as
solutions to^ (IS). Unfortunately, ignoring the shear profile removes
the ter. X,S,froe (13) because this ten, arose iron the derivative of the
Shear velocity. However, this does not affect the overall description
of the induced EM field when $m( is small, but it does remove the vertical
- 1 U -
component of the electric current density which arises solely from the
A
term P*,, •
The boundary condition on £</ is
(S) S>U.<i,A)=/.lc.c“':lS.S) } ( ? ) = (18)
vbere St s ■ HCz)-H(x-a) ,  S^* • H(y) -  Htj.J.) (19)
where Hi*)is the Heaviside unit step function; thus 5* and are unit 
block functions of length <t and respectively. Transforming (18) using 
(9) we have, on Z * £
C$) '6i (p><lr'&) *^k »Ks S ; (f) S
where
with
*p
( 20)
(21)
( 22)
The solutions to (13) and (17) subject to (11) are easily found using 
standard techniques. Introducing the vector functions H (p,c^y t NCf>i^) 
? (M )  * QCPf) and £ ( p , ÿ )  as 'constants* of integration and applying 
the condition that the EM field decays as Z-^-oo , we find
Region I: 'B » f j e ^ + A /  e ' * *  (23)
Region II: 3  ^ P e ^ Q  e"V t . (24)
Region III: S  * R  e- (25)
where is the particular integral of (13), which is non-zero when
P.i i o.
9.2.1 The Evaluation o f the Constanta o f Integration. «  has been
stated (1.39) that the magnetic induction 2  i s  continuous across a
boundary. Because all media interfaces are in the /v , , , £m e  ( x , y j plane both B
and (by (11) ) are continuous across a boundary. Assuming th e '
- ) « -
case S  boundary conditions 
have
(i) on z*&
on (the first of (20) ) is applied, we
Using (23) and (20) M a» 1  f  Antc< i-Nxt  ~ ^ (26)
Using the first of (16) * W*. - -*<£ and K ^ 2 - “ iJ3
Thus (26) becomes 
(ii) on Z — O
= i* . .S . 
I' '
(27)
Using (23) and (24) (28)
* ft ♦ 3, (29)
k M - t f i )  - »if,-<3-0 (3°)
(iii) on z* - 7
Using (24) and (25) (31)
e~* + c?ieT = R 3 e-'K (32)
* i ?*e Y-<3ae*) = &~k (33)
Using the first of (16) K ^3 (34)
Equations (26) to (3a) give nine independent equations in  the nine 
unknowns which can now he found by, fo r example, d irect substitution. 
Expressions for these constants are liste d  in  Appendix M  . To find the 
constants fo r we use the th ird  of (16) and continuity o f S, across 
the boundaries to obtain
in region Is f i ,*  £  ^  * _£ u
£-1?• <pin region II (36)
- H 6 -
on Z. * o
on 1 * -1
-  K  + N. -  T l  (o) 
t * r+ c3,eY - 1?, «T* -  fic -0
(37)
(38)
when fc.,-0 . (and so ), we find V :  and
The third component of (12) indicates that in this case no vertical 
currents are induced in the conductor. This is a steady-state result and 
is consistent with the knowledge that induced vertical currents are 
subject to free decay with time (see chapter 5) .
9.2.2 The Solutions in Transform Space. Substituting for the constants 
of integration in (23) to (25) we can obtain the magnetic induction vector 
and using (12) we can obtain the induced electric current. The results are: 
Case 3  •
Region I (the lower sign is to be taken for )
(39)
Region II: f g», ftk \ , o ,o 1  % (HO)
J * A S - i -  0+1)
* *
where ISCk.x) » X* /&XJk t  - - z (H2)
and
&(k,z) » % f Y-L l r
§(*,*.) m COtA ÏCt+*) -t —Jr
-ij +  ^  v ' * (H3)
(HH)
T[ (k.J) « Y 4Î*Aï (Hi) + K V (\ + t ) (H5)
A  < M )  * * ^  + *a>A Xe,** t Y.
Region III: g  » ^krs.S . f p,o , V<J .
(H6)
(H7)
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Case P ;
There is a relationship between the boundary conditions in (20) 
which can be obtained from (39)* Using the value of 'B* on we see
that the case ?  solutions are obtained by replacing * in (39) to 
(47) by where
aA h.(K>JU 3 —  i CC/A V £ If. (48)
We note that the terms containing in (40) and (49) are only to
he included when ^--o ( V a ° ) • T^e solutions in region II have beenin 1
written in a form which allows the use of contour integration for the Fourier 
transformation inversion. An alternative formulation is given in Appendix 
which is more helpful when describing the physical behaviour of the EM field.
9.3 Infinite Expanse Excitation
Here, the functions «S»£x,o.) and in (19) are evaluated
when both <l and Sr become infinitely large. In this case we have
A  A  A
1 , . 1 so 5^. IK#}) thus using (21) S •&*)••&*> ty-*)
where $(f> is the Dirac delta function. Applying the inverse transformation
*
(10) to (40) and (41) using this value of 5 we obtain the following 
solutions in real space;
Region II • Case S ;
3 *  f 0. 7i y „Vd?! - /ufcjt.g». (49)
/ U -J ‘ (50)
where J . * f c . ) ,  X .  .A .  (,,«) ,
and from (14) _ •*  ♦  -  *'(i+ is!**) (51)
where S * f a - V W i  is the slipj 1<s" i  the magnetic
Reynold's number based on the wavespeed = w L / V
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- ase -  : The solutions here are identical to those in (49) and (50)
apart form the parameter which should be replaced by the term 
A s /<* A~) where A *  - A.*, ( x , i )  } .
If we set /(=o and neglect upgoing waves we can reduce (i*9) and (5o) 
to the solutions previously obtained in chapters 3 and 4 (this process is 
made easier using the form of the solutions in Appendix JH . From (46) 
and (48) we see that the magnitude of the EM field decreases with an 
increase in Ji « When ¡¿A } 1 we identify the decay factor but
for smaller values of «4 the decay factor is not quite so apparent however 
( cojA uA) is a good approximation.
9.4 Finite Length, Infinite Width Excitation
A section through the configurati --O”
figure 9.2. We consider an excitation finite in length but infinite in 
width ( so £ -o  ) • The function (the first of (19) ) equals
unity when A. becomes infinite so 5* = ¿t . Thus from (21) we
j^ve S=- ZltScfftyv*'*) where (from the second of (22) )
=  *  ~  1  < 5 2 > }  V V ( y * )
Applying the inverse transformation (10) to (4o) and (41) with the value
of
------—  *  w » o . u eA
S above we obtain the following integral expressions for the EM field
- H 9 -
induced in the electrical conductor: 
Case 5 :
«9
s - a;j f /  ie iJL Sjj. a.. oil i e r ^
l-n J * 2 J
f  C-t.o.o](«-*')£ -fa. fo,.i o, -? jll]} Sj e
M J I A ,  i r *A  J-*>
Case P :
s*
f /  - &.> C57tto,oJ J Su tT tPdU
2\ l  I J
(53)
(5U)
a (55)
(56)
(57)
•u
- | j  i  - a«, f°, Cr. H t X l l
-* 2. ¥* A*, ' ^*
where is given by (50)j and from (15)
IT**
Similar expressions to (53) and (56) may be obtained for the magnetic 
induction in regions I and III but these are of no immediate interest and 
are not presented here. W. wish to evaluate (53) to (56) using contour 
integration in the complex q-plane, Because we shall • use Jordan's 
lemma, the construction of a contour in the q-plane is made according to 
the behaviour of the function S C * ’ (see S7.H). Denoting the upper 
half q-plane by C ’ and the lower half by C ‘ «  identify three regions
-¿ivare: C  C r 
iif-oi)
and
/ - —
The regions are:
Region A ( ) . decays in C* i ¿ w - v
Region B (o<y<&): decays in C- ;
Region C (<j?k ): e-cndecays in C- ;
decays in C*
At first sight it may be thought that we have to consider the branch 
point !T -0 . However, expanding the hyperbolic functions of « (present
- 1 5 0 -
in 7C j, $ A r and A*. ) in a power series indicates that ^ only occurs
as an even power and so branch points do not arise. The function K * 
(which contains two imaginary branch points at o*i , o“v) is single valued, 
in the complex q-plane. From (52) we see there is a simple pole at 
^ = * for all the solutions and there is also a simple pole at ,o in 
the case V solutions (55) and (56). Both poles lie on the real axis.
Two simple poles X* « are obtained from the Umi terms when ,
Using (57) we see that
Following NASAR and DEL CID 1973(a) we use the iterative method of Muller 
(see CONTE and DE BOOR, 1965) to find the complex zeros of A 3 and A*,
In general there will be an infinite number of them, but we only use 
a small number of zeros in the integral evaluations below. Denoting 
a zero of A (either A s or A,*) by Wj ; we can factorise A  as 
A (<p)- (^-^¡) where D(<p is a polynomial in cp . The residue of A
at the simple pole is equal to D(Vj-) , However differentiating 
A  with respect to cp we have A'ty) = T > (% )*^ ) J>(p and so 2>(<*>j) = A '(tj) 
The contours around which we choose to evaluate (53) to (56) are 
shown in figure 9,3. Included in this diagram are the infinite radius 
semi-circles V , V around which the line integral contribution vanishes 
by Jordan's Lemma. The roots of A  are denoted by ‘♦j* (in C* and C' 
respectively).
Indentations around the poles at cp = ni and tp = o are also shown .
(58)
oO
Fig. 9.3 Contours in the
Complex q-plane
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Using Cauchy's Residue'theorem and standard contour integration methods 
(some of which were described in §7.4) we can invert (53) to (57) and 
obtain exact expressions for the EM field in real space. The following 
notation is used to simplify the algebra: TTi*/) - T[j > &(+?) » n't*). y1
s ; , 5 (» * ) .$ *  , & ( ^ j - g;  .
Subscripts of and o are used when we consider the contribution from the 
poles cj,** and respectively. We note the contribution from the
loops at and ^*0 is half that obtained from the residues at
those points. We also use the notation .lCnt f » -1 s r*1 X*- J V-'X'
The case S  solutions for the magnetic induction vector are:
Region A
• a* £ f M M i i z d ) I • ) •l l ¿i<v> mr a>;> /[ '■!"> j j
- j k t r t . H n fVt'rY.n.'ol ( i ) t"rt> <59>
Region B
s  -
Afo-fa, r+E*[ o#o] / -c —  j e «
2 a s(v ; \ /
^  fci - i t ° > *5 g/ ] __ fct c * ^ l)
^  l ) 2 ft/)* A'* (*J) / <*/ -
(c°^ r, fa,t? >o ,q ]"j e ^ T V *^
V aW*j > 2 07r ^ ; ^ p  /  (*/-*;
“ .yWo k*s . J [*X~S
Z K
+ J*»
Region C
s - *5*1yU* K« • ./ j=o
>Xy,C>,D] E 'e '* * * - r* [iO(ts t,<?,ol£t C t> V ^ * 
k,fa') • (“X'-K) 2. Ai(XT). (X*-*)
[o t TT*, i < "5, 3 , o,o3 Tilt
a *(°o  a(Y-)1' a 4(«;
Co.ir/.*;*;] fa.i; 1^;*; ,o,o]V> -eiCH;^ J]e4y;
a V;>i a w ; ) / 1 . /
— yl^oiCr -fa. t . C *£"X",0 >®3 £"
" T K I i r T X*-(X (61)
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In the evaluation of (59) to (61) we find the contribution from the branch 
point at is zero. Notice that the last term of (6 0) is equal to (49),
thus the magnetic induction in the central region of the excitation is made 
up of the idealised result (49) plus end effects (the remaining terms of 
(60). The magnetic induction in regions A and C arise solely from these 
end effect phenomena.
The case S  solution for the electric current density iss
Region A
yUoLj  3 ~/uKs^
t
A * L*t> '  z ( y p *  a ;ift)* *
J 5 —  /  ( 6 '
Region B
yt^ o jv J  — J>io lit. 0 ,o] § ~ _ ft, Co > v»; Cj
a h *;) zfyT ¿ scrf ) 1
✓
i
\ -»tiH,o ,o]  Tj K  * g
- K /A>Ks r~ [o , - ( r ) y  f j  e" * + t> [ q a v c + , e ^ e **^
¿AsOr-) V-* 1
/Cj . ^
Region C
^ i * yt-<o (Cf |
[ - ¿ ^ - ^ 0 ,0 ,0] ^  4?«, £o, ^ G-„ g^TT,] J, C
A  / .  *
^ A i (u )
-i'x'J(63)
^  i?,, [ o, v4j , -r^)*si *; 3 
- £ ( V ) ‘a 's(^)a ; C4p
/)e  ^ r' • [o,/rG->(jest's']
V / 2A»Cr) lx*-x // (64)
The comments made previously concerning the magnetic induction apply equally 
to the electric current density.
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The case Ÿ solutions for the magnetic induction and electric current 
density (setting ft,, equal to zero for brevity) are:
Region A
3 =
h
* 6« X'
t:o,-v7r;,«r;$;i h ,k%'
%f Ai.fr;) \ H-;-.
*lw-*) A
c<g;,o,o] (-ciK^-oo 1 i 6
1,3^ , [¿>,-»1T0,o](€- -l) ^65j
(-*)
'&■ ,Q,o7 fg - (66)
A^fo; i_0<i
Region
i™
i> >-*7V > 3 , c  . •€ [or* w;
'$&,( '$) (Vf-* ) *2
,-*3
-*¿3c.
£o, -vlfo»0] Ij + 2 m [ o ,  -iTi* , <<& 1 6
AuhCq) (—*■ 1
L -i
T X )
(67)
niAw (^)
^X.*.2Î Ü ü ^ l ^ " !,+ Cit e i£Ü .
3w i  * %» » °  » 0 3 1 ) 3m ,  O ,  o ]  c
Region C
(6 8)
f> = -b * k , . Co ,-w t ; je '
i--o u;Ai»ctj; ' ‘tf’*
k J  » Sm 2  . [ * ï ; ,0,oj |eii<v-lj e
1--° ^*AU(t;)l tV " *  /
■Î.,o,o1 (t^-i
A*(o; ('^J
l (70)
Again, the comments made fo r the magnetic induction in  (59) to (61) apply
equally to (65) to (70). However we see that \  and 7, in this case
contain an evaluation at the pole ^ ,o  . Thie contribution (which is
removed as /* /-> - ) i s  a major cause o f the end effects in  regions ft and
C . I f  ( ^ - 1 )  equals zero the end effect terms large ly  disappear;
thus fo r maximum efficiency we require A - ,-  (■* or ¿nt, where ^
i s  the wavelength o f the excitation and T the pole p itch ). This
-1 5 4 -
observation has also been made by LAITHWAITE (1965) using a one dimensional4
analysis. His result was obtained by specifying that f  J i d y  • o
(ie: the net surface produced by the stator is zero). The above constraint 
can be avoided by changing to a Gramme-ring winding (for a description 
see LAITHWAITE,„1975) which allows the use of fractional pole pitch 
machines.
9,4.1 Example. We evaluate the expressions above using the physical 
and electrical data of table 1*1 (the float bath configuration).
The first nine roots of , (48), are tabulated in figures 9.4
(for C+ ) and 9.5 (for C ‘ ) for three values of Jl (corresponding to 
0.5 inches, 1.5 inches and 3 inches). Similarly the first nine roots of 
A m ty) are tabulated in figures 9.6 (for C* ) and figure 9.7 (for C" )
The positions of these roots in the complex q-plane are also shown; extra 
roots have been plotted for completeness. From (58) we find 
-V4 = - I-ISII i . I.-UII I lSU - v  I• 1411
The EM field solutions (59) to (70) were evaluated using these 
values of and 1* . The results are shown in figure 9.8 (case -S j 
variation with z =0.5 inches), figure 9.9 (case 'f ; variation with z ,
& =0.5 inches), figure 9.10 (case S • variation with & , ) and
figure 9.11 (case f  ; variation with A , ). Note that in these
results we have set &, = 0 and ft**2 0.02 . The diagrams show the 
dimensionless EM fields: £  -& A or '&'*) » 3T - Z- / or
The dimensionless time-averaged forces are recalculated using (1.31).
It is clear from figures 9.4 to 9.7 that the larger A is, the more 
roots are required. In fact, for & =0.2 we found six roots were sufficient 
to produce results within a tolerance of 5 per cent. However, for A =1.2 
we required around twelve roots to produce the same accuracy. We did 
in fact compute the first fifteen roots of A, and in C*and c" - these 
roots follow the same line and seperation indicated by the diagrams of figures
9.4 to 9.7.
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Discussion of the resu lts. The *  and *  variation o f the EM fie ld s  
in  figures 9.8 to 9.1i is  large ly se lf  explanatory. A good agreement in  
terns o f sp atia l variation and magnitude is  found between the case S  
re su lts of figure 9.8 and figures 7.» to 7.6 o f chapter 7. (Note that a 
factor o f *  occurs when re lating these two sets o f re su lts, because o f 
the assumed dimensionless forms). The applied uniform stator surface current 
density induces a uniform and well-behaved EM fie ld  in  the conducting 
secondary. However i f  each c o il in the same phase is  connected in para lle l 
(case P ) so as to produce a uniform normal magnetic induction, the 
stator surface current density i s  forced to assume a form sim ilar to that 
o f a single  c o il placed along the length o f the stator.
This explains the features o f T1 and Si in  the case T re su lts of 
figures 9.9 to 9.11. Note that the magnitude o f the potential le v ita tin g  
force i s  twice that of the pumping force. I t  is  apparent that p a ra lle l 
connection w ill induce a large amount of circu lation  in liq u id  conductor 
secondaries i thus a p ara lle l connected SLIP has greater potential for 
s t ir r in g  (but not pumping) than it s  series wound counterpart.
Calculations were a lso  performed to assess the contribution from the 
imposed shear flow to the induced e lectric  currents and magnetic induction.
The case S re su lts are shown in  figure 9.12 fo r several values o f z 
Great d iff ic u lty  with convergence was encountered close to the end regions
a”d • (the * raPhs sh0’'  »he resu lt o f including fifteen  roots 
o f ). Physically, because the fie ld s  are obtained from the curvature
produced when the EM fie ld  (induced by the stator excitation) is  bent to 
one side of the stator ax is, we would expect a gradual decrease in  
magnitude of a l l  the extra components towards the ends o f the excitation  
where the magnetic fie ld  lines are both le ss dense and le ss 'ta u t1. The 
dashed lin e s in  figure 9.12 are extrapolations of the resu lts based on 
the above reasoning. The calculated re su lts do. however, give a true 
ind ication  o f the fie ld  variation in the central regions of the excitation.
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(a) B1
° <1
Fig. q . n The EM Field Induced- by the 
Applied Shear Flow ( H= .2 )
Because J l  . o ( l ) , it is clear that we require D ^4 K*. > . o  for the effect
of an imposed shear flow to become noticeable.
9.4.2 Sudan's Compensating Method. The compensating method proposed 
by SUDAN (1963) is to modify the transformation of the stator surface 
current density (for the case S  solutions) to remove the two zero-order
of the Fourier series solutions for the EM field, (59) to (W). Themodes
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zero order modes arise from the solution of A,C^)*o and are given in 
figures 9.4 and 9.5. The contribution from these modes is removed if the 
transform of the stator surface current density, Ks S (where S is given 
by (52) ) is made to include the term in the numerator.
The resulting expression needs a pole of order <^3 in the denominator to 
satisfy the conditions of Jordan's Lemma. The actual current distribution 
is then given by inverting this modified expression. The evaluation 
of the subsequent integral is easily performed since the contour contains 
only simple poles on the real axis if the denominator is taken as
t^.) » where and are (real) wave numbers to be
specified. We thus require the complex stator surface current density 
iKs(y] to be
c*r
fo(3) -
* 2zrt J ---------• & - Y . e  U , (71)
This integral is evaluated similarly to (53) and (54). The resulting 
current distribution is given by; (writing
Region A r k-*
Region B
(w,-«00*4-<*»,?
/ tri-i-*»; v . ii(*4-«> v -iy»> )
(e - w e  qo,,,) , ( c  - i ) c  ^ j j > ( 72 )
J
V
1(73)
Equations (72) and (73) represent the superposition of three separate 
travelling wave windings with wave numbers «V , ^  , The ^  
of each winding is obtained from consideration of individual terms. From 
practical considerations we require K l}) to be zero in regions A  and c 
(when and %>$)• Thus we require
C  - 1 * 0
ts O
—> * * ■+ 2jjur
4r (*o)
'1 =?>«'». »<*-+• 2_vjjr
-tr x (■n + wi ov-o)
 ^ (74)
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The modified form of ft",!}) can now be substituted in (59) to (69) 
which can be evaluated as before, in theory, any of the Fourier series 
modes can be removed by the above method, but in practice the physical 
dimensions of the machine are the deciding influence, without further 
analysis little can be inferred about the optimum choice of * and „
However, in their investigation of a slit channel DLIP MHD generator,
PIERSON (1970) and SODM (1963) use . For the f l o a t  b a th
linear motor l  ~ St and so (with w ,  t I i  ) <*, _  0 . 7 5  and v ,  ~ 1 . 2 s  
for these values of » and m . Further investigation on the effect of 
the values of m and n on the pumping ability of the SLIP is required.
However, from the results of chapter 3 it is clear that an increase in 
flow rate occurs for an increase in K  the magnetic Reynoids
number based on the synchronous velocity of the excitation. Thus we 
require wave numbers smaller than «1 for an increase in the pumping
ability of a compensated SLIP, and wave numbers greater than « for an increase 
in the stirring ability of a compensated SLIP,
We note that Sudan's method of end compensation can only be used with 
versatility when there is more than one slot per pole.
9.5 Infinite Length, Finite Width Excitation.
«■--- ___ ___,
\ )* .
l---T * cr^a
E f ®"> O
! a~- o
Fig. 9.13 Section in the ( *,? )-plane
A section through the configuration of figure 9.1 is shown in figure
9 13. We consider an excitation finite in width but infinite in length
, > „• * since all y variation is contained in the travelling wave).' Vi
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The function (the second of (19) ), equals e'"* when Sr^oo , so
5^ * 2n S(y*) . Thus from (21) we have 5 * zr S*(f,a.)
where (from the first of (22) )
Sxir,*) - (e ***- 1 ) / i ?
(75)
Applying the inverse transformation (lo) to (40) and (4 1) with the above 
value of S we obtain the following integral expressions for the EM field
induced in the electrical conductor (case 5  solutions only):
¿ K ,  i K ‘ $ J  ±
. S* e -'f*
(76)
?  ■ /<.*. e.“'“* J  f-« . T-  
where k"** an<j
12 • i  tL‘l> ‘V
Y ‘= tc^ 4 ( f?*-**?*,,.;
(77)
(78)
We can evaluate (76) and (77) using contour integration in the complex 
p-plane as in §9.4. We identify three regions of interest; region * 
region ^  ( o ^ a ; a n d  region p ( « ^  . As before the choice of 
contour for each region is made to ensure the applicability of Jordan’s 
Lemma. However we see that there are branch points at tc-o , je: ^
and a branch line must be constructed, (see §7.4), joining p » V w  with 
? * ~ U . Thus we not only require a summation over the residues of
but also the evaluation of a finite integral which' arises from a line 
integration around the branch loop.
He choose not to perform the integration above since extensive 
results for this have been obtained in 17.3 „hen * and th# conduotor 
is treated as a half space.
9,6 The Induced Velocity Profiles.
The problem of viscous flow into a finite applied EM field is extremely 
complex. Some progress has been made with Hartmann-type flow (see §1.8) 
but apart from the work of KOZyRENKO (1971 a, 1971 b ) we are not aware 
of any work with finite travelling wave fields.
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Below we give a brief order-of-magnitude argument for the expected 
flow development.
9.6.1 Finite Length, Infinite Width Excitation.
Fig. 9.14 Flow regions in the (';*,* )-plane
Consider the flow of a viscous conducting liquid into the SLIP shown 
in figure 9.14. We can separate the flow into thin boundary layers close 
to the surfaces Z-o and a - i  , and a free stream in the centre of the 
channel. In the boundary layers we can assume the velocity is one 
dimensional (parallel with the j, axis) and of small magnitude. Over most 
of the free stream flow, the velocity may also be considered one dimensional 
and parallel with the y axis. However, close to the entrance and exit 
regions, ÿ=© and respectively, there is a rapid change in the
velocity with y. . From the continuity equation V. v = o we see that
and 50 . (see S5.3) «  find w ,oCvJ
there. Thus circulation in the tya) plane occurs mainly in the entrance 
and exit regions of the SLIP. The extent of this circulation can be 
estimated from the graphs in figure 9.8, the results of chapter 5 or from 
the Fourier series solutions of §9.4. Using the latter our estimate of 
the i/e folding length for the induced body forces (and thus the 
circulating flow) is l/<£ {¿4/] for the entrance end and for
the exit end (see figure 9.14).
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9.6.2. Finite Width, Infinite Length Excitation.
Following §9.6.1 we can identify a free stream and a boundary layer 
for the flow (figure 9.15), In the central region of the SLIP the fluid 
is induced to move along the } axis (into the paper) with a velocity 
dependent only on 2 . From F v , 0 We have $  + *-£-o and so W.o<u, 
in the regions where &  -*>(£) , (at x ^  and *»<* ). The width
of these circulatory regions is of the same order as the width of the 
regions in §9.6.1. We conclude that the conducting liquid is drawn in 
from the regions outside the excitation (where y = o ) towards the central 
axis where v iZ ) dominates. The flow pattern would resemble a helical 
spiral (figure 9.16).
7
Fig. 9.16 Spiral flow pattern.
10, ELECTROMAGNETIC INDUCTION IN A UNIFORM PLANE SHEET 
BY AN OSCILLATING MAGNETIC DIPOLE
10.1 Introduction
We have shown (in chapter 6 ) that it is possible to form a travelling 
magnetic field by superimposing suitably time-phased magnetic sources.
Thus providing we can neglect mutual induction effects between adjacent 
teeth it is possible to deduce the total EM field of a LlM from a 
knowledge of the EM field produced by a solitary tooth.. The field of 
a single tooth (which resembles that of a bar magnet) may be approximated 
by (for example) the superposition of magnetic dipole sources ove* a 
tooth volume.
The EM field produced by a magnetic dipole source placed in free 
space is well known, but when electric conductors are introduced into 
the configuration the source field is modified by the secondary fields 
generated in the conductors, and simple analytical expressions for the total 
EM field are difficult to obtain. For the SLIM/SLIP configuration, the 
secondary can be represented by a conducting slab of infinite extent, and 
the primary can be modelled by placing the magnetic dipole above the slab 
with its axis normal to the slab surface. If the slab is of finite 
depth continuity conditions at its upper and lower surfaces must be 
considered before complete solutions to Maxwell's equations can be obtained. 
This problem is considered in chapter 11. Here we consider the physically 
simpler and more tractable problem of a slab with conductivity o- and 
thickness 4  , where d is allowed to become infinitely small but
£  f " > ' *  '  Where *  13 the conductivity (which i .  non-M ro )
This 'thin sheet' configuration is applicable to problems where the skin 
depth of the induced EM field is greater than the slab thickness.
The most important work on thin sheets was that of price (1 9 4 9) 
who obtained the boundary condition at the surface of the sheet in terms
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°f the non-uniform distribution of conductivity and the scalar magnetic 
potentials of the inducing and induced fields. Other methods and further 
references are given in the review of ASHOUR (1973). The problem 
considered here and the solutions we obtain are not new - RIKITAKE (1966) 
derives integral expressions for the magnetic potential using Price's 
method - but our solutions are obtained using a different method of 
analysis. Using this method, which was first suggested by RODEN (1964) 
and later modified by HUTSON et al (1972), we derive a linear integral 
equation connecting the electric current density at the surface of the 
conductor with the inducing magnetic potential. Integral solutions to 
this equation for the current density are obtained using Fourier 
transformation techniques.
10.2 The Integral Equation
The method of derivation is that given in Hutson et al. We consider 
a particular result of their more general analysis. An integral solution 
is obtained for the EM field produced by an oscillating vertical magnetic 
dipole placed above a thin sheet of constant integrated conductivity 
occupying the plane of cartesian coordinate space, (figure 10.1)
The £ axis is chosen so as to point into the conductor.
Fig. 10.1 Thin Sheet Model
Suppose ' is the vector potential of the induced magnetic
induction vector <&'(£,t ?  defined such that
-  = Va and V.t£‘. o  (1)
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Denoting the scalar electric potential by the electric field £  (f.t;
is given by
( 2 )
n i v4.°*
£ * ~ T F  ‘  7 ?  ~ *  W
where ^  1 i  is the magnetic vector potential of the
dipole field in absence of the conductor S' , We assume all the EM field 
solutions have the same time variation as the source and writes
, ea.i) r E ( i ; e a , J a ^ Cwt> i$ t r lij.£ ictJe '~ t
and W f.tj  x <r( W e  similarly define the fields with superscript 
t cind. ot> •
Using Ohm's law (1. 7 ) the current density 7 ( i) in $  becomes
t
T s~ E  e - i<oj< ( A** + (\"9) --  ~ S (3)
We also have (FERRARO, 1954)
#5
|| 21S1) ots' 00
where the integration is with respect to the primed variable. Combining 
(3) and (*0 we have the result (writing ^  )
7 (f) ■* I  j  ^  -  d-S ■+ K s  -  V W k l  f l  (  f )  ■  <JJ i ~S'
(5 )
For an infinitesimal horizontal current loop (vertical magnetic dipole) 
we have 73 *£3 * A7*o and (5 )  gives . From (3 )  since 7. J * o
we have , and so 4* must be constant to satisfy the decay
conditions at infinity. Thus (5) becomes, writing fw.y.aj , 
r ' :  .
CO ¡0r
T(fP w
* n  i-i ff-n
7 ( i )  d*1 ¿L' - -i^iX  ftT li) (6)
For a vertical magnetic dipole of moment *3 - vh Co ,o, O  , situated at 
the position [ O, in free space, the result of Ferraro (p
gives
f t* I t) = w  [ y  , -x, o'] /  ( *.v+ + (au-il'-J
«/*
(7)
This choice of corresponds to a magnetic dipole orientated towards the
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conductor when t «o .
Equation (6 ) is an integral equation of the Fredholm type with a 
symmetric kernel. We now derive integral solutions to (6) for J i t )  
using the Fourier transformation technique.
10.3 Solutions in Transform Space
From (1.32) and (1.33) we define the two dimensional Fourier 
transformation and inverse transformation of the function Mix«¡7,2 ) as, 
respectively,
Il fay.*)} ~ M (p-pz? -
J -00 -3* »
OP
The two dimensional form of the convolution result (1.35) is
( 8)
(9)
r „ a n r  r
£  I NCî'l'V J *  (1°)
Transforming (6) using (8) and relation (lo),we find
7  - ÛZ . J . f  [J- Î - - l o o A ~
The solution for 2  in (11) may be written in two ways:
( 11)
7 = - A
^  ïlt.jiî.
(12)
or J  * - V ^ i T  + (wajitw/MtJ j! f »7; j
I -+ ¿hi 7 + f— ]"**■ nr 1 )
The form of (13) makes clear the relationship: total current = source 
currents + induced currents; however, for ease of analysis we use the 
result of (1 2 ).
Transforming (7) using (8) we have
(13)
vvi „ *( ("M  )
"00 -to
Cy, -y., o'] ^ (!■+)
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The evaluation of the integral on the right of (1*0 is accomplished 
using symmetry arguments for the reduction of the exponential factor 
in the kernel to trigonometric functions, and the following integral 
results given in the text of BATEMAN (19 54- ); 
c o s y* yi
oon
)  J L ^ lS ïJ S Ï ^ ) A  « 7lqr e
• (ÿS?v)<t > T f i T
_ ÏK
(p.ll)
(p.112)
where *? n (15)
and kf(f) is Bessel's modified function of the second kind of order unity.
We find g*'w T  Ify, -f, ©] e (15)
We also require the transformation of p£-, , Using (8) we have
t l i T . J  * !  I ““ ‘3 (1 7)
Using symmetry arguments for the kernel of (19) and the following 
integral results from Bateman
C o *  p x  st>c ________ .
C*-,/***/1 *
«»•
Jo (p.ll)
j" fcoCf'J i f M 1-) ¿oj ^  c^ . ?= e : . sf** (p.4 9)
where * is given in (15) and kW^is Bessel's modified function of the 
second kind of zero order; (17) becomes:
*1+ f JL J _ <A7T -ice
K C  (18) 
Substituting (18) and (16) in (12) we obtain the following result for 
the transformation of the electric current density:
A
_J = «ait jeon* (19)
where we have written f = . Transforming (4) using (8) we find
§' * £  • J- £  [ ,TiJ (*o)
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Subs tit ut in g (18) and (19) in (20) we find
A  -  / A > 7 t . X v > m  oj (2i)
K ( k * if.)
The induced magnetic induction 'V - y A /Yv . It is easy to show using
-i
(21),that
3* = , i* ]  €  (22)
(K-tif )
10.4 Solutions in Real Space
The magnetic induction vector 3 for the total field is given by
l  - 4 ‘- V  (23)
where V* 6°“ becomes, using (7)t
w y fc+y'+te+Z)1} 1 (2t+)
Inverting (19) and (22) using (9) we find
J .  s o c «  f f  U •-?>
—  2.TT ' /-to -lltf Çt£-*"Cp)
O*
'I v -
.»«A -ji (?*■*■ <i 'i )• •C dfcLp (25)
(26)
** -i-i, C * - ^
Unfortunately is does not appear possible to write the integral expressions
in (25) and (26) in terms of known functions. However, some information
can be gained using the analyses below.
10.4.1 Series Expansion Method. If p is assumed large (implying 
a large integrated conductivity since the following result
can be used:
(K-**f J~* =  V f) - '¿1 JC- ( - i f f *
YlrO
(27)
Substituting (27) in (25) and (26) using the following integral results
(Bateman)
J0oip
1o
- i c t cos ÿx . àq ~ "ZCj, ■ 
f, K  (^i/^VzO CDi^ C*<J,
^/ji'+r) A * 1*?*-)
r H  • CX +^V/ i
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the solutions for 2  and j§ may Be written:
A ? * [y ,-x,o3
&  f A J (28)
6*' = »  È for* £ j ? Cx,ÿ > ■*"&") ». 0 >  o>
4 <ju*y r*j ’
The total magnetic induction is then given by (23), Results (28) 
and (29) are exact but, unfortunately, convergence is extremely slow. For 
a first order approximation ("* o) we see that the total normal magnetic 
field C § "f equals zero on 4- ~o , as we would expect since this
is the infinite conductivity case ( p » l )  , In this case the discontinuity 
in the tangential magnetic induction at $  accounts for the surface 
current density and the boundary condition (1,38) is satisfied. The 
behaviour of the electric current density is dominated by that of its zero 
mode» From (28) we see that along x*o and y»o the electric current 
is at its maximum magnitude when and -x.-t.At respectively. These
points correspond to regions where the magnetic field spontaneously 
forms inside the conducting sheet at a time t = O* (see chapter 12) and 
their position agrees with the physical reasoning of that chapter.
For a finite f further terms must be included in the evaluation of 
J  and 1. and the series must be summed numerically. This is not performed 
here.
1 0 , Simplified Solutions. Consider the function • if
f[(p ,p7) - $(•<,*) where (c is given by (15) we can derive the result
(see Appendix IT ):
C * Om
A  i l l . / * .  .
- (2'K)'a'J J M Î M Æ  s
a*
i h fc i) .tC <ToÎKf)) (¿tc (30)
where JoCkp) is Bessel's function of order zero, and i , if the
transformed solutions are of the form or we find
their inverse can be written as in the right of (30) but with T.(*e) 
replaced by ?,{*() , Bessel's function of order unity (see Appendix R )
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However, using the operator notation i  =■ i
<hc ' * ^ " r and the formv
of (30), the results (25) and (26) can be reduced to:
O®
/u, ? = , o] J  k. X>(fcp) e ~^dk: (31)
© C»c+*p.?
^  , £  (32)
o CK+tf)
The use of operators in (3l) and (32) ensures the convergence of the integ­
rals. It is clear that we require an evaluation of the integral I  where
1(1) = J (Ik
0 K+if (33)
Integrals of this type have been encountered in chapter 8, It does not 
seem possible to write J  in terms of known functions - except for particular 
values of £ and £» . We can expand X(t^; as a power series and integrate 
term by term but this leads to a summation of sine and cosine-integral 
functions. A numerical approach is possible using Gaussian quadrature 
over [o,*>) . Alternatively X  can be reduced using the method of 
Appendix IE „
Because we require simple results (a full numerical evaluation of the 
EM field of a SLIM is performed in chapter 11) we merely consider the 
behaviour of I  when f  is large and J  is small, corresponding to a 
dipole source placed close to a sheet of large conductivity. We have the 
result
I Co) Xat (OBERHETTINGER p.6)
where IM j )  is  Struve's function of order zero, Y U i 1 , K C n  and 
are Bessel funotions of order zero and U i l J i ,  Struve's modified function of 
order zero. Basic defin itions and recurrence re lations for these functions 
are given in  Appendix I  , further re lations are given in  the texts of
ABRAMOWITZ and STEGUN (1965) and GRADSHTEYN (1965). pron, Append! 
we have the asymptotic results
-V I M. e  
W 1
f t
X
ft ~ ’ll (35)
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We can now obtain expressions for the asymptotic behaviour ( p large*
I t  1 ) of 7 and on y  by substituting (3*+) in (31) and (32), using
(35) and carrying out the differentiation. We find
(36)
(37)
Results (36) and (37) describe the decay of T  and 'Z* at distances 
away from the dipole source. The total magnetic induction is given by (23).
Because the physical variation of the electric current density and 
magnetic induction is described by the form of 7 and g 
respectively, we see that «¿Jj and «/IJ describe the field at t  = o 
whilst $ { l ]  and describe the field at , Tvom (36) and
(37) we see that the induced currents and tangential magnetic induction 
decay exponentially in ^  at t~o when the source field is at its maximum. 
When t - “ source field is momentarily zero and these fields 
decay inversely proportional to (distance)4. Similar arguments may be u 
applied to the normal magnetic induction. As in SlO.^.i , the total normal 
magnetic induction on X  is zero at h o  . This agrees with physical 
reasoning since we have only considered the first term in the -expansion 
and this corresponds to the infinitely conducting case.
A full consideration of the behaviour of the magnetic field produced 
by an oscillating magnetic dipole placed above a plane conductor is given 
in chapter 12.
11. A COMPLETE LINEAR MOTOR ANALYSIS
11.1 Introduction
Using a more detailed model than in previous chapters we obtain integral 
expressions for the EM field induced in a plane secondary conductor by a 
LIM. This model takes into account both the presence of the LIM core and 
the three dimensional structure of the stator face. The integral expressions 
are evaluated numerically using the physical data for the float bath SLIM 
(table 1.1) and the structure of the induced EM field is shown in three 
dimensional graphic form.
11.2 Single Tooth Analysis
Our starting point» as in chapter 10, is an analysis of the EM field 
produced by a solitary tooth. In that chapter it was suggested that a 
tooth's EM field could be found by the superposition of magnetic dipole 
sources over the volume of a tooth. This procedure is adopted here but 
instead of a magnetic dipole we shall use the electric current filament 
suggested by CLEMMOW and DOUGHERTY (1969) as the basic constituent in our 
field analysis. The magnetic dipole configuration can be recovered by 
'bending' the current filament into a closed infinitesimal current loop 
(this we achieve usipg line integration techniques). Our assumption that 
the EM field of a LIM can be deduced from a linear addition of individual 
sources is equivalent to the physical assumption that we can neglect 
mutual induction between adjacent teeth. Thus our results will be valid 
providing the tooth pitch Cr (the distance between, adjacent teeth) is 
large enough - we may arbitrarily define the minimum tooth pitch in terms 
of the folding length for the idealised EM field of a solitary tooth 
obtained in §6.2 which is given by (6.14). Thus as far as a solitary tooth 
is concerned the stator core is of infinite length along the motor axis 
(except for the end teeth which 'see' a semi-infinite stator core). The 
is of course finite in width. Mathematically it is far easier tocore
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consider a stator core of infinite expanse in the plane of the stator 
face since this avoids complicated corner and edge boundary conditions. 
Because soft iron tends to enhance a magnetic field (it increases the 
number of magnetic field lines per unit area) it is clear that an overhang
of stator core will slightly exaggerate the true extent of a tooth's EM 
field. However this does not affect the applicability of the results 
obtained here to the design and performance of linear motors with finite 
cores.
The single tooth model is shown in figure 11.1. A tooth of length 
2£m^width ¿unhand height (U )m , is placed on the lower side of a stator 
core as shown. Cartesian axes are chosen with.origin on the surface of a 
plane electrical conductor (thickness L metres) and the 2 axis is 
chosen to point away from the surface. The base of the tooth is assumed 
to be at a height ^  metres above the conductor and the stator core 
occupies the region >?>/ .
He introduce the soft iron stetor core into the mathematical analysis 
through a boundary condition (to be specified) at 2 * £
STATOft
NCk/- Ci>NJ>ocroR
L
Fig. 11.1 The Single Tooth Configuration
. The magnetic
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permeability of soft iron is very large (typically ^  and it is
normally field dependent. The iron is also subject to hysteresis effects 
changes in magnetic flux density lag behind changes in the applied field. 
Here we assume (as in all of this thesis) that hysteresis effects may be 
ignored (but see JAMIESON (1968)* for an analysis where the hysteresis 
curve is approximated by Heaviside step functions) and that the iron is 
fully saturated (i.e. & / #  = constant). If we assume the stator is 
laminated its electrical conductivity o- may be considered zero and so 
no surface currents can form on the core face. (This remains consistent 
with previous work using the case 5  boundary condition because there 
the tooth gap structure was replaced by a continuous current sheet which 
was placed on the stator core ).
If we regard as infinitely large, then for the tangential
component of magnetic induction, & t , to remain finite on the iron side 
of the core face we must have infinitely small there, since by (1.5)
&L ^  * Fr°m the boundary condition (1.38) we see that for a
laminated core is continuous across the core face. However, in the
air gap, ~ and so we conclude the boundary condition on the
magnetic induction at the core face is 4  . o . The normal component 
of magnetic induction is continuous across the stator face by (1.39)
,\ w .
S-tato* coat ¡¿, ^  cr*°
N \ \ ' \ \ \ \ V V  WS \ \ \  \--------- \ W  s \ \ \ W  \ \ N\ \_AA A \ \ \
TOOT* s lcr /
f\ ZJ? Crf9 f3 A
i — *4-
CX-c Zb)
1- cr- o ¿u -1* Z.
Z'-o
CcvJbVCTOft
/  ‘ /  /  /  ?~7 / / / / / / / / / / >  /" V '  /  / / ? 7— 7 7— 7V  /  /
M ctJ - ff. _ 0
ITT O o
r /
Fig. 11.2 The Mathematical Model
* JAMIESON R A (1968) Eddy-current e ffects  in  anlSr! 7
rotors^ Proc. IEE, 115, 6, 813-820. ° ^ * une^°^ted iron
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The mathematical model we use is shown in figure 11.2, Region I 
( z > £  ) is the stator core, region U  ( is the tooth/slot/air gap
region, region M  is the electrical conductor and region ff
is a non-conductor. The magnetic permeability of J is taken 
to be infinite but in all other regions it is taken to be that of free 
space, ju,, .
11.3 The Field Equations
11.3.1 The Working Equations Of Region I  . Clemmow and Dougherty define
an electric current filament p i )  at the point f. j. to be
il£> - £- Sct-r.) s c. J£r-r0) (1)
where £  is a constant vector*defining the orientation of the filament and 
$(f ) is the Dirac delta function. We place the time varying filament 
«'“*'* at the P°int * ln region ff . In what follows we t, 
assume all solutions to Maxwell's equations have the same time variation 
as the source and write (with the usual notation ) Jfr.t) *% it} e iwb 
S(£,i) = _£ CL) e > J_(rtt ) x m It is clear from (l) that
does not satisfy the charge continuity equation 7-J.o , (1.6), at
This discrepancy ean be rectified by introducing a potential f  ( D- L^CL)  
(where L is a scale length) which sets up a space charge at 
allowing continuity of the electric currents there, The total current in 
region JI is defined to be
^  » t  -  V 2  (2)
The function 3  is related to the electric potential hut the 
dimension of £ / £ *  is that of electric conductivity. The continuity 
equation V. I -0 is satisfied providing £  is chosen so that
7. * - V* *  (3)
From (1.4) we have
^  ^  (10
Taking the curl of (4) using the relation curl curl = grad div - 7 1 we
★ , with dimensions of current density
(5)
find, vising (2) and the relation curl grad = 0,
Va }
We now define the dimensionless variables X* * x / c ,  , ?***/<*,
4L** <•'//«' t &*■=■&■/k, , d.*sd/k.i •/> » ^  / (v ; I
and Zo* =*./*, where is a scale length (taken to be the thickness of 
the conducting region). We shall also write . Only starred
variables will be used from now on so we ignore the star superscripts.
Substituting for j- in (3) using (1) we find the 'current' potential 
4>(t) satisfies the following dimensionless equation
f£«■£*&) * - (Cir. *Ci| *c* l )  *u"u>t<»>> Ww-> (6>
Similarly from (5) we obtain the following dimensionless equation for 3
( Jl + 1* +11 ) £ « - , ¿,2 _ Cii _c,» ] S(r-f.) m\ Jr iy* i?-/ L ^  ax * ¿x
In dimensionless component form (*0 becomes, using (2) and (1)
f ill -lib > 1 = fcf c c ] C/r f ) f ^  1Si ’ *  * *  sjj -  (8)
11.3.2 The Equations of Region HI . in the conductor the electric
current density .2 is that induced by the source in region H  ; it is
related to the induced magnetic induction % by (1.4). We have 
T f *€». »8, **< 1
- * L ~ if J (9)
where &  is obtained by solving (1.11). We shall assume the conductor 
moves with a constant velocity V  parallel with the axis. Writing 
y. V s A the dimensionless form of (1.11) becomes
£
where R0 * col,1. and %,i 1
motion of the conductor.
t‘R„ %
VL
1
Rmt. y& do)
is the magnetic Reynolds number for the
11.3.3 The Equations of Region W  . Here the conductivity is zero 
so (1.4) reduces to the following equations
-1 8 2 -
(1.11) becomes *1 ) 1 =■ o
\ hi* *r Yi* / “
In all three regions we have from (1.1)
+ iik + lik * o
)-k te
(12)
(13)
The three dimensional partial differential equations (6), (7), (io) and (13) 
are solved for Cf> and t  using the Fourier transformation technique of 
previous chapters. The nature of the discontinuities in these equations 
and the boundary conditions for the EM field are made clearer by considering 
the transformed differential equations in the three regions.
11.4 The Transformed Field Equations
The two dimensional form of the Fourier transformation (1.32) for 
the function is defined to be
OP a*
f t  (? •% •*) =  \  C
— 00*00
The corresponding inverse transformation (1.33) is defined as
 ^l fl (fy.z)J f [
—O*
(14)
(15)
11.4.1 Region JJ . Applying the transformation (14) to (6) we obtain 
for the function :
Uf *-n!H
$(*-&; (16)
The Fourier Transformation of (7) becomes
“  e '(f (17)
/  d l kl ) Â ((<£* k ) h  -  *e SCi-z»)
(18)
(19)
The Fourier transformation of (8) becomes
% - 4 ^  —  * o, e-
( 20)
* A A
+ + z h  =  ♦ cd 2 (21)
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i j  'Sx 3, — C 3 «
¿It*»* IP) *•*> - Û ( 22)
where in (16) to (22)
K f"+ ^ (23)
11.4.2 Region HI • The transformed forms of (9) and (10) are respectively
/I p /K i  ^ ^  A A 1
J * [-¿^3, , ¿l't'ip'8*. , -¿pB*+^2,] , (24)
<Hzx
\ v%
where (P»“ | Î?ivt » }
(25)
(26)
11.4.3 Region UT . The transformed forms of(11) and (12) are respectively
~ f i  i
o* Z
<j*3 _ fc:‘ 8
dz-
(27)
(28)
In all three regions we have, transforming (13)
(.1 2 (29)
11.5 Boundary Conditions
11.5.1 Physical Conditions. From (1.38) and (1.39) we see that % is
continuous across a boundary; because all boundaries in this problem are
in the ( z y ) plane we conclude that both Î  and (by (29)) are
continuous across the interfaces at and -z.-i *auu *- • for reasons
mentioned in 111.2, we take both 3, and K  equal to zero at the stator
A A
face, so ^  and 3, on Z = 4. ,
Physically, because region ü  is non-conducting it is clear that the
normal component of 7 should vanish on the stator face (which is
consistent with the specification that 2, and 3, are zero there) and
also vanish on the surface on the conductor. Thus we require Ü. . o
(and so J*2 *o ) on z ~ 0 and z*-i . p,*-,-,.^  * 1 * Finally we assume the Em  field
-1 8 4 -
decays as Z - oo in region JjZ~ ,
11.5;2 Discontinuity Conditions on . consider the equation
dV ~ |c> S CL 5 ( z - a.) . where u, _ u,, - , - ^» wnere V - *.) , Integrating across
the discontinuity at z^z, we find [<**] ‘L j ,Loti Iz; J t « Z « ot , This
result indicates that g  is discontinuous ¡crosT j . , .  by the amount
An examination of the equation * * j*. is made
clearer using the substitution V .  d| . After substitution we find
A  { ~ * ' $ )  * A  i* • Which
where f is a constant. This equation is similar to that considered earlier. 
Integrating across the discontinuity at leads to the result . dg
(which equals Hiz) ) is discontinuous by an amount <x there. Applying 
the above analysis in (16) to (19) it is clear that the results of table
1 1 . 1  hold (writing E = £ ^  )for the discontinuities across
Field
/»
t d Z
a A a
dî,
ÎÀZ
A
dz dz
Discontinuous
by: -ec, E < i f c3 *E (?«»-* «.)
Table 11.1 The Field Discontinuities at
We note that the results of table 11.1 satisfy the discontinuity conditions 
required by (20) to (22).
11.6 Solutions in Transform Space
11.6.1 <f) C . Subject to the condition 4$ s0 on and
2*0 . we see the solution for <#> in region JT Uy?yo) is 0f the forms
A
<P = 3>, c o &  k ( k - ^ 7  
C o Â  k  z
2 >  Zo
■? < ÏU.
(30)
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Applying the discontinuity conditions of table 11.1 for 4> 
obtain two equations connecting the two constants
and we
and P»* :
cejk fc(A-io) — to<$ Kt<> <=
2>, KhÂ k (k-~Zo) +■ •£,. rCttÂ U"Za - \£ ( pc* (31)
The solutions obtained to (31) for J>, and ]>. (which are given in Appendix®  
can be substituted in (30) to give the following solution for f! ,
£
KZp CùÂ i(pe,-wc») *2, .
------ — ---;-------  -+• ---- --------------- —  fer*”)
^  k fc^î
~ ^ 3 k if t-Z j,)  CeÂ tc i V(pCt+fCtJ CerCi ûnÆ fcfA -
(32)
~~ ■+■ 0<2°)
r\
Xl>16• 2 3 ( » z}
(i) Region n  . Subject to the condition % = o , \ « 0 on z-4 we 
see from (17) and (18) that the solutions for % and \  in o<*<& are
rn I iw.j. Ùûh «('ft-Z.) “ly-ZoP(»a = •)
hê,% x ^ “Zo (33)
where ¿,,lt etc. are constants (functions of p and q only). Applying the
discontinuity conditions of table 11.1 for % , %., 1*1; and <*&. we find
* * ¿Ti
it) ^  KU'u) - [";] *"■- fth'*’’ -
- i t } “>**<*-*>-{aj ^  f t } e'tfc » «  [ .£  j
(ii) Region Iff . The solution to (25) may be written in the form
(34)
(35)
i *  l  e** + c?e'*e
where Z and are constant vectors.
(35)
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(iii) Region I S  . The solution to (28) may be written in the form
A ICC
where 5? is a constant vector.
(37)
It is clear that applying the boundary conditions discussed in §11.5 
produces a system of algebraic linear equations connecting the constants 
in (34) to (37). This system can be solved either by matrix methods 
(using Cramer's rule) or by direct substitution. To avoid unnecessary 
complication we shall use only the boundary conditions relevant to our 
direct substitution approach outlined below.
(a) Our starting point is the solution for and W,. in terms of by
combining the lower of (34) and £35). Thus we have U,, « (M*.)
and Wt = Nl C Mi )
A
(b) On JZ-.o \  is continuous. Using (36) and the lower of (33) we find
. Combining this result with (a) gives
A
(c) On -Z*-i V  is continuous. Using (36) and (37) we find
= Rl €-~k . Using (b) we see that * <5*. ( , M * )
,A
(d) The normal component of magnetic induction, % , in region It is 
now found in terms of (in 2^z. ) and W, (in ■*<*, ) using (2o)
A A
and the results for 0 and in (30) and (33) respectively. Thus 
we have (using (a) )
A
A
i, a.) 2 ^ X 0 » where
2 <r 2 . , where
(e) On , % and are continuous. Using (36) and (d) we can
find both f, and «?, in terms of /f* . Thus we have 7 , ^ 0 .
(f) In region JST, we have, from the third of (27) using ( 37 ), ?,, ^ /? 
The second of (27) gives the result 1?, & -¿>< R*.
A A »
(g) On ?- !  . both S, and are continuous. Using (36) and (f) we
can eliminate ^  to give ft . ft «,) and then substituting for ft gives
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(h) Combining the results of (e) and (g) gives the expression
Tjffli.)- which enables an algebraic expression to be found
for M». .
(i) Having found AlL we can obtain algebraic expressions for Pj and 
(using (e) ), (using (g) ), <9,. and (using (b) ), and
A
(using (a) ). Thus 2» is now completely specified in region U  by (d).
A
(j) The expression for % in the three regions can be found by repeating 
the above analysis. However, the procedure can be shortened by 
using the symmetry of (34) and (35), In many of the equations for
we can immediately obtain their correct form by replacing (-£<*) by
A
(ECt) and (-f**.J by fyA) in the appropriate expression for .
Direct substitution of the constants into (33), (36), (37), (d) 
and (f) leads to a complete description of the magnetic induction in 
the three regions. Expressions for the constants above are given in 
Appendix 3ST. We see from these expressions that: (i)
(i) The vertical component of the electric current filament C3 only
appears in the expressions for and . We conclude
that vertical source currents in region £[ do not affect the magnetic 
field (nor the electric currents)induced in region HI , This is 
perhaps to be expected since we specified that the normal component 
of electric current should be zero on the conductor surface. The 
conductor, of course, screens the source from region UL so the 
magnetic field is also independent of cs there.
(ii) The following relations holdi f t**}? , and <^3, . From
the third component of (24) it is clear that these relations specify
A
the condition that (and so X» ) is zero inside region JH . We 
conclude that the induced currents are all in the plane of the conductor. 
Physically, unless free charges are available in the plane conductor 
the electric current cannot form closed loops out of the fy)plane.
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Because we have neglected displacement currents (see chapter 1)
the time of relaxation for the conductor becomes infinitely large and
free charges are instantly dissipated. However, by (1.9), if
V. (Va $)f0 the motion of the conductor itself induces free charges
(for example when V = V(tJ ) and CT$ is not necessarily zero everywhere.
Mathematically, we see by taking the curl of (10) using (9), that ^
also satisfies (10); however the only solution to (25) (the transform
A
of (10) subject to Jj=P on 2=o and -2» -l when y , V s a is the
trivial one.
A>
For brevity we shall give the solution for 1L inside region H I  (the 
conductor) only (see Appendix 25? for the remaining solutions). We find
H r  W
s,
where
— (frfr-ycQ ce>ii *•(%>&,) j 
A
zr y* ->z 
£  £  - £ (38)
(\ik\ e l*c *+ C  U  1 (39)
(40)
The electric current density is given by (24) but for brevity it is not 
included here.
11.7 Tooth Construction
From the analysis of §11.6.2 it is clear that for region HI (the 
conductor), unlike region H  (the air gap/stator face), only components 
of the source currents parallel with the conductor surface have any influence 
on the induced EM field. Thus as far as stator losses are concerned, 
vertical source currents merely produce ohmic losses and so the stator 
windings should be layered parallel with the stator face. Henceforth we 
shall assume C} - o .
11.7.1 Coll Configurations. Writing £ (38) and (3 9) va
se e  that the terms C, and c e .* appear in the transformed
field expressions. These te™s arise from the current element positioned
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at the point (*o,fy) in the plane 2* ^  in real space (figure 11.3).
Writing X* * u ■+ x 6 and the position of the current element
Fig. 11.3 The Plane £ = Z 0
in relation to the fixed reference point (u,v) can be obtained by choosing 
appropriate values for *c and ^  . if the orientation of the element
is along the line ^ , we may write S = £ / , U , o ] j  where
S<X< is a small positive increment in the direction of the x -axis and I  
the magnitude of the applied current. Thus we have,for a current element
I t- C (fy-?«) (i+l)
Note that the choice of £ here implies the alternating current is flowing 
in the direction of /f? at b = o ,
Combining an infinite number of current elements along the line 
yxtfx.1-} between the points [*■>>$*) and , (see figure 11.3),
is equivalent to integrating (41) with respect to r fe between x, and x 2 . 
This infinite summation produces a finite line current for which
± e (yr„j I e (42)
We note that this result can be extended to include the effects of a
current sheet. For example, writing x, =»*.'** ^ <6 1 ^  rfc i *2-**-*.«: and
integratine 0.2) with respect to e from o to i includes the effect of
a trapezoidal current sheet (of length t  and slant height ) Hhose
vertices lie at the points (x,-, (x .* ’ g*- ' » l j  ri»,^  ,
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It is clear from figure 11.** that any closed current loop can be 
obtained by combining the appropriate number of finite line currents. If 
the polygonal loop has N sides and the N vertices lie at the points
Fig. ll.H An Arbitrary Polygonal Current Loop
.... i tX ' . fy ) , then the appropriate form of £
for the loop when the current is anti-clockwise in direction at fc =o is 
from (^2)
•- I  6  . -k— TL~
«*»«
( M )
wherei (x*,,. *>90 30(3 °A« * is the slope of the n'thw » ju*« - x*»
side of the polygon. For a rectangular coil of length Z t and width 2a.
we find (writing k 1* ) using (^3)
E ( tc , . f c>) = 4 ; **1 ^¿»CP»
if I
(>W)
If we require a loop with curvature (eg. circle or ellipse) we may use 
the parametric form of the curve's cartesian equation. As an example we 
shall consider the elliptical current loop whose semi-major axis is 0f 
length n and semi-minor axis is of length n, . Using the parametric form 
ttfcwt )  we can write 6c,y.) « An element of
the elipse is orientated in the direction c » J. Jp
(for anti-clockwise current at fc«o ) where S* is a small angle.
Summing current elements around the ellipse is equivalent to integrating
-1 9 1 -
with respect to 0 from 0 to ¿11 , so for an ellipse we have2.TT
t ( C ' l - r c j  = ' I . t iUf"'V {  (*
o
e r i .  • r T . t r ) .  e “ *'***1
f JÌm  $ -v vwp Coi^  ) e  vi@
(45)
where «/•* = w ' f x •+ and Jli^) is Bessels function of order
unity. In the derivation of (45) we have used the results of Appendix
Setting w**'»«-*' (so S'»** ) produces the appropriate expression for 
a circular current loop of radius r .
Be can obtain expressions for an infinitesimal rectangular current loop 
and infinitesimal circular current loop using the limiting forms of (hh) 
and CIS) respectively. Letting «, J. and r become small it is clear that
both expressions (using J.ivja. l.y „hen tf is small) reduce to the vertical
magnetic dipole form
E Cci * i A/. Kr*, 'r • / (46)
where (using (44)) and f75^ 1 ] * M  (using (45)).
Here Al (which is of dimension current x area) is the strength of the 
dipole.
11.7.2. Tooth Configuration. In 111.2 it „as suggested that the 
magnetic field produced by a solitary tooth could be found by the super­
position of an infinite number of dipole sources over the tooth's volume.
If we write (M.v; * is.',*.) ♦ (a,,^) in (16), „here (u',v’> is a reference 
point and integrate (he) with respect to », and V, over the surface 3  , 
„hich is taken as a section through a tooth of length I t  and width U  „ e 
produce expression Ow). This shoes that the effect of a superposition of 
dipole sources over a surface S  is equivalent to the effect of a line 
current placed on its boundary. A superposition of dipole sources over a 
tooth volume is therefore equivalent to placing finite current sheets on 
the containing sides, for a tooth placed at a height JL above the conductor 
and of length (t-i.) this is achieved by integrating (38) and (3 9) „ith 
respect to 2« from Z0 * ^  to s |  using expression (44),
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Hitherto we have assumed that the tooth is placed normal to the face 
of the stator. However, our analysis, apart from assuming all coil windings 
are parallel with the stator face, places no restriction on the structure 
of a vertical section through the tooth. For example, consider the teeth 
of figure 11.5. The first tooth is a circular cone of generator angle *
and the second a rectangular- skewed tooth normal to the stator face. For 
the cone we have .(^where r is the cone radius at ».*.
With this value of r in (as), the magnetic field induced hy the cone 
in the conductor is obtained by integrating (38) and (39) with respect 
to 7o from Z„ad to Ze~-ix . For the slanted tooth we write
(U,v) w (li., vi.itfc.S,). <¿2- where I, and !, indicate the extent of the
4\ -cl
skew along the X and y axes at l .  „ ,and [ v„ , * ] ls the positlon of 
the centre of the tooth at the core face. Here, however, we restrict our 
analysis to the single tooth of rectangular cross section placed normal 
to the stator core.
We note that expressions for the magnetic field induced in a secondary 
conductor by a polygonal DC current coil can be obtained by substituting 
(i+3) in (38) and (39) with w  (the angular frequency of the time variation) 
equal to zero. Thus the field expressions obtained by LEE and MENENDEZ (1974) 
and MENENDEZ and LEE (1975) for a non-conducting region GZof magnetic 
permeability ^  can be obtained from our general analysis.
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11,8 Solutions in Real Space
The real space solutions for the magnetic field of the tooth are 
obtained by substituting (44) in (38) and (39), integrating with respect 
to 2. from 2 to z.-A , and then inverting the expressions using 
the inverse transform (15). However, the form of the solutions is less 
cumbersome if we use the magnetic dipole result (46) in place of (44) 
and superpose the dipole sources over the tooth volume after Fourier 
inversion.
Using the analysis of 511.6,2 and the expressions for the constants 
of integration in Appendix HZ’ , we find a complete description of the 
magnetic dipole field in real space is given by the following expressions;
(with &»4*o) QOr f
B, (I  ,2>Zo) * M (*'*) 1 - U>A kr + ( ' M  *4 i
* [ ( y* )  e - 1 ] o>& J 7,up)
oo ¿± J
(47)
3,(11, 2<3>) « ht*-*Ae J vâ . Io v
(48)
8, ( m) - n  V ’f0 (49)
S, (JS ) *
0*
f J &-*) A. 1O
(50)
where f* * (U-x)1 + (51)
The appropriate expressions for are obtained by replacing the 
factor («.-*>/( by in (47) to (50).
3 3(h ,z > 2 o;
Oo
M j *(k-Z) J
0 K r * ^  IcA ( *■
«J
o
C o t t le  { ¿ ' ¿ J  J -  w Â k?  f  1
[
cvA w(A-
- I
LiKfJdk: (52)
- 19 if-
09
h i m )  = - M  /  (u*,, «U:
90
% O S )  - -2« [ <2b!£*r? • 7»Oc,) olfe■* iV-ic \ A *o Ot-k; i*
In the derivation of (47) to (55) we have used the inverse Fourier 
transformation result:
Cm 6 $
(54)
(55)
f f  ? (■ * )&  ( f  =t 2tT J  Kr.piic; Jo(*.,/ x W  )
ft *
- c
-  w » w i  _
which is discussed in Appendix 3X .
Integrating (49) and (54) with respect to U from - a  to a , v from 
to H and z, from d to J? , gives the following simplified expressions 
for the magnetic field induced in the conductor by a tooth of rectangular 
cross section with axis passing through the origin.
Oo Y? ^
( j e . Je, - H dvdk:. (56) 
(B7)
o
VrV
R  k . f  ^  *, (s„
»her. i f? * (59)
and f is given by (51). The electric current density is found by inverting 
(24) using (38) and (39) or by substituting (50) to (58) in (9). We find, 
for the special case ft»«. * o :
w*-<*
j;. [j.i.fp-TAtf)}*.*: (60)
o.
*  ' ¿«/ft. (Si,
with, of course, Cr,,o . The integrals in (56) to (61) were evaluated 
numerically using Gaussian quadrature over fo.o.) and Patterson-s updated 
Gaussian method over f-i,« and fa .« ] . goth algorithms are available'
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as subroutines in the Nottingham Algorithm Group’s (NAG) computer library. 
The NAG library also contains a function subroutine for the evaluation of 
the Bessel function Z ( * f )  to five decimal places. The degree of accuracy 
obtained in any quadrature routine depends on the number of sampling points 
used» so we must speak in terms of ’relative accuracy'. For values of ¡x\ 
and |^ l less than Za. and 24 respectively we estimate the error in our 
results to be at the most 2 per cent. At greater distances from the tooth 
the error rises to 5 per cent except for ^  where it may be as large as 
10 per cent (due to the triple integration required by (58)),
The values of the parameters used in (56) to (6l) are taken from the 
float bath data listed in table 1 ,1 , Their dimensionless values are given 
in table 11.2, When these parameters include a pole pitch of 76mm (from 
table 1.1) the set of parameters is referred to as 'Data 1 '. For a pole 
pitch of half this value (38mm) the set of parameters is referred to as 
'Data 2'.
Tooth Width (2a ) 1.6 Tooth Length ( *4 ) 0.2
Height of stator face above conductor surface ( d ) o,2 (12mm) 
Height of stator core above conductor surface (A ) 1.05 
Height of tooth ( -A-<4 ) 0,85
Pole Pitch (x) 1.2
Tooth Pitch ( c ) 0.8
pole Pitch (t ) 0.6
Tooth Pitch (c ) 0.4
Slot Width ( Wj ) 0 .6
Slot Width ( w, ) 0.2
Data 1
] Data 2
Table 11.2 Dimensionless Parameters
Results for the modulus of magnetic induction are shown in figures
1 1 . 6  (variation with depth) and 1 1 . 1 1  to 11.13 (on * »o ). The electric 
current density is shown in figures 11.7 (variation with depth) 11,15 and
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Fig. 11.6 Variation of Magnetic Field With Depth
Fig. 11.7 Variation of Electric Current Density with Depth
11.16 (on 2-o ). We have used the notation j/M
where M is the strength of the tooth ( . The time averaged
body force [TBl, JBH, TB3] = i- £  { T * g*j / , (i.3l),is shovm in
figures 11.8 to 11.10 (variation with depth) and 11.17 to 11.19 (on 2-o )
We have also evaluated the inverse of (32) for the current potential; its 
modulus on Z -o is shown in figure 11.14, where Pr=
In all of the above results we have neglected back reaction effects
( R« i = ° ) •
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m
Fig. 11.8 Body Force Variation (X-cpt.) With Depth (^=©9
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Fig. 11.10 Body Force Variation (Z-cpt.) With Depth
VStA«.
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11.8.1 Observations On The Results. We briefly note the more 
important espects of the results. Figures 11.6 to 11.10 clearly show an 
exponential decay with depth although the actual rate of decay depends 
on the position in the plane of the tooth (see chapter 6). We see that 
the variation of Jjl| and 102.1 is similar, as is the variation of |72|and |6M 
This result has been noted in the idealised analysis of §6.2 where it has 
been physically explained usingStoke's theorem. It is clear from figures 
to 11.19 that the induced body force components all have their 
maxima around the perimiter of the projection of the tooth in the conductor. 
At the centre of this projection the body force is of course zero since 
induced currents are zero there. Although it appears that the normal body 
force is always of a 'levitator' nature it is clear that the force in the 
plane of the tooth reverses direction beyond the tooth perimeter. From an 
analysis of the body force variation we conclude that the overall flow 
induced in molten tin by a solitary tooth is similar to that shown in 
figure 11.20. (The cross section in the diagram may be taken as the 
or plane). The points C, and C*. are points beyond the perimeter
of the tooth corresponding to points where the direction of the tangential 
body force changes.
Writing 3 = \  * i t z , we have the result - |8| t  * where
<j, _ (di I • Thus l£.| gives the behaviour of the magnetic induction 
averaged over a period of oscillation ) whilst its behaviour at any 
time t is given by iflCiwwfc — , Similarly for & and 7  . The
significance of the real and imaginary parts of the EM field is fully 
considered in chapter 12 so we shall not present a discussion here. However, 
graphs of these fields are included in Appendix 12" , and their structure 
is analysed there using the magnetic field line theory described in 
chapter 12.
11.8.2 Application Of The Theory To Geophysics. One of the methods 
of analysing the structure of the Earth depends on making electrical or
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or electromagnetic measurements, at the surface, of the effect of artificial 
or natural (tellaric) currents in the Earth. Artificial currents can be 
produced by conductive, inductive or transient (pulse) methods but we 
shall only consider the second of these here. Telluric currents (which 
are believed to arise from ionospheric currents) can be represented 
theoretically by line currents or current sheets placed above the Earth's 
surface (see CAGNAIRD, 1953) whilst the source for the inductive method 
(usually current coils or cables) can be modelled by a magnetic dipole 
or line current array (see WAIT, 1951). A connected problem is the use 
of ground-based magnetic dipoles to probe the magnetosphere (for example 
FRASER-SMITH and BUBENIK, 197*+). Because the Earth is usually assumed to 
be a horiaontally stratified half space, it is clear that the method of 
solution of the induction problem developed in this chapter for the 
analysis of a SLIM may equally be applied in the above areas of geophysics. 
By removing the stator core boundary condition at tl-A , the expressions 
(i+7) to (55), which describe the field of a vertical magnetic dipole 
placed at a height above the conductor surface, can be reduced to 
the well-known expressions for a magnetic dipole placed above a two-layer 
Earth (see for example* WEAVER and THOMPSON,(1970) -asymptotic expansion 
for large Z, ). Neglecting up going waves reduces (*+7) to (55) to the 
well known results for a magnetic dipole outside a semi-infinite conductor 
(see for example*, GORDON, (1951a) - evaluation for ). References
for other source configurations can be found in the review of WEAVER (1973), 
Apart from various asymptotic reductions and some special cases it does 
not seem possible to write the integral expressions in 0+7) to (50) in 
terms of known functions. However approximate expressions for the EM field 
produced by a horizontal line current and horizontal magnetic dipole 
placed above a conducting half space, have been derived by PARK (197*+) and 
WEAVER (1971) respectively. Both authors use an image method whereby an 
image source is placed at a complex depth below the conductor surface.
* and A p p e n d i x  IV
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Although we do not claim that the theory described in this chapter 
for the analysis of EM induction is stratified media is as significant 
as that developed by PRICE (1950), GORDON (1951b) or WEAVER (1970),
(see WEAVER (1973) for a résumé of the authors' methods), it is clear that 
we can duplicate many of the published results with relative ease and the 
initial use of a current element source allows more complex primary 
source configurations to be constructed.
11.9 The EM Field of a SLIM
As we have described in §11.2 the EM field of a SLIM is found by 
combining the EM field of individual, suitably phased and positioned, 
coil-wound teeth. The diagrams in figures 11.11 to 11.19 show the extent 
to which we have evaluated a tooth's field - we have obtained data for the 
region e <r >c < Sa./z , o < y <  2.T , where x is the pole pitch of the float 
bath motor. Using symmetry arguments we can obtain a complete set of 
data for the rectangle ix )< Sa./i_ f 1^ 1 c zx , (the symmetry properties 
for the field components are shown in their respective diagrams).
Fig. 11.21 The extent of a tooth's influence
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Axial sections through two FLIMs are shown in figures 11.21 (a) (the 
float bath motor (Data 1) - see figure 1) and 11.21 (b), (Data 2), together 
with the extent of each tooth's influence. Suppose that represents
the behaviour of an EM field component for a single tooth (when x  and z. 
are fixed), where ^£y)is a complex function, then the field of the motor 
is given by J ‘\ y ) e iwt . where
y l y )  - & I - h (j-jct>)j e (62)
In (62), the point is chosen as the point O  in figures 11.21(a)
and (b)i 0 is a parameter which specifies the phase of the colour groups 
at t .-o ; c is the tooth pitch; <^cc) - c d - n - m )  , (Data l), or gio^ -c.CifwVT*),
(Data 2); Mi) is the Heaviside unit step function and the summation is over 
the three phases with four teeth per phase. The parameter equals 0.5 
if »*-►*) = 2 or 7, otherwise it equals unity - this is to include the effect 
of half-wound end teeth. It is clear from the nature of (62) that will
only be a smooth function if the rate of decay of jty) is sufficiently 
large to ensure that no jumps occur at the point where adjacent tooth-fields
overlap.
Because only real expressions have physical meaning, the actual field 
F . If [ becomes, on writing / \  oosjU-t .
For a full description of the behaviour of F for a SLIM we require an 
evaluation of (62) over the range of values of *. and z. . However, we 
are mainly concerned with the induced EM field - the character of which is 
indicated by the fields behaviour on (the conductor surface). In
figures 11.22 to 11.37 we show* the variation with X  and ^ of the magnitude 
of the functions J fhl and Coe t y )  t where W ' {  ^  J , along the
plane Z  -o , when the pole pitch is that in Data 1 (the data for the float 
bath FLIM - see figure 11.21 (a) ). The discrete function ^  is found 
by substituting the data obtained from (56) to (61), (which specifies the
* The graphs were plotted using H Williamson's FORTRAN subroutine HIDE 
(Algorithm 420, Hidden-Line Plotting Program, Communications 6f the ACM,
15, 2, 1972).
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Fig. 11.26 Modulus of 83 (Data 1,
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Fig. 11.Z9 Phase Diagram at t = o (POT) (Data 1, ï » o  ) . Cx>o)
Fig. 11.30 Modulus of Tl (Data 1, t=o ( )
x -
7
Fig. 11.31 Phase Diagram at t = o  (Jl) (Data 1, t-o ) (x.>o)

. of Body Force (Data 1
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Fig. 11.36 Y-cpt. of Body Force (Data 1 > Z. - o  ) . ( X < c >  )
JZZ
Fig. 11.37 Y-cpt. of Body Force (Data 1 5 z - o  ) . ( X  > o  )
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function ¡ i V  ), into (62). I„ the derivation of the results „  have set 
f, equal to zero which means that the magnitude of the colour group Y  is 
at a maximum when t-o (ie: the phase of V is zero at i-o ). correspond, 
ing graphs for the induced EM field and body forces in the Data 2
configuration (reduced pole pitch - see figure 11.21 (b) ) are shown in 
figures 11,39 to 11.47.
11.9.1 some Observations on the Results. Clearly, a F U M  consists of 
a combination of groups of teeth - each group containing three teeth
- so we would expect the source field (and induced field) to be 
cyclic along the FEIM axis (with adjustments for the half-wound end teeth). 
This behaviour is clearly seen in the results of flgures 11.22 to 1 1 . 3 7  ,nd 
figures 11.39 to 11.47,
(i) Data 1 . Because we would expect co, f.j, to be a well-behaved 
function a comparison between the phase and modulus diagrams indicates 
the validity of the modulus results. The phase diagrams for i, (flgure u .23) 
and 71 (figure 11.31) indicate that figures 11.22 ( lilt ) and 11.30U |n|)
are accurate representations of the appropriate induced fields. Figure 11.27 
indicates that the form of latf (figure u . 26) la accurate f<jr ^  '
*cza . However, in the phase diagrams of U  (flgure u .2s)i ^  ( f W
11.29) and »  (figure 11.33) the effect of combining finite sets of data
is clearly seen by the discontinuities in the plot. For the potential.
f»r . the phase diagram indicates that the regions between the redfgjand
yellow 07 phases are irregular, but it is difficult to interpret the error
(if any) in ,for| (figure 11.28) because the plot is smooth there. The
phase diagram for 72 indicates that the peaks in |7z, (figure 11.32) at the
second, third and fourth red (ft) tooth should be removed, however the
overall form of the plot appears to be correct A 7« correct, a comparison between the
phase diagram and modulus diagram for l i  (figures 11.24 1 1  25) i ad
to believe that a more accurate result for jg2 | ^is m a t  Indicated by the
dashed line in figure 11.38.
Fig* 11*38 Corrected form of |6£|.
Incorporating the above discussion in the body force diagrams, we 
conclude that the form of TBl figure u.3*) is correct,
apart from the peaks along the second, third and fourth K-teeth, that 
the form of « 3  ‘i«}* Stf) , figure u .35, appears raasonably
but it is difficult to compensate for the suggested change in la. >and that 
the plot of figure u.36 <«„> and figure u.37’(*>c. )
gives an accurate representation of the structure of the induced pumping 
force. We see that this force is sometimes positive. sometimes negative, 
and conclude that the direction of the axial motion of the working fluid' 
in a SLIP varies according to position and that the overall pumping action 
of the SLIP is an averaged (nett) effect. We see that the vertical force 
is always of a levitator nature and that its maximum magnitude is four 
times greater than that of the horizontal force. Although we cannot 
deduce the form of the flow of the working fluid parallel with the SLIP 
axis, the flow transverse to the pump will be concentrated at the four 
regions indicated by the peaks in figure 11.3d and is likely to he of the 
form shown in figure 11.20. It is clear from figures 11.3d to 11.37 that 
the body force's influence is almost confined to the area mapped by the 
projection of the SLIP in the conductor.
Finally we note that the phase diagrams indicate the EM field is of 
the travelling wave form since coi f\(y) ~ cox ocy , where is the 
wave number and 1 *2-t is the wavelength of the excitation.
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(ii) Data 2. Here we are mainly concerned with the effect of a change 
in pole pitch on the induced EM field and body force. Consider a longitud­
inal section of a FLIM - a decrease in pole pitch means a decrease in the 
spacing of the windings* which implies an increase in the fluctuation of 
field quantities along the FLIM axis and a decrease in fluctuation transverse 
to the axis. This explains the increase in uniformity of |Gt| and |J£| ,
(figures 11.HO and 11.H2) over the Data 1 results. The form of 16*1 in 
figure 11.HI is a compressed version of that in figure 11.26. The structures 
of the vertical force (figure 11.H7) and the horizontal force (figure 11,HH 
and figures 11.H5, 11.H6) are similar to those in the Data 1 case although
here they are of smaller magnitude and the transverse force is more evenly 
distributed along the motor.
11.9.2 Design Considerations. Although we have not actually evaluated 
the solitary tooth expressions (56) to (61) for various values of the 
parameters d  and A , it is still possible to estimate the effect 
of a change in their value on the pumping action of a SLIP. From figures 
11.36, 11.37 and figures 11.H5, 11.46 we see that the averaged pumping 
force produced by a SLIP is proportional to the SLIP’s width, Z* , We 
have previously observed (figure 11.18 and §11.8.1) that the force produced 
by a solitary tooth pushes fluid symmetrically away from the tooth axis - 
this is clearly the reason why the pumping force of a SLIP has an 
oscillatory nature. Thus we would expect the pumping efficiency of a 
SLIP to increase if we can construct a stator face in such a way that the 
working fluid 'sees', not an array of phased teeth, but a continuous 
excitation. For example this is achieved by increasing the parameter 
(the height of the teeth above the fluid) but this decreases the magnitude 
of the induced EM field. Perhaps the most effective method for the SLIP’s 
discussed in this chapter (where the coil width ~  tooth length and coil 
height ’ tooth height) is to increase the ratio tooth length (z&)x tooth 
height (*6) . This is in agreement with rotary machine theory (eg, SAY 19Ci ) 
Other factors influencing the design of a SLIP are discussed in chapter 13,
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12» MAGNETIC INDUCTION IN AN ELECTRICAL CONDUCTOR 
DUE TO OSCILLATING SOURCE FIELDS EXPLAINED AND 
ANALYSED IN TERMS OF MAGNETIC MERGING
12.1 Neutral Points
In chapter )1 we obtained integral expressions for the EM field of 
a tooth of a H IM . A n  th... expre.slon. v, hava calculated and illuatrat.d 
the variation of the magnetic field and electric current density on the 
surface of a conductor. The EM field at any time is given by the expression 
- R c o . ^ k - /  , where & and $  are the real and imaginary ■ ...
components of the field. However it is quite difficult to evaluate this 
expression by merely observing the appropriate diagrams and performing 
the manipulation. Fortunately there is another approach - magnetic field 
line topology. This extremely valuable tool was first discussed by 
DUNGEY (1968a) in the context of electrodynamic phenomena and later by 
DUNGEY (1968b) and SWEET (1968) to explain the electrical discharge theory 
of solar flares. It should be noted that magnetic field lines are a 
mathematical device and do not exist physically. The following analysis
is due to DUNGEY (1968a).
From Maxwell's solenoidal equation 7 . 6 - o  we see that the magnetic 
f t h r o u g h  any cross section is constant. This equation also 
allows the representation of the magnetic field by a vector potential £ . 
such that B  * 1a A  • Integrating the latter expression over a surface 
s  bounded by a contour C gives the result ^  ¿ .< k is constant along 
a tube of flux. For two dimensional phenomena we may write A  ~ A(x ,y) 
d so v4 is constant on a tube of flux. We shall assume a line of force 
is equivalent to a very thin tube of flux, and so A  is constant along a 
line of force. The electric current density /  * ^  7a <A , and so
. Now suppose the system is in equilibrium, then 
the nett force acting on a line of force is zero. The Lorentz body force
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la given by the expression /  a & , We have assumed that ^  , the magnetic 
permeability is constant everywhere. The total force-on the line of force 
is j f V* (£* £)• * The latter vector result can nowCi $
be evaluated. With £ ¿ > « 0  , V. J  * o and, because of the symmetry,
(/■ V )§  =Q » we have the result . 4 i - O  and so J. is also
constant on a line of force. At a neutral point and so the latter
integral is automatically satisfied and §- can take any value. However, 
since A is also constant on a line of force we have the result Vk • F(A) 
where F is an arbitrary function of A . This is a standard equation and 
an obvious solution is A = f * v 1*? -*■ f *■ and we have
l i l x ~ (vx'+ffi* t Trom this result two types of
neutral point can be distinguished: the lines of force in the neighbourhood 
of a neutral point may be elliptic or hyperbolic, and the neutral point 
will be called an O-type in the former case, and an X-type in the latter.
At an O-type neutral point lines of force can grow out or shrink into 
the point. At an X-type neutral point flux is created or destroyed 
according to the breaking or connecting of magnetic lines of force at 
that point. It can be seen that in free space, when equals zero, only 
X-type neutral points can occur. Further details may be found in 
Dungey (1968a), chapters three and six.
We are now in a position to analyse-the EM field, at any time 
without the previously described complications. The field Um  to^olog, 
is unique at any instant of time and can be described by a suitable 
superposition of O-type and X-type neutral points. Infl2.2 „
the field line topoiogy for a dipole aource. which le the building block 
for our FLIM analysis. This work i. extended to a dipole array inH2.3. 
Infll.k we describe the forces to he expected from a dipole source over' 
one period of oscillation. Finally ln»12.5 we give an explanation of on.
of the observations- in the experiment of Chapter 2.
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12*2 O s c i l l a t i n g  Dipole Suspended Above an Electrical Conductor
Here we consider the magnetic field line topology of an oscillating 
magnetic dipole (period %/tco -seconds) placed at a point P , height /, 
above an electrical conductor. The region o < z <-d is taken to be of 
finite, non-zero conductivity whilst the regions 2><? , d^-JL are
assumed to have zero conductivity.
Starting from figure 12.1(a) the changes in the magnetic field over 
the interval t«o to fc * tv/o are explained as follows. Throughout we 
shall refer to one section of the axially symmetric system. The cycle 
begins when the dipole has maximum strength at ¿.-o , The magnetic field 
is compressed close to the surface of the conductor, S . At infinity 
(denoted by dashed lines) the magnetic field is at its maximum and 
orientated in the direction of the dipole. As time increases the field 
at infinity decays with that of the dipole source and an X-type neutral 
point forms spontaneously on the surface of the conductor at X f to allow 
the near topology to restructure itself into an 0-type neutral point 0,, 
just below the surface ( (b) and (c) ). The neutral points lie at a 
distance o(h) from the axis, because at high conductivities the only 
scale length available to the dipole is h,' its height above the conductor. 
The induced electric currents in the conductor are now centred on 0,. As 
the dipole source field decays the induced currents push the neutral point 
X( upwards towards P. At t » 7r/2u> (quarter cycle, diagram (e) ).the 
X point reaches P and disappears with the dipole field. The field at 
infinity is now solely due to the induced currents which are at their 
maximum. The second quarter of the cycle now begins with a reversal of 
the dipole source. To facilitate the directional change in the magnetic 
field the near topology restructures itself forming a partition boundary C„ 
with a source at Xaand sink at X3, (f). The neutral points Xa , Xj are 
formed. spontaneously with the dipole reversal, occupying positions on the 
axis above and below P. The increase in magnetic pressure within this
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boundary forces the points X2, X, to move along the axis away from P.
The compression of the field lines at S retards the movement of X, but X4 
moves rapidly to infinity, (g). The point X4 reaches infinity when the 
magnetic pressures from the dipole and induced electric currents balance (h> 
A reversal at infinity now occurs, and the boundary c* flips around to 
surround the 0-type neutral points, (i). As the source field increases 
in magnitude the magnetic pressure forces the boundary C, to constrict 
and the 0 points move towards each other, (3 ). Finally at t . (half 
cycle) the source field is at a maximum and the neutral points converge 
to a point somewhere on the axis, coalesce and disappear, (k). The 
reversal of the system is now complete. The cycle repeats itself in the
interval fc to ' fe - » / «  , but with the magnetic field line topology
reversed in direction.
The time development of the magnetic field (and by extension, the 
electric current density and electric field) can be estimated by taking 
the in phase configuration (a) multiplied by cos u>t , and adding the 
out of phase configuration (e) multiplied by . Here 'in phase'
and 'out of phase» is the state of the system relative to the source 
field, and corresponds to the real and imaginary parts respectively of 
the Maxwell solutions. This process would duplicate the pictorial 
representations (a) to (k).
12.3 An Array of Phased Dipoles
Although the magnetic field of a FLIM is three dimensional in nature, 
its dominant characteristics may be described by the study of a cross 
section along the axis of the motor. The magnetic field of this section 
can be modelled by line currents, placed in suitable positions, representing 
the coil windings on each tooth. The topological nature of the magnetic 
field of a line current is similar to that of a dipole so we can use the 
analysis of §12.1.
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Consider the array of line currents illustrated in figures 12.2 and 
12.3. There is a phase difference of W  seconds between adjacent dipole 
sources, (corresponding to a three phase supply). Consider first the 
four diagrams of figure 12.2. We have illustrated the basic configuration, 
which oust occur in the field line topology between two adjacent .cures.
The system begins at b .o  with the left line current (P) ,t its 
maximum strenghh, (a). The right line current (Q ) is incwaelng it. 
strength as the induced currents in the conductor decay. . The magnetic 
pressure from P and Q is balanced by the neutral line H, K. which extend, 
to the X-type neutral point at Infinity, x „  . It should be noted that 
the point X„ is a single point and that for clarity only, we have drawn 
the topology with several points denoted by X. . The lines at infinity 
are drawn dashed. The 0-type neutral point 0, is the induced electric 
current of the dipole Q. As time increases, (b), a neutral point 0, 
forms due to the decay of P whilst the increase of magnetic pressure from 
a expands the field line boundary C. The upper X-type point x.now moves 
off to infinity whilst the lower, X, , compresses the field lines due to 
0 . The neutral line N, W, now disappears as a new X-type neutral point 
X, , which is formed at Infinity, moves to allow the reversal of the field 
at infinity from Q, (c). The point X, re-emerges from infinity to constrict 
0, in the field line boundary C. Finally at t  c m/tu. p blinks out 
and the topology is dominated by the induced currents from 0» . Meanwhile 
an X-type neutral point X+ has formed to allow Q to decay in strength. <d). 
We have thus described the basic configurations possible for the system
Figure 12.3 extends these ideas to a full linear motor. However because
of the symmetry involved, the complete variation in the topology can be 
represented by considering two instants of time with an array of only four 
teeth. The diagrams (a) and (b) are self explanatory. It appears that 
the travelling nature of the magnetic field can he interpreted a. motion 
of the neutral line N,N, along the axis of the motor, (thi, motion will
however, be extremely unsteady).
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12.4 The Lorentz Force Produced By An Oscillating Magnetic Dipole.
It may be expected that the Lorentz body force induced in an electrical 
conductor by an oscillating magnetic dipole could be oscillatory and 
average to zero over a period of oscillation. However we can sec from 
the force analysis of figure 12.1, which is shown in figure 12.u , that 
this is not so in general. We have drawn the induced body force as shown 
by the vertical and horizontal arrows, the length of which indicates the 
magnitude of the force at the two points P and Q  on the surface of the 
conductor. The diagrams (a) to (f) are self explanatory, except for the 
lines M and N which are taken to be the regions of zero horizontal force.
In diagrams (e) and (h) we illustrate the variation of the horizontal 
force over the period of oscillation at P and Q. It can be seen that 
for most positions in the conductor there will exist a non-zero time 
averaged force which has the potential to move an electrically conducting 
fluid towards the regions containing the O-type neutral points.
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12.5 The Experiment- of Chapter 2
In this section we present an explanation of the increase in flow rate 
for the mercury experiment (Chapter 2) when highly conducting side walls 
were added. A cross section of the motor/channel configuration is 
illustrated in figure 12.5(a) The induced currents form closed loops and 
these are shown in plan in (b). The regions R,, r, indicate the return 
areas for the induced electric current.
It is possible to model the magnetic field of the cross section shown 
in (a) by placing line currents at P and Q on the sides of the stator, (c).
At fr.o . the induced electric currents are at their minimum (as are the 
induced forces) but they gradually increase to a maximum at t =  n 
(quarter cycle) when the line currents »blink out', (d) The disappearance 
of the source causes two O-type neutral points to form (denoted by 0, , 0 ). 
The distance between 0, and 0A (equal to 2d, say) gives the distance 
between return areas R, and , because the 0-points are the areas of 
maximum current density. The addition of highly conducting side walls 
allows greater conduction of electric currents, and the 0-type neutral 
points move to 0^  , 0' , thereby increasing the distance R, Rx to 2d' (say)
Thus we have, shown that the addition of highly conducting side walls 
decreases the distance between the return currents and the side walls, 
which increases the length of the induced currents across the channel.
Fig. 12.5 The Effect of Conducting Side Walls.
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However, in the regions between R, and , the pumping force is 
that along the axis and is given by the product j ,  £ , (usual notation). 
Jhe total force across the channel is given by f J , g } X *  . Because
6 , constant along this length (at a given depth), an increase in the 
total force is proportional to an increase in the length of . if we 
assume two dimensional steady flow occurs beneath the motor, we may 
assume the average velocity is proportional to the force applied. Finally 
we have the result ( V“ is the average velocity):
V’/: V“ ~  ^
Here V ' i s  the average velocity with highly conducting side walls. In a 
recent paper by HEWSON-BROWNE and KENDALL (1973) it is shown that O-type 
neutral points can form at a distance dt from the edge of a conductor, 
where:
Here K »  <rj> is the integrated conductivity ( 03 is the
conductor thickness and <r its conductivity). If we assume that the 
addition of a thin highly conducting sheet ( l  « c l  ) effectively increases 
the length of the conductor, then the decrease in distance Ac^ with the 
addition of the sheet may be taken as
A  dt ~  ctf. a #
STS. (3)
Here l  is the width of the sheet, o; Its conductivity, a is half the width 
of the channel and or the conductivity of mercury. We have tUa.-oi4 
and d! -  + - d «. . Substituting for d  and d 1 in (1) gives the
increase in flow rate for the system. With the parameter values given 
in chapter 2,equation (l) predicts an increase in flow rate of 20%.
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13. CONCLUSION
13.1 Summary
Some o f the more important results we have obtained for the 
single sided linear induction pump (SLIP) ares
(i ) Design relations for an idealised SLIP (chapter 3)
(ii) Induced velocity profiles for an idealised SLIP (chapters 
3 and i+) which take into account some KHD effects
(iii) Estimates for the rate of decay of the induced EM field
with depth and beyond the edges of the motor (chapters 
5 and 6)
(iv) Two-dimensional results for the induced EM field (chapters ' 
7 and 9)
(v) Three dimensional results for the induced EM field 
(chapter 11)
We have also included a survey of the relevant published literature 
( §1.7» f 1.8)j an estimate of the flow profiles induced in a liquid 
by a rectangular body force (chapter 8); an account of an 
experiment performed at Pilkington's and a discussion of magnetic 
field line theory (chapter 12) which is applied to a linear motor's 
tooth (chapters 10 and 11).
Although the work is not included in this thesis, we have
obtained three dimensional expressions in transform space for the
velocity and pressure distribution induced in a conducting liquid
of finite depth, by the force expressions derived in chapter 11 for
a SLIM, in the slow flow configuration. Briefly, we can obtain
the transformation of the magnetic induction 1  induced by a SLIM
in the conductor (region III, figure 11.a) by combining suitably
placed and phased magnetic induction expressions for a solitary
tooth (obtained from (11.38)and(11.39) ). The transformation of 
the induced electric c u r r e n t s  can thus be found using (11.2^).
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Clearly we can write * C ( « t \  c ” ; and * (*€ *1 * ;* * )
where c and £  are functions of 7  and ^  . Navler-Stokes
equation for slow flow (obtained from (1.18) is • 7 p - F  
where f*Ji?[ l*  2*] - * ( lA§* + is the time averaged Lorentz body
force. We no» transform this equation using the two dimensional form 
of (1.32), * * • «  (for example)
(using the convolution result (1.34) ). Because! a n d ?  are 7
separable in x we can now solve the ordinary differential equations 
in the transformed hydromagnetic equations for y (subject to the 
boundary conditions specified in §1.4.7) and T  , obtaining the 
solutions in convolution form. A Fourier inversion can then be 
made using (1.33). It can be seen that we require an evaluation 
of four successive integrals. Attempts were made to evaluate the 
solutions using standard numerical quadrature routines, but the amount 
of computation required exceeded the available computer time.
Following METZ and GANDHI (1974) we attempted to use SINGLETON»s 
0 9 6 9 )  fast fourier transformation (FFT) algorithm (see 
GENTLEMAN and SANDE, (1966)) in order to increase the speed of 
computation. Some results were obtained but we have disregarded 
them since their accuracy is questionable. Recently however 
SINGHAL et al (1975) have succeeded in using a Pade rational 
approximation for the evaluation of a two dimensional complex 
Laplace transform inversion. Their method may well prove useful 
for the inverse Fourier transformation part of our integral 
expressions but this remains a problem for further research.
13-2 Factors Influencing The Design of a FLIP
Although many of the results and equations obtained in
this thesis are derived from idealised models they can still be
used to predict the performance of a realistic SLIP, (see for
example § 3*5). In the work below we shall assume the stator 
is series wound (case S  ).
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Vsing the idealised form (3.4 0 ) for the mechanical power 
developed by a SLIP,ft, , we see that for a fixed slip S and pole 
pitch r , we can write where k, is the stator surface
current density and / a function of the Magnetic Reynolds number, 
f* , based on the synchronous velocity of the excitation. Clearly
fvH°‘ fcs* and by figure 3 .2 (a) we see that an increase in the 
value of ft, increases the magnitude of ft, .
Consider first the parameter K* • By (1.^6) we have (for a 
fixed pole pitch) k-, w  where H is the number of turns per
phase, I the winding current,? the number of magnetic poles and 
*w* is the pitch factor ( cP is the coil pitch).
The simplest method of increasing <, is therefore achieved by 
increasing H or 1 . The value of the parameters and T can be 
adjusted by, amongst other methods, layering the stator windings 
or increasing the number of slots per pole (this does, of course, 
alter the pole pitch). These are standard procedures in rotary 
machine theory and are discussed in the texts of SAY (1963) and 
ALGER ( 1 9 5 D .  Also since Carter's fringing coefficient ( 1 .4 2 ) 
gives an indication of fringing losses it is clear that losses are 
reduced by decreasing the width of a stator slot.
The magnetic Reynolds number fsU» V s A**} f where "V^ . <W<* j_s
the synchronous wave velocity ( «  is the excitation frequency),
<* - tt/z  is the wave number and ^  « « //.«r where o* iS the
electrical conductivity of the working fluid and ju. the magnetic
permeability of free space. For a fixed pole pitch the only
excitation parameter involved is * . However, care must be taken
to ensure that w  is not increased unduly because the skin depth
for the EM field (3.17) is proportional to and the fluid flow
for large «  is confined to regions close to the glass ribbon's
surface (see figure 3 .9 ), which increases the surface shear stress 
on the glass.
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Above we assumed that the pole pitch was fixed. At first 
sight, since \ £ = c o t /71 , it might appear that large pole pitches 
are desirable. However in chapter 11 we showed that large pole 
pitches produce oscillatory flow beneath the SLIP and the pumping 
of the working fluid is then a net effect. With this in mind and 
the fact that (from (1 . ¿f 6)) K * -< > / Z it is clearly desirable to 
have a SLIP with small pole pitches, even though this decreases the 
synchronous velocity of the excitation. This result can also be 
deduced from the idealised graphs in figures 3.5 to 3.8.
Perhaps the simplest method of increasing the pumping rate 
is to place two identical SLIM's adjacent to each other with their 
excitations fully synchronised (see figure 13.1). This should (at 
least) double the flow rate since a larger bulk of fluid sees an
infinite expanse of excitation. We can increase the effective length 
of a SLIP by placing two identical synchronised SLIMs end to end. 
Since this doubles the total turns per phase and the number of 
pole pitches, the stator surface current density Ks remains 
unchanged. However, combining (3.82) and (3*83), which are 
idealised expressions describing the flow development in a SLIP we 
see that flow rate induced increases as the square root of the 
effective SLIP length. The above procedure may therefore prove 
u s e f u l .
We note that the efficiency of a SLIP can be improved using the 
compensating methods described in 51.5.3. Unfortunately the
compensating pole method produces a stator overhang which may be 
undesirable and the superimposed winding method may not be cost 
effective since it requires a great deal of electrical hardware.
Finally, we observe that the analysis above is unlikely to 
be directly applicable to parallel-wound ( c a s e p )  motors. However, 
following the observation made in chapter 7 that the body force 
induced by such motors is not conducive to pumping we choose not 
to discuss their design here.
13.3 Suggestions For Further Work
Apart from the few papers mentioned in the survey of $ 1 . 7  
there seems to be very little published work on the flow profiles 
induced by an axially finite flat linear induction pump (FLIP), 
(whether single sided (SLIP) or double sided (DLIP), and we have 
not found any papers concerned with the flow development with time 
or the stability of the flow in such a pump, except for specific inlet 
profiles (KOZYRENKO, 1971a 1971b). To our knowledge there have not
been any theoretical or computational analyses of the flow induced 
by a FLIP offinite width - the working fluid is always assumed to 
be fully contained in a channel which lies within the extent of 
the travelling wave excitation.
For an improvement in the flatness of float glass we clearly 
require a more detailed description of the flow induced in the 
baths molten tin by an open sided SLIP. In this context and with 
the above comments in mind we suggest the following topics as 
worthwhile areas of research:
(a) An analytical study of the flow development and stability of 
the flow in an axially finite SLIP assuming no transverse 
flow variation. In this context the work of KOZYRENKO (1971a 
1 9 7 1 b) and MERKULOV et al. (1973) is worth further consideration.
It is possible that the constant applied magnetic field work 
of SPASR0W et al. (196if) on inlet profiles, and CHEN & EATON
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(1 9 7 2 ) on stability can be extended to cater for travelling 
magnetic fields.
(b) A study of the flow development and stability of the movement 
of a body of liquid (which, in the float bath, has a shear 
profile) into a finite travelling magnetic field aligned 
transverse to the flow.
Here the approaches used by the authors in S 1.8 for an 
analysis of stability and flow development in the constant 
applied magnetic field configuration may prove useful.
(c) A full three dimensional numerical study of the coupled 
hydrodynamic and electromagnetic equations with boundary 
conditions appropriate to the float bath SLIP configuration.
A numerical approach will allow the inclusion of Inertia 
terms for the fluid flow, and avoid the MHD approximation 
(the assumption that the fluid velocity ¥ can be treated as 
a constant in Maxwell's equations) used in all of the 
analytical studies of a SLIP published to date.
Since a two-dimensional study will of necessity preceed a three 
dimensional one, the results of NASAR and DEL CID's (1973a, 
1 9 7 3 b) numerical study of a SLIM may be used for comparison.
If a finite difference technique is used, the results of 
MOMSON (1972) and BREWITT-TAYLOR & WEAVER (1976) may prove 
useful in obtaining appropriate boundary conditions for the 
corners of the stator core (assuming a realistic model for the 
motor is used), if the magnetic permeability and electric 
conductivity is assumed to be different than that of free
s pace.
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APPENDIX I Special Functions
Here we list only the particular results required in our work. Further 
properties of the functions below are given in the texts of ABRAMOWITZ & 
STEGUN (AS), GRADSHTEYN & RYZHIK (GR), LUKE (L) and WATSON (W). We use 
the convention that Greek letters , etc. are written for parameters 
which may take arbitrary values but Latin letters, *n, , etc., for the
corresponding parameters if they are restricted to integral values. The 
parameter Z is assumed complex.
A. BESSEL Functions (AS, GR, L and W)
We use Bessel's functions of the first kind, ; of the second kind
y*U) » of the m°dified first kind, TU*} , and of the modified second 
kind, kyCz? •
(i) Limiting forms for Small Argument. When P is fixed and z o
(ii) Asymptotic Expansions for Large Arguments. When v is fixed and
r ^ u ) ~ ( U ) V r ( ^ o
X> (z) -v - ( » / * )  T c * )  ( i ? ) ' *  j Y . ( U  ~  2
4
Tvif> ~ (tz; * / rcv+i; c * *  -• ... )
K v ( z) ~  i  Æ [ z î > c > ; ~  z
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(iii) Recurrence Relations. Jte~> is any Bessel function.
2- C t  z U? m Jy-
Ct) -  Cz.) „ £  j*.
(iv) Special Results. 4(i)is any Bessel function.
J’*(*? ~ - T«*-?
(v) Integral Expressions.
3J tiD ao - / 1 + 7„C*1
*£> '¿e * { I -  ( t r ] r t i  J „ U )
CCiti <*t ctt =
B. AIRY Functions (AS, L)
A pair of linearly independent solutions to the differential equation
are the Airy functions A'(%) and .
(i) Limiting Forms for Small Argument.
J-Tf
i
V ZC  <
o
i-n
i _ -t 21/4/0 W «
0®
r fcJ t  i
0
/Uc*? *  3 - t / %  5 ? ;  -  - e  o& )
TCj )  n  r c h )  **■
U  et) = rsf 3 l ? c '*ü ) ~ + o(t >)
1 r(-r)
(ii) Asymptotic Expansion for Large Arguments.
(k(i) ~ i tt'î z"^  e~ 1
faU) ~ ir-'iz-^  e * z3C
C */ <.7C)
( ^  H’/'i.)
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C. STRUVE, ANGER and WEBER Functions (AS)
Here we consider the Struve function HvCs) • modified Struve function, 
UyCifi Anger function, SÇ(z; and Weber function Bv(a; ,
(i) Recurrence Relations: ( ¿3)
Hv-, + Wv+. - 2 n v „ ci*>vJF rivN-^ 4.;
fta-i -  a hJ _. Ci«/*
T(y+*i)
Ujt( A-y* 1 a/z  ^
nr T’c ^ t )
lu-l t Uy+i * aiY* -. L*A2_VFT r i ^ o
(ii) Special Results.
Ho * » — (-h
, H o( * ) - Y o U )  -v ^  [ * -  ?» •* —7
Z->eo , H,(ï) - 'i'U) ~ A l I + ¿ 7 - ] + 0 C^ i.) 0*^ *1 <*)
VlC*) - T^Ct)
£  o(T-) = —
£  tit) *  %  -  14,Cï ;* '
D, SCHLAFLI Polynomial f„ (Q , (WA)
I  &  V o - ^
E. GAMMA Function f te ) , (AS)
PCvti) * n *. 7>(i)= JIT
Til) T(l~Z) =■ -"2. P i - H : )  P ( 2 ; >  St 7C C o k e c t t £  t
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APPENDIX II - Integral Reductions
A. Fourier Integrals
Consider the integral«o o*
“CO -*VJ »
where «< , ^ are constants and F is an arbitrary function. Writing
9cspcoiQ t » />-K:wrP , ^  s|c;»i9 we can reduce X  to the form
_  r iV ,  .  . x  .
X = J 1 r« K*FfK) C cifcii/
° 0
This expression can be further reduced by writing ^-9 = "^-^ and using 
the integral results of A (v) in Appendix I. We find
Oo
X J SiTri (<*<¿>¡0 -+ J  F t * )  . Kl T, ( iy )  d j<
B. Laplacian Integral 
Consider the integral
PI
we have
Xfo/.p) = [  e  ^  d*  &[*] >0
o
«»•
(ii.i)
• «¿k-
o»
integrating, we have J  C ^ S V - O « * *  ^ICo,p)J (II. 2)
where
Similarly the integral
I f o t$)  — \  --■ oGfc
0 l<-p
M p
. eT t-lcifc: <52 > 0 ( I I . 3)
f  6  G-(V) oL<^
►
«• J(o,p)] ( I I . *0
TCo.f) - J ± ^ . g U cr iwhere
- 2 H -
Oniy for some particular values of the parameters and the function ^  
are the integrals in (II.l) and (II.3) tabulated in the standard texts 
(BATEMAN, GRADSHTEYN and RYZHIK etc). In this thesis we are mainly 
concerned with the value of Krf.fj and for *  small. Usually
(II.1) and (II.3) only give a first approximation (for «.-o ) since 
expanding the exponential function, e."** , in a power series often 
destroys the convergence of the integrals. However, providing we can 
obtain a value for the Laplace transformation of <*„>,( ft*,), the reduced 
results ( I I .2) and (II.*) give further approximations, since the magnitude 
of the integral expressions in these results are of order *  . When p is 
real (and positive) the procedure above is a useful technique for removing 
the singularity at kr.-p in the Cauchy Principal Value (CPV) integral (II,l).
In the derivation of (II.2) and (11.4) we have assumed that we can 
differentiate with respect t o *  through the integral signs of (II.l) and 
(II.3). It can be shown that the conditions on the integral I * T  2i!H*4lko
for the differentiation to be valid are (i) its kernal should be continuous 
on Co,*) , and (ii) all the partial derivatives of its kernal should be 
continuous in Co,«,) . The result holds even if I  is CPV, as we shall 
show. If p is real we have
f * f  J e t '
‘ 0 (L  *-p J
Clearly the kernal over the intervals O ,  p-fcJ and
is continuous if ft*) is continuous, so providing the partial derivatives 
of exi-St* we can differentiate with respect to «and obtain
V J  ^  ¿ ¿ a [ [] *  . V o ^ > (Uc ^.T ^  VC*,*,) ?ieS 6,-VO l J ¿oL f c - p  J J
r
which is the required result.
£a**\
o
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APPENDIX III - Additions to Chapter 9 
Case S Constants of Integration
M, - j/AcKs . 1  fX(ï-K) A s ^  1
fl i * /Uokj
a (y-t<e) As
| O i< ;’’•e *- (V-kJ*'J
h3 • ■i tc/*«>ki
N, » •4- /~ks (r+k> p /
2 a * i
rf* *
2A s
aJ j - . ik  (v+ k ) f e*,v-1
•2J.AS Z
• *_p / W \ e l> 
a *-^  v *-*/
"P*. = • J L ' Jr-ic/
Pj -  ^** Jetl
fA c  ^
G, = . Yp *, - Ki .
(*♦*>2*k e ?
0 * 0  A* ^
«I. = - Jj*ki_ Y - ki .
(ktV>2.ïk € 
0*0 Af
c23 = *ukj. ik*- — Kj . „ • ». t*»0a»Kfcy -e. 
‘VQ-m A*
The case f  solutions are recovered by replacing by
_ Às/A») in the above constants.
APPENDIX IV Additions to Chapter 11
A. Expressions for the constants of integration.
J> ■= G C j  OmI  g ,  ^
kA k-4\
P i  =  "  E C ,  **(&■?■•) + i £  (  p e, C*.) CO &  ^
K K^ v
^  ( j" £  Cj e*«!» kï» “ * £  «|. c t  K  Z» —  £  C x > A \ K  ( A ' Z s r )  p ( ,^C| - f > C t.')
f ' - G&K'J / „ *  } /U  U
fl, = f- t cx o^A (cf-A-s») •» £» p(m-pc»X [ ^ (ìr-w')^' ^
l 2 U ‘A
Ali J
N, = I gct kfl-3.) + t'E^Ca K(4-»Q + gïi^K^'lJ X
2 AX’
[ 1 - fêrjc'1*] / 2 *va  J / w .  »c£
^ ^  - I  » £ c, a>^ -«- CE f  c* ¿»»l *"*» -  E V cr»AkiA-s.) >
[l -  ( y £ ) e zt] A ' A  } f* U * A
f 1 i * f  Eci c r^k d -^ i + ~ ^ J  ^  ^
2 Atf'A
•+ *,g ? c» tj;
¿ k  '
JVx r I ~ E Cer*C\ K f A-3Q vE _ É ¥ cj^K^-fc) <Wo c, -ft;) ^
1 2, a *.- *'
t * “ / 2-k*kA  j /^*tA leA .
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Ÿ _ E (*-»*) pV (frCi-pc-O e-^gg^k 
k ‘fY-K> ^
?2. a Efr+K> I ï ( y c,-f>c^ ) C *y ¿oj4 k A - ^ »)
(S, _  -£pVf^Ct-pc^; Co^K^'-Z-;
k *a
#1 =  - E «l * ( ï 6* - p£. } (cU*a.j 
k V i
7  ^  _  y g ( r ^ )  -p<^ ) ú»*& kfl> - to)
(y'K J £\
Q z _  te C^c,-p cx) C O ^ ^ A - 2«)
B, Transformed toagnetic induction (horizontal source c»-° )
®,(ir ,2^^-) 
£ (JT,2 <&)
- e ¿o>^  k/A-Z) h4»t7 ■+ f*( fCtr-^Ci) [(j-k )c ~ l] Oi,h&k(A-vJ
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D. The EM field induced by a solitary tooth
The results presented here are an addition to those of S11.16, Here
we use the magnetic field line analysis of chapter 12 to discuss the
structure on th, conductor surface, t - o  , of the real and imaginary parts
of the (complex induced EM field shown in figures IV.l to IV.6.
Writing C2<?-t i&xj£*u>t we _ th + a• e see that e g corresponds to the
magnetic induction induced by the tooth (since at o the secondary
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fields are momentarily zero) and - § x corresponds to the magnetic induction 
produced by the induced currents (since at t •=-*/**} the source field is 
momentarily zero). The magnetic induction at any time fc is given by 
= ?£ Cojub _ . Similarly we may describe
and <0fr.t;- (cfo* « * * ) € '-f
We note the following: (i) the diffusive action of the conductor is 
indicated by the less rapid decay with distance of the secondary field 
( (b) in figures IV.1 to IV.6) compared with the source field ( (a) in 
figures IV.1 to IV.6), (ii)the magnitudes of the secondary fields are, in 
general, one tenth those of the source fields, (iii) the orientation of the 
magnetic field lines for a section along the ^  -axis when the tooth 
resembles a dipole source agrees with our magnetic field line analysis,of 
a vertical magnetic dipole (figure 12.1) and (iv) the changes in direction 
of the real and imaginary parts of $3 (figures IV,3(a) and IV.3(b)) 
indicate the positions of the 'O'-type neutral points between the times 
t-'O and fc= n/zw (for a section along the jcaxis, the coil-wound tooth 
resembles two widely-spaced line currents, so the secondary currents are 
image sources^•
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